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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the problem of automatic speech recognition in noise (additive 
and convolutional) by the development of Weighted Matching algorithms (WMA). The WMA 
approach relies on the fact that additive noise corrupts some segments of the speech signal more 
severely than others. As a result, WMA revises the classical concept of acoustic pattern matching 
in order to include the segmental signal to noise ratio (SNR) frame-by-frame. The problem of 
end-point detection is also addressed and a method based on autoregressive analysis of noise 
is also proposed for robust speech pulse detection. The technique is shown to be effective in 
increasing the discrimination between the speech signal and background noise. 
Modified versions of the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
algorithms are proposed and tested in combination with reliability in noise cancelling weighting 
firstly using a novel noise cancelling neural net (UN-Lateral Inhibition Neural Net) and then 
spectral subtraction (SS). The reliability in noise cancelling is a function of the local SNR and 
tries to measure the reliability of the information provided by the noise cancelling technique. A 
model for additive noise is proposed with the suggestion that the hidden clean signal information 
should be treated as a stochastic variable. This model is applied to estimate the uncertainty 
in noise cancelling using SS in a Mel filter bank, and this uncertainty (inverse of reliability) 
is employed to compute the weighting coefficient to be used in the modified DTW or Viterbi 
(HMM) algorithms. This uncertainty (in the form of a variance) is mainly caused by the lack of 
knowledge about the phase difference between noise and clean signals. The model for additive 
noise also suggests that SS could be defined by means of the expected value of the logarithm of 
the hidden clean signal energy given the noisy signal energy and the noise energy estimation. 
The reliability in noise cancelling weighting is tested in an isolated word recognition task 
(digits) with several types of noise, and is shown to substantially reduce the error rate when 
SS is used to remove the additive noise using a poor estimation of the corrupting signal. The 
weighted Viterbi (HMM) algorithm is compared and combined with state duration modelling. It 
is shown that weighting the time varying signal information requires only a low computational 
load and leads to better results than the introduction of temporal constraints in the recognition 
algorithm. In combination with temporal constraints, the weighted Viterbi algorithm results in 
a high recognition accuracy at moderate SNR's without an accurate noise model. 
When the signal is corrupted by both additive and convolutional noise, it is shown that the 
effect of the transmission channel function can be removed after the additive noise has been 
cancelled by means of SS. Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) and Maximum Likelihood 
estimation (MLE) of the convolutional noise are tested with SS and it is shown that the weighted 
Viterbi algorithm in combination with temporal constraints improves the performance of the 
additive and convolutional noise cancellation. 
The techniques proposed in this thesis represent important theoretical contributions for 
speech recognition in noise and are interesting from the practical application point of view due 
to the simplicity of the assumptions made about the corrupting environment. 
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Glossary 
The following list defines all the important terms in this document. When pertinent, they are 
discussed more carefully in the text. 
Additive noise External process (e.g. background and line transmission noises) that is added 
to the clean speech. 
AR Denotes autoregressive analysis (see section 4.2). 
ASRS Automatic Speech Recognition Systems. 
Back-propagation Algorithm to train multi layer perceptrons (see also inultilayer percept rons). 
Baum-Welch Algorithm based on the EM technique to train HMM's (see also EM and section 
2.3.3). 
CDCN Code-book Dependent Cepstral Normalization. Technique based on ML estimation of 
noise proposed to address the noise robustness of ASRS (see also ASRS and section 2.4). 
CDHMM Continuous density HMM's (see also 1-1MM and section 2.3.2). 
CMN Cepstral mean normalization. Technique employed to address the problem of convolu-
tional noise (see also convolutional noise and section 2.4). 
Convolutional noise Effect introduced by the transmission channel response or the replacement 
of microphones. 
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform. 
Delta First order differential of static parameters generally computed over a window of 3 or 5 
frames (see also frame and static coefficients). 
Delta2 First order differential of delta parameters generally computed over a window of 3 or 5 
frames (see also frame and delta). 
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform. 
DHMM Discrete HMM's (see also HMM and section 2.3.2). 
DP Dynamic Programming (see section 2.2). 
DTW Dynamic Time Warping. A technique for speech recognition where a test utterance is 
compared to a reference one (see section 2.2). 
EM Expectation-Maximisation algorithm for ML estimation (see also ML, and sections 2.3.3 
and B.2). 
End-point detection determination of the start and end of an utterance (see section 4.5). 
FIR Finite Impulse Response digital filter. 
vi 
Frame Short period of time, usually 20 or 30ms, in which the speech signal is supposed 
stationary. In speech recognition, the signal is divided in overlapped frames with the same 
length. In every frame, parameters (e.g. MFCC) are estimated and the speech signal is 
then represented by a sequence of parameter vectors (see also MFCC). 
Global SNR SNR in a long interval (e.g. several utterances). 
HMM Hidden Markov Model. A technique for speech recognition based on the stochastic 
model of phonetic units or words (see section 2.3). 
HR Infinite Impulse Response digital filter. 
IMELDA Integrated Mel-scale with LDA (see also LDA). Technique proposed to address the 
noise robustness of ASRS (see also ASRS and section 2.4). 
LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis (see section 2.4). 
LIN Lateral Inhibition Net. Noise cancelling neural net based on multilayer perceptrons (see 
also multilayerperceptrons and section 3.2). 
LMS least-mean-square. Adaptive filtering algorithm based on the gradient technique (see 
section 4.2). 
Local SNR see segmental SNR. 
Lombard effect Distortion on the speech signal when the speaker is led to speak more loudly 
in the presence of additive background noise. 
Mel Perceptual frequency scale. According to psychoacoustic experiments, the perception is 
more sensitive to variations in the formant central frequencies when the formants are in 
the low part of the spectrum than when they are in the high one. 
Mel filter bank array of filters based on the Mel scale. Below 1kHz the filters have ap-
proximately the same band width, but above ]kHz the band width is roughly directly 
proportional to the central frequency. 
MFCC Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. Parametrisation based on the Mel filter bank 
analysis. In MFCC the logarithm of the output energy is computed for all the filters, and 
then the cepstral transform (DCT inverse) is applied in order to reduce the number of 
parameters and increase the discriminability (see also Mel filter bank, DCT and section 
A.1). 
ML Maximum Likelihood (see section 2.3.3). 
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation (see section 2.4 and Appendix B). 
Multilayer perceptrons Neural net composed by an input layer of sensory or source units, one 
or more hidden layers of computation nodes with a non-linear function, and an output 
layer of computation nodes (see section 3.2). 
PDF Probability Density Function. 
vii 
PMC Parallel Model Combination. Technique proposed to address the noise robustness of 
ASRS (see also ASRS and section 2.4). 
Rasta RelAtive SpecTrAl.Technique proposed to address the noise robustness of ASRS (see 
also ASRS and section 2.4). 
Segmental SNR SNR in a short interval such as 20 or 30 ms, which is generally the duration 
of a frame (see also frame). 
SMC Short-term Modified Coherence. Technique to address the problem of additive noise in 
ASRS (see also additive noise and ASRS and section 2.4). 
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio. Generally SNR is defined as being the logarithm in dB (ten times 
the logarithm to base 10) of the ratio between the clean and noise signal energies. 
SS Spectral Subtraction. An additive noise cancelling technique based on the subtraction of the 
noise from the noisy signal energy (see also additive noise, and sections 2.4 and 5.5). 
Static coefficients Parameters extracted from a single frame (see also frame, delta and delta2). 
Temporal constraints Restrictions imposed to state durations in HMM's to improve the recog-
nition accuracy (see also HMM and section 6.6.1). 
Viterbi Decoding algorithm used in speech recognition based on HMM's (see also 11MM and 
section 2.3.3). 
WMA Weighted Matching Algorithms. Speech recognition algorithms that take into consider-
ation the degree of signal distortion frame-by-frame (see section 2.5). 
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List of symbols 
Transition probability in HMM. It is defined as being the probability of going (or staying 
if i = ) from state 1. to state j (see HMM in Glossary). 
b(T) : Output probability in HMM. It is defined as being the probability of observing the frame 
T at time t given that at time t the process is in state s, = j (see HMM in Glossary). 
C : The covariance of a multivariate Gaussian distribution. 
d(t, r) : Local distance between parameter vectors Tt and R. In this thesis, the local distance 
corresponds to the squared Euclidean distance between the vectors. 
D(T, R) : Overall distance between a testing T and a reference R sequences (see also R and T). 
This overall distance corresponds to G(LR , LT) normalized to the alignment path length 
and is estimated by means of DTW (see G(t, r) and DTW in Glossary). 
Em : The logarithm of the energy at the output of the filter m. 
G(t, r) : Minimum overall or global matching distance along the optimum alignment path from 
the start point until d(t, r). This global distance G(t, r) defines the DP equation for the 
DTW algorithm and is used to obtain D(T, R) (see D(T, R) and DTW in Glossary). 
Probability of state 1. being the first one (see HMM in Glossary). 
l-{A(Z) : Autoregressive filter estimated in non-speech intervals to model an additive noise 
process. 
H.c : Convolutional noise in the cepstral domain represented by a vector of constants. 
LR 	Length in number of frames of a reference parameter vector sequence. 
L1  : Length in number of frames of a testing parameter vector sequence. 
LI() : Output of UN (Lateral Inhibition Net), a noise cancelling neural net proposed in Chapter 
3. 
A : Set of parameters (matrix of transition probabilities, matrix of output probabilities and initial 
state distribution) that defines an HMM (see aij, b(T) and I, and HMM in Glossary). 
The mean vector of a multivariate Gaussian distribution. 
NJ, i1, C) Multivariate Gaussian distribution to model the output probability of state j. 
Tt is the observed parameter vector at time t, 	the mean vector, and C j the covariance 
matrix (see b(T) and HMM in Glossary). 
NST : Stationarity coefficient (see section 4.4). 
Q : Kullback-Leibler number employed by the EM algorithm (see EM in Glossary). 
R : Reference pattern composed by a sequence of parameter vectors. 
lx 
SD : Spectral Density comparison (see section 4.3). 
SSThTm : Threshold at channel i-n. employed by spectral subtraction defined in (5.26), section 
5.5. 
T 	Testing pattern composed by a sequence of parameter vectors. 
VarThx : Threshold used by the weighting function defined in (5.30), section 5.7. 
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1.1 	Speech recognition in noise 
In speech technology, most of the research in the last 10 or 20 years has focused on automatic 
speech recognition, a fascinating topic mainly due to the fact it tries to emulate one of the 
most natural of human skills. Although a huge amount of work has been done by thousands of 
researchers in different countries, the human capability of decoding the acoustic linguistic infor-
mation in variable contexts remains unreachable. However, the technology currently available 
allows systems to use speech as an input interface always assuming restrictions concerning the 
way in which the words are uttered, the speaker, the vocabulary and the noise. Due to the fact 
that the parameterisation process is based on physical measures of the acoustical signal (e.g. 
energy at the output of filters), automatic speech recognition systems (ASRS) are very sensitive 
to mismatches between training and testing conditions and noise robustness remains as the main 
problem to be solved in order to make ASRS successful in real applications. 
This thesis addresses the problem of robustness of ASRS to additive and/or convolutional noise. 
Additive noise corresponds to an external process (e.g. background and line transmission noise) 
that is added to the clean speech. Convolutional noise denotes the effects introduced by the 
transmission channel response or replacement of microphones. The cancellation of both types 
of noise is theoretically and experimentally difficult and a generic solution is still not available, 
athough the results presented in this thesis alleviate the restrictions imposed by other methods 
and open a new research topic in speech recognition. 
Other sorts of distortions such as Lombard effect (J.C.Junqua, 1989) (A.Wakao et al., 1996), when 
the speaker is led to speak more loudly in the presence of background noise, and reverberation 
are not treated in this thesis. 
1.2 Reliability in noise cancelling 
As discussed in the following chapters, the convolutional noise seems to be much easier to 
deal with than the additive one. This is due to the fact that the first one is reasonably constant 
and is supposed to equally corrupt the speech signal independently of the signal level. On the 
other hand, the additive noise can be non-stationary and clearly corrupts some segments of the 
signal more badly than others. Ordinary acoustic matching algorithms (e.g. DTW and HMM) 
give to all frames the same weight in the recognition process but, if some segments are more 
severely corrupted than others, this is conceptually wrong. Consequently, the classical concept 
of recognition algorithms should be revised in order to take into account the local or segmental 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on a frame-by-frame basis. To do so, weighting matching algorithms 
(WMA) (N.B.Yoma et at., 1995) (N.B.Yoma et at., 1996d)(N.B.Yoma et at., 1996a) (N.B.Yoma 
et at., 1997b) (N.B.Yoma et at., 1997a) (N.B.Yoma et at., 1998a) (N.B.Yoma et at., 1998b) were 
proposed and experiments showed that WMA can be effective in reducing the error rate, although 
the weighting coefficients should also be a function of the reliability in noise cancelling. The 
Noise cancelling 
Input 	Uncertainty in 
	
Output 
Noisy signal 	noise cancelling 	Clean signal estimation 
Figure 1.1: Noise cancelling technique seen as a system. 
idea of reliability in noise cancelling rises from considering a noise removing technique as a 
system (see Fig. 1.1) whose input is the noisy signal (always in the spectral domain in this thesis) 
and output is the estimation of the clean signal. Related to that system, it is possible to define 
the uncertainty (inverse of reliability) in noise cancelling as being the mean distance between 
the clean signal estimation and the original clean signal, which is unknown. The ordinary and 
weighted speech recogniton systems are shown in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1 .3, respectively. As can 
be seen, a) the ordinary recognition system is a special case of the weighted one and b)the idea 
presented in Fig. 1.3 should be able to be generalised to other fields of pattern recognition. 
In the context of speech recognition, WMA should also alleviate the restriction concerning the 
stationarity of the additive noise due to the fact that WMA give to higher local SNR frames 
(less corrupted and more accurately estimated) a higher weight in the recognition process and 
variations on the corrupting signal should affect more severely those frames with lower local 
SNR and lower weight in the recognition algorithm. Finally, additive and convolutional noise 
cancelling techniques can also be used in the context of WMA and the method can be employed 
to cancel both types of distortion. 
1.3 Robust speech pulse detection 
Inaccurate detection of the endpoints is a major cause of errors in automatic speech recognition 
systems. Usual parameters which endpoint detecting techniques are based on such as energy 
levels, pitch, zero- and/or level-crossing rates, and timing may be insufficient for the correct 
detection of a speech pulse if the additive noise is present at a low SNR. In order to make speech 
pulse detection more robust to the background noise an end-point detector based on AR analysis 
of noise is proposed. AR analysis assumes that the additive noise is reasonably stationary over 
the observation/estimation period and strongly simplifies the complexity of the speech signal 
detector. The idea is that the AR filter trained with short only-noise intervals should be able 
to emphasize those components (in the frequency domain) of the speech signal that have lower 
energy in the noise. 
Input 	Noise 	 Parameter 	Recognition 
H 
Noisy signal 	cancelling 	extraction 	 algorithm 
Figure 1.2: Ordinary speech recognition system. 
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Uncertainty in 
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Figure 1.3: Weighted speech recognition system. 
1.4 	Thesis structure 
This thesis is composed of six chapters in addition to this Chapter (Introduction) and Chapter 8 
(Conclusions). In Chapter 2 a summary of acoustic pattern matching algorithms in the context 
of DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) and HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is given. Then, the 
problem of speech recognition in noise is discussed, techniques so far proposed to deal with the 
problem are highlighted and the idea of weighted matching algorithms (WMA) is presented as 
a solution to both types of distortions (additive and convolutional) that reduces the restrictions 
of previous methods. 
In Chapter 3, a weighted DTW is introduced in the context of a noise reduction neural net LIN 
(Lateral Inhibition Net). Lateral inhibition is one of the processes responsible for the masking 
phenomena in different sensory systems, and it serves to sharpen a spatial input pattern by 
emphasizing its edges and peaks. The idea of the weighted matching algorithms was proposed 
to take into the account the fact that UN should more easily remove noise from frames with high 
local SNR rather than low local SNR. Experiments related to the weighted DTW are reported in 
this chapter. The proposed weighted DP algorithm needs only one step, is compared to a two-step 
weighted DTW previously proposed and was proved effective in reducing the error rate for white 
Gaussian additive noise using as a weighting parameter the ratio between the estimated clean 
signal and the noisy signal energies. Experiments show that the improvement that results from 
weighting the information along the signal depends on the initial conditions of the LIN training 
procedure and, consequently, the weighting coefficient should also take into consideration the 
response of the neural net. This is proved by means of computing the weighting coefficient 
using the uncertainty in noise cancelling estimated with a mean distortion curve characteristic 
of the neural net. 
Adaptive autoregressive (AR) modelling of noise is proposed in Chapter 4 in order to reduce 
the influence of the corrupting signal in automatic speech pulse detection. Two forms of frame 
comparison are studied: spectral density comparison between noise and noisy speech signals; 
and non-stationarity measure. Finally, an end-point detector is proposed and tested on isolated 
digits corrupted by car and speech noises. The FIR filters employed in the autoregressive analysis 
are trained with the LMS algorithm during non-speech intervals. 
Chapter 5 presents a novel model for additive noise, based on Mel filter banks (hR and DFT'), in 
which the hidden information of the clean signal energy is a function of the observed noisy energy 
signal, the noise energy (that can be approximately estimated) and the phase difference between 
the clean speech and noise signals. It is proposed that when the noise is added an uncertainty 
is introduced and the original clean signal cannot be recovered with 100% accuracy because 
the phase difference between corrupted and corrupting signals is unknown. Consequently, the 
hidden clean signal energy is treated as a stochastic variable and, assuming that the phase 
difference is uniformly distributed between —r and 7r, it is proved that the spectral subtraction 
(SS) estimation corresponds to expected value of the clean signal energy given the noisy and noise 
signal energies. Using the same procedure, the uncertainty in noise cancelling, defined as being 
the mean quadratic distance between the clean signal estimation and the original clean signal, 
is estimated. This uncertainty corresponds to the variance of the hidden clean signal energy 
given the noisy and noise signal energies and is used to estimate the weighting coefficients 
for a modified weighted DTW. Results strongly confirmed that WMA can substantially reduce 
the error rate but the weighting function uses a threshold whose optimum value is still case 
dependent, although a wide range of only slightly sub-optimal values is achieved. 
In Chapter 6, a weighted Viterbi algorithm (HMM) is proposed and applied in combination with 
a weighting function that does not need any free variable in isolated word recognition. This 
modified Viterbi algorithm is compared and combined with state duration modelling and it is 
shown that weighting the information along the signal leads to better results than the introduction 
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of temporal constraints in the recognition algorithm. Combined with temporal constraints, the 
weighted Viterbi algorithm results in a high recognition accuracy at SNR=l 8, 12 and 6dB 
without an accurate noise model. Also in this Chapter, the introduction of temporal constraints 
is discussed and the importance of modelling the state duration with a parametric distribution 
(e.g. gamma) is evaluated. Finally, the problem of connected digits is evaluated under the 
perspective of WMA. 
The problem of additive and convolutional noise removal is addressed in Chapter 7. It is 
proposed that the effect of the transmission channel function can be removed after the additive 
noise has been removed by means of SS. Two convolutional techniques are addressed and 
applied in combination with SS: Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) and Maximum Likelihood 
estimation (MLE). When SS and CMN are applied together, it is shown that the weighted Viterbi 
algorithm with temporal constraints also leads to a substantial reduction in the error rate and a 
high recognition accuracy is achieved at SNR equal to 18, 12 and in some cases at 6dB when 
the speech signal is corrupted by additive noise and is distorted by a 6dB/oct spectral tilt. It 
is also proposed a novel strategy in which the additve noise should be cancelled firstly and the 
convolutional one should be estimated and/or removed using the output of the additive noise 
cancelling system. This is based on the fact that the additive noise could easily change with 
time and the convolutional one corresponds to the transmission channel characteristics that are 
supposed time invariant. 
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions and conclusions of this thesis. Future work is 
also addressed in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Acoustic pattern matching and noise 
robustness 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, acoustic pattern matching is discussed in the context of DTW (Dynamic Time 
Warping) and HMM (Hidden Markov Model). Then, speech recognition in noise is addressed 
and the techniques previously proposed to deal with the problem are highlighted. Finally, a 
novel approach, termed weighted matching algorithms (WMA), is presented as a solution to 
improve the robustness of speech recognition systems based on DTW or HMM to both types of 
distortions (additive and convolutional) reducing the restrictions of previous methods. 
2.2 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 
DTW or Dynamic Programming (DP) matching (H.Sakoe & S.Chiba, 1978) (L.R.Rabiner & 
S.Levinson, 198 1) (L.Rabiner & B.H.Juang, 1993) was introduced to compare two sequences or 
utterances taking into consideration that the duration of quasi-stationary intervals does not give 
any relevant phonetic information. DTW computes the sum (global distance) of local distances 
between reference and testing sequences (see Fig. 2.1) along the optimal alignment path. In this 
sense, two utterances belonging to the same word and speaker should give a low and similar 
overall distance independently of the articulation rate. The overall distance D(T, R) between a 
testing T and a reference R sequence is given by, 
d(p(k)) . w(k) 




R 	Alignment path 
LR ------------------ 	 p(K)=(Lf , L) 
R r(k) 	








S 	Tt(k) 	LT 	Testing Pattern 
Figure 2.1: DTW and temporal alignment. 
where the optimal alignment path is restricted to a search window (Fig. 2. 1), which is generally 
symmetric but can also present different values for St and 5r•  The local distances d(p(k)) are 
computed along the alignment path and p(k) denotes which testing and reference frames are 
being compared: 
p(k) = (t(k), r(k)) 
	
(2.2) 
where t(k) and r(k) are the indexes for the testing and reference utterances, respectively. The 
coefficients w(k) give a higher weight to those segments of alignment path that are parallel to 
the diagonal line linking the first and last frames of both utterances. The denominator of 2.1 
normalizes the overall distance D(T, R) to the length of the alignment path. 
Besides the restriction imposed by the search window, the optimal alignment path needs to 
satisfy a) end-point, and b) continuity and monotonicity constraints. As far as the end-point 
constraints are concerned, DT\V, in its original form, sets that the starting and end-point of the 
W=1 
Figure 2.2: Local condition for DP matching. 
aligment path should coincide with the extremes of both utterances: 
t(1) = r(1) = 1 	 (2.3) 
and 
t(K) = L1 	 (2.4) 
r(K) = 	 (2.5) 
where LT and LR are, respectively, the length of the testing and reference sequences. It is evident 
that the end-point constraints make DTW very sensitive to the end-point detection, which in 
turn is extremely dependent on the SNR for the case of speech corrupted by additive noise (the 
average length of the testing utterances tends to decrease as the SNR gets more severe). In order 
to counteract this effect, the end-point constraints on the DP algorithms can be relaxed by means 
of opening up the ends of the search region allowing the alignment path to start by comparing the 
first frame of the testing pattern with any of the first reference frames inside the search window, 
and to end by comparing the last test frame with any of the last reference frames inside the 
search window. Within the algorithm, continuity and monotonicity constraints (H.Sakoe & 
S.Chiba, 1978) (X.D.Huang et al., 1990), represented by local conditions, determine for every 
pair p(k) = (t(k), r(k)) which possible previous pairs p(k - 1) are used in path computations. 
Two local conditions, shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, were used in this research and they are 
W=1 
W=1 
Figure 2.3: Local condition for DP matching. 
represented respectively by. 
(t(k) - 1 r(k)) 
p1 (k— 1) = 	(t(k) - 1,r(k)— 1) 	 (2.6) 
(t(k), r(k) - 1) 
and 
(t(k) - 2, r(k) - 1) 
p2(k - 1) = 	(t(k) - 1 ,r(k) - 1) 	 (2.7) 
(t(k) - 1,r(k)— 2) 
The DP programming matching computes for every allowed p(k) the minimum accumulated 
distance G(t, r) for every possible p(k - 1) given by (2.6) or (2.7) and chooses the smallest one. 
In other words, the local conditions shown in Figs 2.2 and 2.3 give, respectively, the following 
DP equations that are computed from the first to the last frame of both sequences inside the 
search window: 
G(t— 1,r)+d(t,r) 
G 1 (t,r) = ITU11. 	G(t — l,r — l)+2. d(t,r) 	 (2.8) 




G2(t,0 = mm IG(t— 1,r— 1)+2. d(t,r) 	I 	(2.9) 
G(t - 1,r -2)+2.  d(t,r - 1)+d(t,r) 
According to the principle of optimality (X.D.Huang et al., 1990) (D.A.Pierre, 1986), the 
accumulated distance at G(L-, LR) (see Fig.2.1) corresponds to the minimum global distance 
between the testing and reference utterances. The resulting alignment path is said to be optimum 
and is estimated by means of going backward from p(K) = (L1, L) until p(1) = (1, 1). 
2.3 Hidden Markov Models 
Speech is an intrinsically stochastic process in the sense that the same word or phoneme may 
present inter and intra speaker random variations in terms of the acoustic characteristics of 
the speech signal: spectral density distributions and durations. Consequently, a deterministic 
approach (e.g. DTW) is in principle inadequate to model the speech process once the same 
phonetical unit (or word) may be physically represented by different signals. Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) are the most popular and successful technique applied to speech recognition 
because it is able to store the information of many training utterances in the form of parameters 
of statistical distributions. 
2.3.1 Definitions of HMM 
An example of an HMM topology, 5-state left-to-right topology without skip-state transition, 
that could be used for word modelling is shown in Fig. 2.4: 
1. The number of states is equal to 7 and they are denoted by S = (s1 , s2 , s3, ..., s7): 5 emitting 
states and 2 non emitting ones. If the process is in one of the emitting states a frame or 
frames, represented by parameters of vectors (e.g. MFCC), are observed. This does not 
happen on the non-emitting states whose purpose is to allow to link two or more models 
as in the case of connected or continuous speech recognition. 
a 2,2 	 a 33 	 a 4,4 a55 	 a 6,6 
a,', _0 a 23 0  3,4  . 0 fl 4,5 
Q_a 
5,6  Q a 6,7 
Si 	S2 	 S3 	S4 	S5 	S6 	S7 
Figure 2.4: A left-to-right HMM without skip-state transition. The topology is composed by 
two non-emitting states (I and 7) and five emitting ones(2-6). 
To each emitting state it is possible to associate a probability distribution, or probability 
density function, that tries to model which frames are more or less likely on a given state. 
This output probability is denoted by: 
b(T) = Pr(TIs=j) 	 (2.10) 
which means the probability of observing the frame Tt at time t given that at time t the 
process is in state s = i. The set of all the output probabilities is indicated by the matrix 
B. 
The transition between states is modelled by aij that denotes the probability of going (or 
staying if I = j ) from state 1. to state j. The set of all the transition probabilities is indicated 
by the matrix A. In its original form, HMM assumes that a jj are constant and independent 
of time t which leads to a geometric distribution for state durations. Although the HMM 
technique using a constant transition probability has led to good results, this geometric 
probability distribution is inadequate to model state durations (L.R.Rabiner et at., 1989) 
and different approaches to include more accurate probability distribution for state and 
word time durations have been proposed (J.D.Ferguson, 1980) (L.R.Rabiner et at., 1989) 
(M.J.Russell & R.K.Moore, 1985) (S.E.Levinson, 1986) (D.Burshtein, 1996) (K.Laurila, 
1997). 
The initial state distribution is defined by I: 
I = f Idl i = Pr(s1 = I)} 
and indicates the probability of the first state being 1.. 
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Given the topology and the number of states, an HMM is defined by A, 
	
A = (A,B,I) 	 (2.11) 
where A is composed by the parameter matrices A, B and I. 
2.3.2 Output probability distributions 
The output probability distributions that are associated with each emitting state could be modelled 
by discrete (DHMM - Discrete Hidden Markov Models) or continuous distributions (CDHMM-
Continuous density HMM). For the case of continuous distributions (the one used in this thesis) 
the parameters b(T) = Pr(Ts = i) correspond to Probability Density Functions (PDF) al-
though they are still referred to as 'probabilities. The most common PDF used in CDHMM is 
the multivariate Gaussian due to the facts that (X.D.Huang etal., 1990): 
Any continuous PDF can be approximated by means of Gaussian mixture densities; 
according to the Central Limit Theorem, a sum of independent random variables tends to 
a Gaussian distribution; 
given a variance, Gaussian distribution is the one that presents the highest entropy. 
Using a single Gaussian mixture, b(T) is given by: 
b(T) = N(T,,i,C) 	 (2.12) 
where N(T, 	C) denotes a multivariate Gaussian distribution, 	the mean vector, and C 
the covariance matrix. The unimodal output densities may not be accurate enough to model 
interspeaker variability in medium and large vocabulary tasks and Gaussian mixture densities 
(L.R.Rabiner etal., 1985) are needed: 
K 
b(T) = 	Cj 	N(T, 	, C) 	 (2.13) 
k=1 
where K is the number of Gaussians and jk  and C k are the vector mean and covariance 
matrix of one Gaussian component. The coefficient Ck is the weight associated to each mixture 
component. 
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2.3.3 Algorithms for HMM 
From the operational point of view, there are three problems related to HMM. The first one 
concerns how to estimate the probability or likelihood, Pr(TA), given a sequence of parameter 
vectors (T) and an HMM ( A), where 
T = (Ti , T2, T3, ..., T, . .TLT ) 
and LT is the length of the observation sequence. For a given sequence of states S, the likelihood 
is given by: 
Pr(TIS, A) = bS(l)(Tl) bS(2)(T2) . bS(3)(T3) ...bs(LT)(TLT ) 	 (2.14) 
and the total likelihood could be estimated by means of summing (2.14) in all the possible state 
sequences (X.D.Huang etal., 1990) (L.Rabiner & B.H.Juang, 1993): 
LT 
Pr(TA) = 	a_1)) bS(t)(Tt) 	 (2.15) 
all S t=1 
Computationally, Pr(T A) as defined by (2.15) is very expensive and Pr(T IA) is usually computed 
by means of the forward - backward algorithm. 
During the training procedure, an HMM is attributed to a word or phonetic class, and the 
parameters A, B and I are estimated using training examples of the phonetic class that the HMM 
belongs to. The training is generally done by means of the Baum-Welch algorithm that is a form 
of the EM (Expectation-Maximisation) technique. 
In the recognition process, the testing sequence of parameter vectors is processed by trained 
models and the HMM (isolated word recognition) or sequence of HMM's (connected or contin-
uous word recognition) with the highest likelihood is chosen as being the recognized word or 
sequence of words. During the test procedure, the likelihood is usually computed by means of 
the Viterbi algorithm that finds the optimum sequence of states and its likelihood given a testing 
utterance and a HMM or sequence of HMM's. The Viterbi algorithm is preferred over the 
Forward-Backward one for being computationally more efficient and, although the maximum 
likelihood does not correspond to Pr(TIA) (2.15), it yields good experimental results. 
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Forward-Backward algorithm 
The Forward algorithm makes use of the variable () defined as being the probability of the 
partial observation sequence to time t and state 1. which is reached at time t: 
Pr(T1 , T2, T3,..., T, S(t) = iIA) 	 (2.16) 
This probability is estimated inductively in the Forward algorithm (X.D.Huang et al., 1990) 
(L.Rabiner & B.H.Juang, 1993) as follows: 
STEP 1: cx (1) = 	b(T1 ), for all states i; 
STEP 2: Computing ao) along the time axis, fort = 2, 3, ..., LT and all states j: 
= 	cx_ 1  (i)a 1] b(T) 	 (2.17) 
STEP 3: The probability of the sequence is given by 
Pr(TIA) = 	III aLT ) 
sr 
where SF denotes the set of possible final states for a given HMM. 
Complementarily, the backward variable f3(i)  is defined as being the probability of the partial 
observation sequence from t + 1 to the final observation at L1- , given the state I at time t and the 
model A: 
13(I) = Pr(T,l ,Tt+2,Tt+3,...,TLT S(t)=I,A) 	 (2.19) 
As in the Forward algorithm, I3(i) can also be inductively computed by means of the Backward 
algorithm: 
STEP 1: PL, (i)= -, for all states IcS, otherwise I3LT (t) = 0. 
STEP 2: Estimate 3() along the time axes fort = LT - 1, L1  - 2, L1  - 3, ..., 1 and all states j: 
(j) 	[ 	 t+1 (I) b(T +1)] 	 (2.20) 
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Viterbi algorithm 
Given an observation sequence, the state sequence cannot be uncovered but the maximum 
likelihood state sequence can be found by means of the Viterbi algorithm which also provides 
the likelihood for the estimated sequence. The Viterbi algorithm is very similar to the DTW 
algorithm previously discussed in section 2.2 and is generally employed during the recognition 
process where the likelihood of the optimal state sequence is used instead of the total likelihood 
that results from the Backward-Forward algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm is given by: 
STEP 1: Initialization. For each state i, 
= 1j x {b(T1 )] 
= 0 
STEP 2: Recursion. From t=2 to LT, for all states j, 
= Max1  [5_(i.)  x a] x [b1(T)] 
= argm.ax1II5_ 1 (i) )< ai j  
STEP 3: Termination. (* indicates the optimised results). 
P* = MaxSEsf[ô[T (s)I 
where L1  is the frame sequence length, SF is the set of possible final states, (j) is the maximum 
likelihood at state j at time t that corresponds to the optimum state sequence from s(1 ) to s(t) = 
i.t(j) denotes the state at time t - 1 in the optimum state sequence. 
'framing algorithm for HMM 
The estimation of the parameters A = (A, B, I) is the most difficult task involving HMM's because 
it is a multi-dimensional optimisation problem without an analytical solution (X.D.Huang et al., 
1990) (L.Rabiner & B.H.Juang, 1993). However, an iterative algorithm based on the gradient 
technique is used to re-estimate the HMM parameters in order to increase the likelihood iteration-
by-iteration until a local optimum is reached. This method, usually referred to as Baum-Welch 
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algorithm (L.E.Baum & J.E.Eagon, 1967), makes use of the information-theoretic function 
Q (i.e. Kuliback-Leibler number (L.E.Baum et al., 1970) (S.Kullback & R.A.Leibler, 1951) 
defined as 
Q(A,.) = 	 I 	Pr(T,SA) log Pr(T,SA) 	 (2.21) 
Pr(TA) 
all S 
where Q(A, A) is considered as a function of X in the maximisation procedure. According to the 
EM algorithm (A.P.Dempster et al., 1977) if 
Q(A,) >_ Q(A,A) 
then, 
Pr(T) > Pr(TA) 
The EM algorithm chooses X that maximises Q(/\, X) in each iteration so it is guaranteed 
that the log-likelihood togPr(TIA) also increases iteration-by-iteration toward a local optimum. 
Although not employed in this thesis, the training algorithm can also rely on other criteria such as 
Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) (L.R.Bahl & et al., 1986) and Minimum Discrimination 
Information (MDI) (Y.Ephraim & L.R.Rabiner, 1990). 
Speech recognition with HMM's 
After having trained the HMM's (one per word or phonetic unit), the recognition process consists 
in finding the HMM with highest likelihood (for the isolated word case) or the most likely HMM 
sequence (for the connected or continuous word task). As far as connected or continuous 
speech recognition is concerned, algorithms such as Level Building and One-Pass (L.Rabiner & 
B.H.Juang, 1993) can be considered as being generalizations of the Viterbi algorithm for isolated 
words. 
2.4 	Speech recognition in noise 
The performance of speech recognition systems degrades abruptly when the signal is corrupted 
by additive noise or distorted by the transmission channel (convolutional noise). This is the 









Figure 2.5: Model for the additive and convolutional noise. 
have been proposed to address the issue although none of the methods is generic and completely 
effective in all the circumstances. The model for the corrupted speech signal adopted in this 
thesis is shown in Fig. 2.5 . The additive noise denotes the addition of an external corrupting 
signal to the speech, and can be modelled as an additive process in the linear domain either in 
the temporal or frequency domains. On the other hand, the convolutional distortion is caused 
by the insertion of the transmission channel (microphone and telephone line) and is generally 
an additive process in the logarithmic and cepstral domain. The name convolutional is due to 
the fact that the transmission channel could be modelled as a linear filter, h(i) in Fig. 2.5, and 
the distorted speech signal is the result of the convolution of the filter impulsive response with 
the speech signal in the temporal domain. In the frequency domain, this convolution becomes a 
multiplication, which in turn becomes a sum after applying the logarithmic function. 
The techniques that have been proposed to address the problem of noise robustness can be 
divided in: firstly, inherently robust speech parameters; secondly, clean speech estimation; and 
finally, model-based techniques. 
In inherently robust speech parameters, Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN), Short-term Mod-
ified Coherence (SMC), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Rasta filtering can be men-
tioned. CMN, which also can be applied in the logarithmic domain, consists in subtracting 
from the cepstral parameters the coefficient mean estimated in a reasonably long period of 
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time and is very effective to cancel the influence of the convolutional noise. However, CMN 
loses its effectiveness when additive noise is present. Short-term Modified Coherence (SMC) 
(D.Mansour & B.H.Juang, 1989) uses an all-pole modelling of the autocorrelation sequence and 
a spectral shaper and assumes that the noise affects only the first few autocorrelation parameters. 
This assumption is valid only for poorly correlated noises and the technique addresses only 
the additive noise case. Integrated Mel-scale with Linear Discriminant Analysis (IMELDA) 
(M.J.Hunt & C.Lefebre, 1989) gives more robust parameters than the ordinary MFCC, although 
the robustness of these features is still limited at lower SNR's. In order to improve the results, 
IMELDA should be employed using data collected in a particular noisy environment (O.Siohan, 
1995) which substantially reduces the applicability of the technique. Rasta (H.Hermansky et al., 
199 1) (J.Koehler et al., 1994) was initially developed to address the convolutional noise problem 
assuming that the channel characteristic is stationary. Rasta applies high-pass or band-pass filter-
ing to the temporal trajectory of spectral parameters assuming that the channel transfer function 
is mainly in low frequency components. In order to generalise the technique to the additive 
and convolutional noise case, Rasta-J (H.Hermansky et al., 1993) was proposed and was shown 
useful to improve the robustness of speech recognition systems, but the method depends on a 
variable J which is case dependent and does not have an analytical solution. 
As far as clean speech estimation is concerned, Spectral Subtraction (SS), Code-book Dependent 
Cepstral Normalization (CDCN) and State-Based Speech Enhancement have been proposed. 
Spectral Subtraction (SS) (S.F.Boll, 1979) is the most popular clean signal estimation technique 
and consists basically in subtracting the noise signal energy (estimated in non-speech intervals) 
from the noisy signal energy (Compernolle, 1989), although a more general form of SS was 
proposed in (M.Berouti et al., 1979) in order to reduce the distortion in low SNR frames. SS 
provides a reasonable estimation for high SNR frames but loses accuracy when the speech 
and noise signal energies are similar. Code-book Dependent Cepstral Normalisation (CDCN) 
(A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) makes use of a stochastic model of the speech process in the form 
of a code-book and estimates both additive and convolutional noises by means of the Maximum 
Likelihood criteria. However CDCN, and later versions such as the VTS (Vector Taylor Series 
approximation) algorithms (P.Moreno, 1996), is computationally expensive, makes intensive 
use of approximations due to the fact that the equations do not present an analytical solution, 
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and loses accuracy (the error rate increases more abruptly) when SNR1OdB. Besides that, 
the method was tested in utterances composed by several words which suggests that the ML 
estimation of the noises needs a reasonable amount of data, which in turn makes the technique 
vulnerable to variations in the dynamics of the additive noise. Finally, State-Based Speech 
Enhancement (SBSE) (C.W.Seymour & M.Niranjan, 1994) uses a model of the interfering 
additive noise and statistics of the clean speech signal to estimate the clean speech. The method 
performs initially a recognition pass using a set of HMM's in order to estimate the optimal 
frame-state sequence. SBSE was tested with only additive noise and, in order to improve the 
estimation of the alignment, parallel model combination was used which limits the applicability 
of the technique to very stationary additive noises. 
The most popular model-based technique is Parallel Model Combination (PMC) (Gales, 1995) 
(Gales & S.Young, 1996) (Gales & S.Young, 1995). PMC is based on the fact that the best 
recognition results should be achieved when the training database is recorded under at the same 
conditions as the testing utterances and in this sense the HMM's trained with clean speech 
signals are combined with a HMM of noise in order to generate HMM's of noisy speech. The 
technique gives a high accuracy when the noise is corrupted by additive noise even at low 
SNR's. However, the technique presents some disadvantages (M.F.Gales, 1997): it is not easily 
used with some types of parametrizations such as Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN); it has 
problems of adaptation speed for non-stationary noises; it is computationally expensive when 
compared to SS and CMN; and finally, it mainly addresses the problem of additive noise and the 
cancellation of the convolutional noise needs a previous knowledge about the channel response. 
The noise estimation is very important and PMC requires an accurate noise model to generate 
the noisy HMM's. 
2.5 Weighted Matching Algorithms 
It seems that convolutional noise is much easier to deal with than additive noise. The influence 
of the transmission channel response can be effectively cancelled by means of CMN or Rasta 
filtering but, in order to reduce the effect of the additive noise, several restrictions need to 
be assumed and the techniques that yield good results are more complex. Basically, two 
characteristics make the difference between both types of noise: firstly, stationarity seems to 
be very natural for the convolutional noise but it is not for the additive one which results in 
the fact that the additive noise techniques are, in a higher or lower degree, sensitive to the 
variations on the corrupting signal dynamics; secondly, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the 
convolutional noise distorts the speech signal uniformly independently of the signal level, and 
this is completely untrue for the additive noise. 
As can be seen in Fig. 2.6, additive noise corrupts some segments of the speech signal more 
severely than others and that leads to the fact that the classical concept of speech recognition 
algorithm where all the frames have the same influence in the recognition process should be 
revised to include the degree of corruption or reliability in noise cancelling frame-by-frame. 
Surprisingly, the fact that the local or segmental SNR strongly varies along the speech signal 
has not received much attention in the literature and there was only one paper where the subject 
was addressed. In (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) a two-step weighted DTW algorithm and 
weighting coefficients based on the short-time power or short-time autocorrelation were applied 
in combination with the Root-Power Sum distance. Although the weighted algorithm was shown 
to improve the recognition in some cases, the noise cancelling technique introduced an error 
rate for the clean signal, the weighting procedure was not modelled and the two-step DTW even 
increased the error rate depending on which weighting coefficient was used. 
In this thesis, the problem of weighted matching algorithms (WMA) is studied, one-step weighted 
DTW and Viterbi (HMM) algorithms are proposed and tested, and the concept of reliability in 
noise cancelling is presented and used to estimate weighting coefficients. Using the terminology 
applied in section 2.4, WMA could be classified as a mixture of clean speech estimation and 
model-based technique. It is shown that weighting the information along the signal can substan-
tially increase the performance of a novel noise cancelling neural net and spectral subtraction 
(SS). For the noise cancelling neural net the reliability is computed using a mean distortion 
curve and for SS a novel additive noise model is used to estimate the uncertainty (inverse of 
reliability) in noise cancelling. In the case of SS (an easily implemented technique) WMA lead 
to superior results even with a poor estimation for noise, without using any information about 
the speaker and keeping the restriction of stationarity concerning additive noise imposed by SS, 
which is weak when compared to other techniques such as CDCN and PMC because the method 
needs only the noise signal energy estimated in 100 or 200 ms of only-noise samples and can 
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Figure 2.6: Speech signal plus additive noise. 
easily capture the dynamics of the corrupting signal due to the fact that the noise energy can 
be re-estimated in the following non-speech interval. The main idea behind WMA is that the 
recognition, that is a decision process to choose the reference utterance or HMM with lowest 
distance or highest likelihood, should rely on those frames with higher energies or local SNR's 
and variations in the stationarity should not be so important specially at SNR>O or 6dB. 
The problem of end-point detection is also addressed and a method based on autoregressive 
analysis of noise is also proposed for robust speech pulse detection. The technique is shown to 








and has not been reported in the literature before. 
As far as additive and convolutional noise removal is concerned, in (H.Hermansky et al., 1993) 
it is said that "results essentially confirm (A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) which reports negative 
experience with cascading two systems, one dealing with the additive and the other with the 
convolutional noise'. Actually, in this thesis it is shown that cascading SS and CMN leads 
to poor results (an average error rate equal to 24% at SNR= 6dB) when the speech signal is 
corrupted with additive noise and a 6dB/oct spectral tilt, and the recognition is done by means of 
the ordinary Viterbi (HMM) algorithm. However, results are substantially improved (an average 
error rate equal to 9% at SNR= 6dB) when the weighted Viterbi algorithm is used instead of the 
ordinary one (all these results were obtained using temporal constraints in the Viterbi matching; 
without these constraints the error rates were higher). Consequently, it is also proposed a novel 
strategy in which the additive noise should be cancelled firstly and convolutional one should be 
estimated and/or removed using the output of the additive noise cancelling system. Cancelling 
firstly the additive noise and then the convolutional one seems quite reasonable due to the fact 
that the former could easily change along time and the latter corresponds to the transmission 
channel characteristics that are supposed time invariant. 
Finally, it is worth noting that reliability weighting could be considered as a formalization of 
a very important characteristic of the auditory perception which does not have to recover all 
the information of the corrupted speech signal and reduces the importance of the more noisy 
intervals to extract the information that is relevant to understand the message. 
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Chapter 3 
LIN and Weighted Matching 
Algorithms 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter weighted matching algorithms are introduced in the context of a noise reduction 
neural net UN (Lateral Inhibition Net). Lateral inhibition is one of the processes responsible 
for the masking phenomena in different sensory systems, and it serves to sharpen a spatial input 
pattern by emphasizing its edges and peaks. The conception of the neural net training procedure 
was inspired by the lateral inhibition process in the sense that it made use of moderately corrupted 
frames, where the spectral peaks of the clean speech signal should be preserved, as input patterns 
and clean frames as target patterns. The idea of the weighted matching algorithms was proposed 
to take into the account the fact that UN should more easily remove noise from frames with 
high local SNR rather than low local SNR. 
Two weighted matching algorithms have been proposed, one based on the DTW and another 
on the Viterbi algorithm for HMM, but only the experiments related to the modified DTW are 
reported in this chapter. The weighted DP algorithm needs only one step, in other words it 
estimates the optimal alignment path and the global distance (or likelihood) simultaneously and 
was proved effective in reducing the error rate for white Gaussian additive noise using as a 
weighting parameter the ratio between the estimated clean signal and the noisy signal energies 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1995). However, experiments showed that the improvement that resulted from 
weighting the information along the signal depended on the initial conditions of the UN training 
procedure and, consequently, the weighting coefficient should also take into consideration the 
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response of the neural net (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996d) (N.B.Yoma etal., 1996a). 
UN in combination with the weighted DP algorithm strongly improved the recognition accuracy 
for speech signals corrupted by white Gaussian noise, but the high computational load of the 
backpropagation training algorithm made UN inappropriate for real environments where it 
is necessary to capture variations in the stationarity of the corrupting signal. Nevertheless, 
weighted matching algorithms appeared to be a generic tool that could be used with other noise 
cancellation techniques. In some way, these algorithms emulate the temporal masking process 
in the sense that intervals with highest energy tend to mask the perception of those intervals 
with lowest energy. Weighted matching algorithms give speech recognition another dimension 
because the information extracted along the speech signal is not equally processed and those 
segments that provide more reliable information have more influence in the recognition process. 
This approach represents an important step toward a system that is able to recognize parts of a 
sentence despite the imprecision introduced by the corrupting signal, given that this imprecision 
is not uniformly distributed along the speech signal. 
3.2 	Lateral Inhibition Net (UN): a Noise Cancellation Neural Net 
Masking is basically the suppression of the lowest by the highest spectral components. Lateral 
inhibition is one of the processes responsible for the masking phenomena in different sensory 
systems and this concept was used to train the noise reduction neural network, UN (Lateral 
Inhibition Net), employed in this research. 
Given: 
E, the logarithm of the normalised energy at the output of the filter i in a bank of N filters; 
FO =(F, E, E, ..., E), frame i of clean signal; 
= (E, E, Ell,-, E), frame i after it has noise added; 
the lateral inhibition function (LI) can be set as: 
LI(E) = E+f(El ,E2,E3,...,EN) 	 (3.1) 
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where the function LIQ was approximated with multilayer perceptrons with one hidden layer. 
Multilayer perceptrons were chosen because they can store the information of a large amount of 
training data, and produce a correct input-output mapping even when the input is slightly different 
from the examples used to train them (generalization) (S.Haykin, 1994) (D.E.Rumelhart et at., 
1987). Figure 3.1 shows the topology employed to approximate the equation (3.1). 
OUTPUT 
LI(E ) LI(E 2)  LI(E 3)  LI(E 4) 
	
LI(EN ) 
E1 E2 E3 E4 	 EN 
Figure 3.1: Multilayer perceptron to approximate the lateral inhibition function set by equation 
3.1. 
The output function for the hidden layer nodes was a(x) = 1 /(1 + e-x) and the output function 
for input and output layers is linear. Each input node receives the energy of one filter and the 
same energy is fedforward to the output node in order to compound the equation (3.1). The 
number of input, hidden and output nodes were equal to the number of filters N. 
The UN was trained with the following conditions that define the lateral inhibition function 
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(N.B.Yoma etal., 1995) (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996a): 
LI(F) 	LI(F) 
LI(F) F 
The first condition specifies that F and F should give approximately the same result after they 
are processed by UN. The second condition settles that LI of a clean signal should give the same 
clean signal, so that the spectral information is preserved and no distortion should be introduced. 
All the weights of the neural net (except those on the feedforward connections from the inputs 
to the outputs which were always equal to 1) were estimated with the classical back-propagation 
algorithm (D.E.Rumelhart etal., 1987) with cross-validation (S.Haykin, 1994). The training 
data were made up of input-reference pattern pairs. Initially, the reference patterns were frames 
of clean signal, F, and the input patterns were generated adding white Gaussian noise to F at 4 
different SNR 's ( Clean, 18dB, 12dB, and 6dB ). Therefore, each frame F originated 4 training 
input-reference pairs. In a modified version of the training algorithm, UI(F) was used instead 
of F as reference patterns. 
The training of the neural network was carried out frame by frame and not utterance by utterance, 
so the UN should be able to recover the information from a noisy frame independently of the 
context. Moreover, the SNR training condition (SNR>6dB) guarantees the highest spectral 
components presented in the reference are preserved in the input training pattern, and, on the 
other hand, the generalization feature of neural nets should be able to mask the noises when the 
SNR is not included among the training conditions or even perhaps when the noise is poorly 
correlated but not white. 
3.2.1 LIN input 
In order to normalise the inputs between 0 and 1, firstly the maximum energy of the frame was 
determined. Then the energy of the other filters was computed in dB using the maximum energy 
as reference, and all components 50dB below this maximum energy were made equal to -50dB. 
Finally, the energies in dB were linearly transformed from the range [-50dB, 0db] to [0, 1]. 
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3.2.2 Selection of frames for LIN training 
Sounds that present low energy (typically fricatives) are the first to be masked by corrupting 
signals, and using these speech frames as training patterns could mean learning the neural 
network with an information that is lost even for moderate SNRs. In (N.B.Yoma et al., 1995) 





where R(in) is the autocorrelation of the speech signal and was computed with all M's in 
the range of fundamental periods. The main purpose of this coefficient was to choose voiced 
frames with high energies but it was observed that some frames, especially at the end of the 
utterances, presented a high periodicity coefficient and a very low energy. In the results reported 
in (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996d) (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996a), energy was used as discriminative 
parameter. Initially the maximum energy of the utterance was computed and then all the frames 
that were below a given threshold from the maximum energy were discarded. According to 
some preliminary experiments a suitable threshold would be 25dB. 
3.2.3 LIN training algorithm 
Initially the quadratic error at the back propagation algorithm was computed between the ref-
erence F and the output LI(F), which should result in an estimation of the clean frame F 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1995). Given that FSdB  corresponds to noisy frame with local SNIR equal 
to 18dB, F2rn  to noisy frame with local SNR equal to 12dB, FdB  to noisy frame with local 
SNR equal to 6dB, figure 3.2 shows a two-dimensional interpretation of the LIN training algo-
rithm. In recognition tests, reference (clean utterances) and testing patterns (noisy utterances) 
are processed by LIN, and hence in the acoustic pattern matching algorithm the local distances 
correspond to dIILI(F),  LI(F)I instead of d[F, F], where k denotes a reference frame and i a 




Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional interpretation of UN training with the ordinary backpropagation 
algorithm where the reference is constant and equal to the clean frame. 
3.3 	Reliability in noise reduction 
A noise cancelling neural net can be seen as a system that processes a noisy input and produces 
an output with the influence of noise reduced. Since there are several levels of distortions 
and the backpropagation training algorithm is essentially stochastic (the most common patterns 
have more influence in the weights re-estimation process), it is reasonable to suppose that the 
UN efficacy depends on the input and each noisy frame could be associated to a rcUabititij 
coefficient that attempts to measure how reliable is the result of UN processing. Due to the 
fact that the noise cancelling depends on d[LI(F), LI(F)] (the smaller this distance is, the 
better is the noise influence cancelling), the reliabilitij coefficient could be related to this 
distortion by means of the curve shown in figure 3.3 (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996d) (N.B.Yoma 
et al., 1996a): if d[LI(F), LI(F)J is smaller than a threshold 6, reUabllity will be 1.0; and 
if d{LI(F), LI(F)I > 6, reUabiUtij will be inversely proportional to d[LI(F), LI(F)]. This 
curve is analytically described by the following function: 




if d[LI(F), LI(P)] > 6 
It is interesting to highlight that UN tends to preserve the highest energies and the position of 





Figure 3.3: Reliability coefficient vs distortion. 
of the frame. For this reason, if d[LI(F), LI(F)] was low for any SNR, the recognition error 
would be also low independently of the noise level. 
At the recognition procedure, the clean version F of the noisy testing frame F is not available 
but, due to the fact that the power spectral distribution of the corrupting signal is known (white 
Gaussian noise), F can be set as a function of F and the local SNR. After UN has been trained, 
the training data-base could be used to approximate the relation between d[LI(F), LI(F)j, and 
P and the local SNR. Consequently, if the segmental SNR can be computed frame by frame 
and given that F is available, the reliability coefficient can be estimated frame by frame at 
the recognition process. 
3.3.1 Local SNR estimation 
If the noise is poorly correlated and uncorrelated with the speech signal, it is possible to estimate 
the power of the clean speech from the autocorrelation function of the noisy signal (N.B.Yoma 
et al., 1995). Given that R,(in), R(iii) and R(m) are the autocorrelation functions of the noisy 
speech, the clean speech and the noise signals, respectively, the following coefficient can be 
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computed frame by frame: 
= R(0) = 	R(0) 





The power of the speech signal R(0) was estimated from R(in) for in. 0, because R,(in) 
R(im) if in. 0, applying some properties of the autocorrelation function: firstly, if the process is 
real, the autocorrelation function is even, that is, Rc (in,) = R(—Tu); secondly, the autocorrelation 
of any process is maximum at the origin (necessary condition) (A.Papoulis, 1991). In the results 
shown in this paper R(0) was estimated from R(1) = R(-1) and R(2) = R(-2) by means of 
quadratic interpolation (N.B.Yoma et al., 1995): 
R(0) = 
4 x R(1) - 
3 
(3.4) 
The coefficient n. can be computed frame by frame because it needs just the autocorrelation of 
the noisy signal at points m=O, 1 and 2. Observe that the estimation of the noise power in silence 
intervals is not needed and the method captures the dynamic of the speech and noise signals 
energy. Given that: 
SNR = 10. 	
R (0) 
 
the segmental SNR and the coefficient ii. are related by the following equation: 
1 0SNR/b0 
TI = 	 (3.5) 
1 + 1OSNR/10 
The more correlated is the speech signal, the more accurate is the local SNR estimation. If the 
speech signal is poorly correlated, the method loses accuracy. 
3.3.2 Mean distortions 
As an approximation, it can be assumed that the distortion d[LI(F), LI(F)] depends exclusively 
on the local SNR. The mean-distortions for each SNR may be estimated at the UN training 
procedure and, since the local SNR can be efficiently computed for correlated speech signals 
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as described in the previous section, d[LI(F), LI(F)1 could be estimated at the recognition 
process. Given: 
DT, the distortion d[LI(F), LI(F)] for the frame F with local SNR equal to snr; 
the mean-distortion at local SNR equal to snr, 
Dsir  can be computed for some SNR's at the UN training procedure and, by means of linear 
interpolation, it can be estimated for other values of SNR. Figure 3.5 shows the curve Dsnr vs. 
SNR estimated with a UN that was trained with the female speaker from the Noisex database. 
The limitation of this method concerns the fact that d[LI(F), LI(F)I depends on F and not 
only on the segmental SNR. 
For the results presented in this paper, Dr was computed for SNR=18, 12, 6, 3 and 0dB 
by employing the UN training database, after UN had been trained. During the recognition 
procedure, the coefficient n was estimated by means of the autocorrelation function (3.3)(3.4) 
and the curve 	>< LocatSNR was mapped into the -n domain by using the equation (3.5). 
The constant 6 was made equal to 0.004, a value that was shown to be suitable according to 
some tests. 
3.4 	Modified Backpropagation Algorithm 
In the ordinary neural net training algorithm, the quadratic error is computed between the 
reference F and the output LI(F). However, the efficacy of UN is related to the distor-
tion d[LI(F), LI(F)I: the smaller d[LI(F), LI(F)] is, the smaller should be the recognition 
error rate. As a consequence, it can be interesting to include the condition of minimiza-
tion of d[LI(F), LI(F)I in the training algorithm in a more explicit way. Figure 3.2 shows 
the ordinary backpropagation approach, where the target is the minimisation of the distances 
d[F, LI(FT)] instead of dIILI(F),  LI(F)J. The minimisation of d[F, LI(F)I leads to the reduc-
tion of d[LI(F), LI(P)], but this distance also depends on the angle between LI(F) - F and 
LI(F) - F (see figure 3.2). In the modified algorithm, the clean signal F was replaced with 
LI(F) as the reference for the noisy frames, and the quadratic error was computed between the 
reference LI(F) and the output LI(F). 
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In the ordinary UN training algorithm (BLT-Backpropagation UN Training), in each epoch the 
backpropagation minimizes the quadratic error of the following sequence of pairs reference-
output: 
I. F and LI(F); 
2. F and LI(F), for all the local SNR's included in the training database. 
In the modified training algorithm (MLT-Modified UN Training), in each epoch the backpropa-
gation minimizes the quadratic error of the following sequence of pairs reference-output: 
F and LI(F); 
LI(F) and LI(F), for all the local SNR's included in the training database, 
which is more coherent with the conditions that define the lateral inhibition function (see section 
3.2). Figure 3.6 shows the two-dimensional interpretation of the MLT algorithm. It is interesting 
to highlight that the reference is not constant as in the ordinary backpropagation algorithm, but 
it is modified iteration by iteration because LI(F) depends on UN, and UN's weights are 
re-estimated each time that a reference-output pair is presented to the training algorithm. 
3.5 Weighted Matching Algorithms 
Some modifications were included in matching algorithms in order to weight the reliability of the 
information extracted from testing frames. A weighting coefficient w(t) (w(t) = 1, maximum 
reliability; w(t) = 0, minimum reliability) is associated to each testing frame in order to be 
employed in the modified vesions of the DTW and Viterbi (HMM) algorithms. In this chapter 
w was made equal to the coefficient 11., related to the segmental SNR estimation (3.3), and to r 
reliability (section 3.3.2), in UN processing. The main idea behind the modifications made 
on Viterbi (discussed in Chapter 6)) and DTW algorithms is that the influence of a frame on 
decisions must be proportional to its coefficient w. The proposed weighted DP algorithm was 
compared with the two-step DP algorithm proposed in (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994). 
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3.5.1 DTW : modified DP equation 
The same principle of weighting the importance of a frame according to w(i) leads to a modified 
Dynamic Programming (DP) equation. For the local conditions shown in Fig. 2.2 in page 9, the 
proposed DP equation is given as follows: 
G(ij— x VV( j— 1 )+d(i j) X w(i) 
\'V(i,j— 1 )+w(i) 
G(i, j) - iutn 	GO— 1 	1)xW(i— 1 	1)+2x d(i,j)xw(i) 
W(i— 1j— 1 )+2xw(i) 
G(i— 1 j)  x \"/(i— 1 j)+d(, j) X v(i) 
W(i— 1 )+w(i) 
and 
VV(i,j - 1)+w(i.) 
W(,j) 	W(— 1,j - 1)+2 x w(i) 
\'V(i— 1J)+w(L) 
This DP equation takes into account the weight w() frame by frame, and the calculation of the 
overall distance, G(i,j), is affected by d(i, j) according to w(i) : if w(i.) = 1 (high reUabikttij 
or local SNIR), the weight of d(i, j) is maximum; if w(i) = 0 (very low reUabfti.tij or local 
SNR), the importance of d(i, ) is zero. 
3.5.2 Two-step DP matching 
This algorithm (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) consists of the following two-step processing. 
Firstly, the optimal alignment path Ck = (k, )k), k = 1, 2, ..., K is obtained using the ordinary DP 
matching algorithm with symmetric weight, where 1k  and j k  are the frame numbers of the testing 
and reference patterns respectively. The second step is the calculation of the global distance 




The proposed methods were tested with speaker-dependent isolated words (English digits from 
o to 9) recognition experiments. The tests were carried out employing the two speakers (one 
female and one male) from the Noisex database. The isolated clean words were automatically 
end detected and generated the database used in this research. For each speaker, the 100 training 
clean utterances (10 repetitions per digit) generated 10 reference sets (set of repetition I of each 
word, set of repetition 2 of each word, etc). The 100 testing clean utterances were used to 
create the noisy database by adding white noise at 5 global-SNR levels: clean speech, +18dB, 
+12dB, +6dB, +3dB and 0dB. The global-SNR was defined as in (Ghitza, 1987). Firstly, the 
total energy F of the clean word was computed. Then, the mean energy per sample F was 
determined dividing F by the number of samples of the signal. Finally, Et was used to set the 
variance of the zero mean white Gaussian noise to be added. 
3.6.2 Pre-processing 
Before the Gaussian noise was added, the speech signals were low pass filtered, using a 10th 
order Tchebychev filter with cut off frequency equal to 3700 Hz, and down sampled from 16000 
to 8000 samples/sec. The band from 300 to 3400 Hz was covered with 14 Mel 2nd order hR 
digital filters. The energy of each filter was an input of UN as explained in section 3.2.1. After 
LIN processing 10 cepstral coefficients were computed. 
3.6.3 'framing the neural network 
For each speaker, the frames from the set of repetition 1 of the training database generated the 
input-reference pattern pairs used by the LIN training algorithm to estimate the weights. The 
frames from the set of repetition 2 of the training database generated the input-reference pattern 
pairs used for evaluation of the performance of LIN. Several training conditions (learning rate 
and initial weights) were tested and the one that gave the best recognition results on the test data 
was chosen. For each speaker, the LIN training variables were kept constant in order to compare 
the MLT and BLT algorithms at the same conditions. 
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3.6.4 Results 
The results presented in this chapter were achieved with 1000 recognition tests for each SNR: 10 
reference sets x 100 testing utterances. The following configurations were tested: the ordinary 
DTW algorithm with cepstral coefficient without (DP-C) and with (DP-L) UN processing; the 
proposed weighted DP algorithm with UN processing, (DPW-5) with the mean-distortions 
method for veUabitity estimation and (DPW--a) with local SNR estimation; and finally, the 
Two-step DP matching with LIN, (DP2-5) with the mean-distortions method for reUabilitij 
estimation and (DP2-n) with local SNR estimation. Table 3.1 shows the number of iterations 
required by each algorithm. The recognition error rates are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for 
the female speaker, and in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 for the male one. 
3.7 Discussion 
3.7.1 LIN efficacy in noise cancelling 
UN showed a substantial reduction in error rates even without reliability weighting. UN with 
the ordinary DTW algorithm (DP - L) practically eliminated the influence of the noise at 
SNR=18 and 12 dB, and resulted in a mean reduction of 87, 70 and 48% at SNR=6, 3 and 0dB, 
respectively. Moreover, the error introduced for testing clean signal was almost zero. 
3.7.2 Comparison between weighting coefficients 
As can be seen in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 (female speaker) and Tables 3.4 and 3.5 (male speaker), the 
retiabiU.ty coefficient estimated with the mean-distortions method gave a greater reduction in 
the error rate than the SNR weighting in all noisy conditions. When UN was trained by means 
of the MLT algorithm, the reduction due to rellabttity weighting was as high as 100, 84 and 
57% at SNR=12, 6 and 3dB, respectively, while the SNR estimation resulted in a much smaller 
reduction in most of the cases and even in an increase in the error rate in other cases. 
The proposed one-step weighted algorithm showed almost the same performance as the two-
step one with the reUabilitij coefficient, but resulted in a poorer improvement when the SNR 
estimation was used as a weighted parameter. This must be due to the fact that in the one-step 
algorithm the influence of a frame on decisions must be proportional to its coefficient w, and the 
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Table 3.1: Number of iterations needed to train UN. 
Speaker Female Male 
BLT 6132 7403 
MLT 3869 1702 
Table 3.2: Recognition error rate (%) for the female speaker. UN was trained with the BLT 
algorithms 
SNR On /8dB 12dB 6dB 3dB 0dB 
DP-C 0.1 3.5 31.9 67.0 70.6 75.6 
DP-L 0.1 0.1 1.2 11.5 31.9 53.5 
DPW-D 0.2 0.1 0.1 4.0 17.2 33.3 
DPW-i-i. 0.1 0.4 1.0 6.4 26.0 43.9 
DP2-5 0.1 0.0 0.1 3.5 15.9 32.1 
DP2-ii. 0.1 0.2 0.4 4.0 20.6 38.2 
rdllabftttij coefficient includes not only the information concerning the segmental SNR, but 
also the LIN characteristic in the form of the mean-distortion curve (figure 3.5), and provides a 
more accurate estimation about the reliability of the information extracted from each frame. 
3.7.3 Comparison beween MLT and BLT algorithms 
According to Tables 3.2-3.5, the rdllabUi.ty coefficient as a weighting parameter gave the best 
results, with the MLT algorithm for the female speaker and with the BLT algorithm for the male 
one. The error rate was kept below 1.5% at SNR=6dB and below 10% at SNR=3dB for both 
speakers. 
Some preliminary experiments showed that the best results were achieved with the combination 
of MLT and retiabitity coefficient weighting. This could be the result of firstly the weak-
ening of the learning constraints imposed by MLT, and secondly the better matching between 
these constraints and the estimation of d[LI(F), LI(F)J required by the retiabil.ity coefficient 
computation. In the MLT algorithm, the approximation between LI(F) and LI(F) (figure 3.6) 
seemed to be more natural than the approximation between F and LI(F) in BLT (figure 3.2). 
However, further tests showed that the BLT algorithm could lead, depending on UN training 
conditions, to better results than the MLT one (male speaker). 
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Table 3.4: Recognition error rate (%) for the male speaker. UN was trained with the BLT 
algorithm 
SNR On 18dB 12dB 6dB MB 0dB 
DP-C ftO 16.8 49.9 65.1 69.4 74.6 
DP-L 0.3 0.4 1.6 9.8 21.9 41.8 
DPW-D 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 6.3 24.6 
DPW-TL 05 0.5 3.4 10.4 20.6 43.4 
DP2-D 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.2 6.6 25.2 
DP2-rt. 0.3 0.1 1.7 8.2 17.2 38.9 
3.8 Conclusions 
The combination of UN and weighted DP algorithms proved to be effective in reducing the 
influence of white Gaussian noise, and the error introduced for testing clean signal was almost 
zero. The rcUabfltti.j coefficient gave better results than the SNR estimation as a weighting 
parameter and this must arise from the fact that this coefficient takes into account not only 
the local SNR estimation but also the characteristic response of UN in the form of the mean-
distortion curve (figure 3.5). The weighted DP algorithms helped to reduce the error rate, but 
its improvement decreased when the SNR became more severe. The proposed one-step DP 
matching was also shown to be effective in reducing the error rate, and led to approximately 
the same error rates as the two-step matching (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) when the 
reliabilitij weighting was used. 
Weighting the information along the speech signal seems quite obvious when defined in the 
context of UN, which was trained with moderately corrupted frames and assuming that the 
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Table 3.5: Recognition error rate (%) for the male speaker. UN was trained with the MLT 
algorithm 
SNR On 18dB 12dB 6dB MB 0dB 
DP-C 0.0 16.8 49,9 65.1 69.4 74.6 
DP-L 00 0.6 2.7 9.2 22.6 38.2 
DPW-D 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.2 7.8 24.1 
DPW-n. 0.5 0.8 3.3 11.5 22.0 36.1 
DP2-D 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.3 7.8 24.8 
DP2-n. 0.3 0.0 0.9 8.5 17.7 31.6 
speech signal peaks were reasonably preserved after the noise being added. In other words, 
weighting matching algorithms tried to take into account the fact that frames with low SNR 
should not be reliably processed by UN and should have a low weight in the recognition 
procedure. Nevertheless, the reUabiUtij coefficient as a weighting parameter seems to be a 
generic approach and could also be employed with other noise cancelling techniques. In Chapter 
5, spectral subtraction (SS) is analysed under the perspective of reUabUity in noise cancelling 
and tested in combination with the weighted DP algorithm. SS is an easily implemented technique 
and is able to capture quite well the dynamic of the corrupting signal. Before continuing the 
study on reliability based weighting, the problem of speech pulse detection is addressed in the 
next chapter where the autoregressive analysis of noise is proposed to improve the discrimination 
between speech and noise when the corrupting signal is highly correlated, a condition easily 
found in practical applications. 
Energy(dB) 
1.00 	2.00 	3.00  
UN Input Spectrum (SNR=6dB) 
LIN Output Spectrum 
Hz x io 
Figure 3.4: Noisy frame with local SNR equal to 6dB before and after UN processing. The 
frame corresponds to the vowel. Observe that the highest component tends to be preserved and 
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Figure 3.5: Mean Distance vs SNR for the female speaker. 
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6dB 
LI(Fc) 	LI ( F 
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Figure 3.6: Two-dimensional interpretation of the modified UN training algortihm (MLT). 
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Chapter 4 
Robust speech pulse detection using 
autoregressive analysis of noise 
4.1 Introduction 
The inaccurate detection of the endpoints is a major cause of errors in automatic speech recog-
nition systems. Most of the endpoint detecting techniques are based on energy levels, pitch, 
zero- and/or level-crossing rates, and timing (B.Mak et al., 1992). However, in many real en-
vironments the speech signal is corrupted by additive and coloured (correlated) noise and these 
parameters may be insufficient for the correct detection of a speech pulse if the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) is low. Firstly, the short-term energies resulting from fluctuations in the noise can 
be even as high as the ones presented by the speech pulses. Secondly, if the noise is correlated 
and mainly concentrated in low frequencies (below 1000 Hz), where the speech signal has also 
most of its energy, pitch and zero- or level-crossing rates cannot discriminate between speech 
and silence intervals. Finally, the increase of the noise level tends to reduce the speech pulses' 
width and the efficacy of timing constraints. In order to make speech recognition experiments 
more realistic, an end-point detector based on AR analysis of noise is proposed. AR analysis 
assumes that the additive noise is reasonably stationary and strongly simplifies the complexity 
of the speech signal detector. 
In this chapter adaptive autoregressive modelling of noise is proposed in order to reduce the 
influence of the corrupting signal and two forms of frame comparison for speech pulse detection 
are studied: spectral density comparison between noise and noisy speech signals; and non-
stationarity measure. Finally, an end-point detector is proposed and tested on isolated digits 
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corrupted by the car and speech noises which were addressed in this chapter. 
The FIR filters employed in the autoregressive analysis are trained with the LMS algorithm during 
non-speech intervals. The spectral density comparison is made between noisy speech frames 
and an estimation of noise also in non-speech intervals. In contrast, non-stationarity measures 
are based on spectral distances between contiguous frames and do not require noise estimation. 
Preliminary experiments have shown that the AR analysis generally increases the discrimination 
between speech and noise and that spectral density comparison and non-stationarity measures 
might be more effective than energy to indicate the presence of a speech pulse at low SNR's. 
4.2 	AR analysis of the noise signal 
It is assumed that the noise n(i) could be described by an AR process of order M, or in another 
words, it would satisfy the following equation (S.Haykin, 1991): 
RA(z)N(z) = W(z) 	 (4.1) 
where N(z) and W(z) are the z-transform of the noise and a white-noise process, respectively, 
and HA(z) is defined as: 
HA(z) = 1 + (4.2) 
If the noise is reasonably stationary, its autoregressive filter HA (Z) estimated in non-speech 
intervals may be used to increase the energy gap between the noise and the noisy speech signals 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1996b) (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996c). Since the speech signal is intrinsically 
non-stationary and has components in all the considered band (250-3200 Hz), its spectral den-
sity and that of the noise are likely to differ along time, even if the noise is correlated and 
mainly concentrated in low frequencies (below 1000 Hz). Consequently, it is expected that the 
attenuation caused by RA(Z)  will be lower on average for the speech than for the corrupting 
signal. The filter H A (Z) is transversal or FIR and its coefficients can be estimated by means of 
the classical LMS algorithm. If the coefficients a j are replaced with c, where ci 	at, the tap 
weights adaptation is given by: 
ck(i + 1) = ck(i) + i-pi(i. - k)e(i) 	 (4.3) 
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where il is the learning rate and e(i) corresponds to the prediction error: 
e() = 	(i) - 
	
C(i - k) 	 (4.4) 
4.3 Spectral Density Comparison 
If the noise is assumed to be reasonably stationary, the noise spectral density could be considered 
constant between two consecutive silence periods and could be useful to detect speech pulses. 
In the results presented in this chapter, the spectral estimation was made with a 14 channel 
Mel-filter bank, the same used in recognition experiments, but neither logarithmic compression 
nor normalization was applied. The Spectral Density Comparison coefficient (SD()) for a frame 
1. is defined, in the Euclidean metric context, as: 
SD(i) = 20 x log( 
where Si = (E 1 , E1 ,2, E, ..., E114) and S 	(Er , E, E3 	14 
	
Th correspond, respectively, to 
the spectral estimation of frame I and that of the noise; E and E1k represent the filter k output 
energies. 
4.4 	Stationarity Coefficient 
If the noise is reasonably stationary its statistical properties are constant or change slowly, or 
might even present fast but small variations along time. In order to employ these features of the 
corrupting signal in speech pulse detection, the non-stationarity coefficient (NST(I)) for a frame 
I is defined, in the Euclidean metric context, as: 
NST(I) = 20 x log( 	
11Ek - Eilk)2) 	
(4.6) 
(E)2 
where S1_ 1 = (E_1,1 , E 12) E_ 1 ,3)  ..., E_1 ,14) and Si = (Eiji E 2)  E3, ..., E,14) correspond, 




4.5 End-point detection 
In order to automatically detect isolated utterances (digits) in the presence of background noise, 
an end-point detector was developed using the AR analysis of the corrupting signal. The idea 
was not to develop a very accurate end-point detector but to detect speech signal in the presence 
of background noise in order to make recognition tests more realistic. Actually, it was noticed 
that a high accuracy in the detection of the speech signal is out of consideration at moderate and 
low SNR's, and that the problem is more basic and concerns how to detect at least part of the 
utterance in noisy conditions. 
The end-point detector employs energy, spectral estimation and temporal constraints (L.Lamel 
et al., 1981). Neither zero or level crossings (M.H.Savoji, 1989) nor pitch (B.Mak et al., 1992) 
are used. Both energy and spectral estimation are computed after AR analysis of noise. Temporal 
constraints concern rise, fall and duration of a speech pulse and separation between two speech 
pulses in an utterance. It is supposed that every utterance was composed by one or two speech 
pulses, although a more generic case would be easily included, and that the separation between 
two consecutive speech pulses in an utterance could not exceed a given threshold (e.g. 500 ms). 
The assumption about the number of speech pulses per word relied on the facts that the end-point 
detector ran in an isolated digits task (Noisex-92 database (A.Varga etal., 1992)) and that digits 
are reasonably short utterances. Given that s(), i) and x() are the clean speech, the noise 
and the resulting noisy signal, respectively, the additive condition in the temporal domain may 
be set as: 
X(1) = s() + n() 
	
(4.7) 
where x(t), s() and n(t) are noisy speech, clean speech and noise signals, respectively. The 
mean frame energy at frame 1., irtfe, is defined as 
1TfC = 
	
x(1)2 	 (4.8) 
where L is the number of samples per frame. The frame power in dB at frame t, fp, is given by 
fPj = 10. log(mfe) - -Pe 	 (4.9) 
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Figure 4.2: Algorithm for detection of speech pulse end. 
where 11Pe is the noise power estimation that is initially computed in a short non-speech interval 
(eg 200 ms) by means of 
Ti,p, = 	10 - log(fe) 	 (4.10) 
where I is the number of non-speech frames used in a first estimation of TPc. 
The start of a speech pulse is detected using the algorithm shown in Fig.4. 1. Frames are read 
every 25 ms without overlapping and SD is computed according to (4.5). In order to capture the 
dynamics of the corrupting signal, if SD is lower than a threshold for estimation eth the noise 
power iT15 and spectral density S are re-estimated according to: 
= 	c - lO.log(fp)+(l - cc) •rp_  1 	 (4.11) 
and 
- 	c.• S + (1 - x) Sc-i 	 (4.12) '-'C -  
where e and e - 1 denote the current and previous estimation respectively, c is a constant between 
0 and 1 and ST' is the spectral estimation at the frame 1. composed by only-noise samples. As a 
result, the current noise power and spectral estimation are a weighted arithmetic mean between 
the previous estimation and the noise power and spectral vector at the current frame i, if the 
frame 1. is classified as a non-speech one ( SD < eth). The threshold eth should not be high 
to avoid speech frames being used to re-estimate the noise. The scheme could capture slow 
variations in the noise stationarity and should make the noise estimation more reliable. 
Returning to the algorithm shown in Fig.(4.1) to detect the start of a speech pulse, if SD is lower 
than a detection threshold dthl, it is considered that a speech pulse has not probably started, but 
in order to make this decision more reliable the frame power envelope fp is compared to a power 
threshold pthl: if fp is higher than pthl, the frame is stored as a possible start of a speech 
signal. In order to confirm this start, SD needs to be higher than dthl for at least 2 frames, 
and if it does not in the next frame the first of the frames showing fp > pthl is discarded. 
Simultaneously, SD is compared with a peak threshold Mth as part of the constraints imposed 
to a speech pulse: SD needs to be higher than Mth for at least one frame. If SD > Mth., 
fLag Max is set to I and this condition will be tested after an end of the possible speech pulse 
has been detected by means of the algorithm shown in Fig.(4.2). 
A speech pulse is considered ended if SD is lower than dth2 and fp lower than pth.2 for at least 
one frame. If these conditions do not occur in less than I sec (maximum duration allowed for an 
utterance) the speech is taken as invalid. After the end of the speech signal being detected, two 
constraints are applied in order to validate a speech pulse. Firstly, the vocal tract coarticulation 
speed requires a speech pulse to be longer than a given threshold (e.g. 75 or lOOms); in 
other words, peaks shorter than this threshold are considered variation in the stationarity of the 
corrupting signal. Secondly, SD needs to be higher than Mth at least once along the speech 
signal; this condition is checked by means of flag Max = 1. 
The complete end-point algorithm is composed of two speech pulse detectors assuring that the 
maximum separation between two contiguous pulses is not higher than a threshold (0.5 sec). If 
this threshold is not respected the utterance is considered composed by only one pulse. This 
end-point detector was tested on isolated digits of the Noisex database using car and speech 
noises. The algorithm is quite simple when compared with other ones found in the literature and 
the use of AR analysis on noise made it work reasonably well in noisy conditions at SNR=18, 
12, 6 and 0dB. It was observed that a tuning of the thresholds (specially for dthl and dth2) 
may be needed at the most severe conditions, although an empirical approach was enough for 
the purposes of this research. Initially, a suitable value for dthl and dth2 ( dthl and dth2 
were made equal in these experiments) was estimated at SNR=l8, 12 and 6 dB. However, this 
configuration allowed one utterance out of 100 to be missed at SNR=OdB and another value for 
dth2 and dthl had to be found in order to detect all the utterances at this SNR. It was observed 
that without AR analysis of noise, the parameter tuning problem was much more acute and 
was even necessary at SNR=12 and 6dB. Moreover, without AR analysis the fluctuations of the 
corrupting noise are much higher and a more complex algorithm is required in order to discern 
the noisy speech signal from the background noise (see Figs. 4.4-4.6). 
A general effect of additive noise on the end-point detection procedure is to shorten the utterance 
due to the fact that the corrupting signal tends to completely cover or hide those intervals 
showing the lowest energies. AR analysis considerably improved the discrimination between 
the corrupting and speech signals but in many cases did not avoid the shortening effect of the 
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detected utterance. This problem could be minimised by adding at the begining and end of the 
detected utterance a few frames under the assumption that these extra frames would contain 
speech signal hidden by the background noise. However, these extra frames present a low local 
or segmental SNR and, in the context of weighted matching algorithms, have a low weight in 
the recognition process. In the experiments shown in Chapter 5 with the weighted Dynamic 
Programming (DP) algorithm the shortening effect of the detected utteraces was counteracted 
by means of end point relaxation opening up the ends of the search region. 
4.6 Results 
In all the experiments the signal was divided in 25ms frames without overlapping. Each frame 
was processed with Hamming window before the frame energy and spectral estimation being 
computed. The spectral estimation was made with a 14 channel Mel-filter bank covering the 
band from 300 to 3400 Hz. The AR filters were estimated by means of LMS algorithm in short 
non-speech intervals (180-430 ms) before the utterances start. The learning rate was made equal 
to 0.1/(M x noise-power), where M is the filter order. The FIR taps were set to 0 at the 
beginning of the iterative procedure. In order to determine the optimum prediction order, several 
configurations were tested and the one that gave the lowest prediction error was chosen. If the 
prediction error was similar for two M's, the lowest M was chosen. 
4.6.1 Noisex database 
In the experiments done with the Noisex-92 database (A.Varga et al., 1992), the signals were 
low pass filtered by using a 10th order Tchebychev filter with cut off frequency 3700 Hz, down 
sampled from 16000 to 8000 samples/sec, and high-pass filtered by employing a 4th order 
Tchebychev filter with cut off frequency 120 Hz and a minimum attenuation equal to 25dB. 
Three noises from Noisex-92 were considered (car, speech and Lynx) and for each case one AR 
FIR filter was trained by means of 10 noise-only sample frames (250 ms). The clean and noisy 
speech signals belonged to the male speaker of Noisex-92 database. Table 1 shows the optimum 
number of taps for each filter and the ratio G between the attenuation gain on clean speech signals 
and the attenuation gain on the training noise signal after the AR FIR filter being estimated. 
This quotient C gives an idea of the energy gap increase between noise and speech due to the 
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Figure 4.3: Frequency response of the AR FIR filter for the car noise of Noisex database 
Table 4.1: Optimum AR FIR order and quotient G between the energy attenuation gains on clean 
speech signal and training noise. 
NOISE Car Speech noise Lynx 
Optimum FIR Order 2 2 4 
G(dB) 13.1 6.6 5.3 
AR FIR filter. The clean signals corresponded to 10 utterances (one per digit) automatically 
end detected. Fig. 4.3 shows the frequency response of the AR filter for the car noise. Figures 
4.4-4.6 present the power envelope, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficients before 
and after processing the signal with the AR FIR filter. The power envelope corresponds to the 
difference between the mean frame energy (dB) and the noise power energy estimation (dB) 
according to (4.9). 
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Results are shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for the digits 'one" at SNR=0dB, "six' also at 
SNR=OdB and "one" at SNR=-6dB. 
4.6.2 Telephone database 
The autoregressive analysis of noise was also tested on the BT-Subscriber database recorded 
over the telephone line across UK using 1000 callers. The database is composed by phonetically 
balanced sentences and only signals that were labelled as 'noisy' were considered. Two cases 
of data recorded on the telephone line were studied: a) speech signal with background noise 
composed mainly by low frequencies (presumably from the power net); and b) speech signal 
corrupted by low and high frequency components. The data correspond to 5 and 4 sec of 
continuous speech sampled at 8 kHz and high-pass filtered, as done with the Noisex database, 
by employing a 4th order Tchebychev filter with cut off frequency 120 Hz and a minimum 
attenuation equal to 25dB. The speech signal was manually speech/no-speech segmented and 
the power envelope before and after AR analysis were compared. The AR filter was estimated 
with non-speech signal available at the beginning of the data: 430 ms for the low frequency 
noise, and 180 ms for the low and high frequency components one. The learning rate was made 
equal to O.1/(M x noi.se_power) and the FIR taps were set to Oat the beginning of the iterative 
procedure. In order to determine the optimum prediction order the same criterion used with the 
Noisex database was followed. The optimum filter order was M = 2 and M = 4 for the low 
frequency noise and the other one, respectively. However the results achieved with M = 2 for 
the noise with low and high frequency components were similar to the ones with M = 4. 
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Figure 4.4: Power envelope, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficients before and 
after processing the signal with the AR FIR filter. The utterance correponds to the digit one' in 
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Figure 4.5: Power envelope, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficients before and 
after processing the signal with the AR FIR filter. The utterance correponds to the digit six' in 
car noise with SNR equal to 0dB The dotted vertical lines denote the endpoints of the speech 
signal. 
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Figure 4.6: Power envelope, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficients before and 
after processing the signal with the AR FIR filter. The utterance correponds to the digit 'one in 
car noise and SNR equal to -6dB. The dotted vertical lines denote the endpoints of the speech 
signal. 
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Figure 4.7: Frequency response of the AR FIR filter for the low frequency noise. 
Figures 4.9 and 4. 10 present the power envelope before and after the signal being processed by 
the AR filter, and the manual speech/non-speech segmentation for both noises. 
4.7 Discussion 
According to the results with Noisex database (section 4.6.1) , the AR analysis led to a higher 
attenuation on average for the noises than for speech signals (see Table 3.1). According to 
Figs. 4.4-4.6, the AR FIR filters increased the discrimination between the speech signal and 
backgound noise in the power, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficient domains. 
When compared with the power envelope, spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficients 
increased slightly the difference between speech and non-speech pulses before FIR processing 
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Figure 4.8: Frequency response of the AR FIR filter for the low and high frequency noise. 
4.6 (SNR=-6dB), these coefficients increased the difference between speech and non-speech 
pulses after FIR processing but the improvement achieved before AR analysis was not enough 
to highlight the speech signal from the backgound. 
According to Fig. 4.4 and 4.5, the improvement due to the AR filter was more important for the 
utterance 'six' rather than for the utterance 'one'. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, the speech pulses 
were almost completely masked in the power envelope domain before FIR processing, but after 
the AR filter the speech signal was even more accurately detected than for the utterance 'one' 
(Fig. 4.4), that was slightly more evident than the utterance 'six' without FIR processing. This 
must be caused by the fact that the word 'six' has considerable energy in highest frequencies and 
could be more easily discriminated from the background noise, which was mainly concentrated 
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Figure 4.9: Power envelope before and after AR analysis, and manual speech/non-speech 
segmentation for the low frequency noise. 
The estimation of M, number of taps of the AR filter (4.2), deserves a brief discussion. In all the 
examples considered, the optimum M was 2 or 4. Higher values for M (until 15) were tested 
and no substantial variation on the prediction error was observed, although a minimum one was 
clearly discernable in some cases. A priori, increasing the AR FIR order should improve the 
noise signal model, but the LMS algorithm firstly tries to cancel the highest components and, 
if the signal keeps its stationarity, tries to compensate the lowest ones (J.M.Romano, 1996). 
Nevertheless, this may take a considerable amount of only-noise samples which is not exactly 
the case of this research where just short intervals (e.g. 250 ms) are available to train the FIR 
structure. In order words, the low variation with M of the prediction error may be due to the fact 
that the lowest components needed more samples to be compensated and that the noises were not 
perfectly stationary. If the non-speech intervals where the AR filter could be trained are generally 
short (e.g. 200-400ms), the LMS algorithm is able to cancel just the highest component (and 
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Figure 4.10: Power envelope before and after AR analysis, and manual speech/non-speech 
segmentation for the low high frequency components noise. 
the second one when it is the case) and it is not worth using a number of taps higher than 2 or 
4. Moreover, a big difference was not observed between the results with M =2 and M =4 so 
it could be concluded that if the AR can improve the discrimination between noisy speech and 
background noise, M =2 should be enough. 
As can be seen from the results with the telephone signals (section 4.6.2), one noise is clearly 
composed by only low frequency components (Fig. 4.7) and the other one shows energies around 
700 and 2500 Hz (Fig. 4.8). According to Fig 4.9, in the case of a low-frequency noise the AR 
analysis substantially improved the discrimination between background noise and speech signal, 
specially at those low-energy intervals at the begining and end of the utterances. As shown in 
Fig. 4.10, in the case of low and high-frequency noise the AR analysis did not introduce any 
significant effect on the discrimination between speech and noise signals. Some intervals were 
slightly enhanced and others minimally attenuated, but the overall effect of the AR filter could 
mof 
be considered neutral. 
4.8 Conclusion 
As can be seen in the results with the Noisex database, the observed improvements were due 
mainly to the AR analysis, although spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficient might 
be useful at low SNR's. The AR FIR filters needed a low number of taps, the LMS algorithm 
seems to be fast enough to capture slow variations of the noise characteristics and only one 
microphone is necessary. 
AR analysis relies on the fact that the noise is reasonably stationary. Under this assumption, it 
was shown in sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 that if the noise is mostly composed by low frequencies, a 
case easily found in practical applications, AR analysis can strongly increase the discrimination 
between noisy speech and corrupting signals. On the other hand, according to section 4.6.2 
AR analysis apparently does not introduce any artifact if the noise is composed by a mixture of 
low and high frequencies. If the noise is restricted to high frequency components, a case that 
was not studied in this research and not easily found in real applications, the AR filter would 
attenuate low-energy high-frequency unvoiced speech signals and highlight mainly high-energy 
low-frequency voiced intervals. This fact would help to shorten the detected utterances at mild 
SNR's but AR analysis would still be useful to discriminate speech and noise at more severe 
SNR's. 
As far as the utterance detector algorithm is concerned, further work is needed to automatically 
estimate the thresholds according to the SNR and to include more general cases such as connected 
and continuous speech. However, the end-point detector described in this chapter was effective 
enough to detect isolated words in noisy backgrounds and is not going to be discussed again in 
this thesis due to the fact that it is not the main subject of this research. 
The end-point detector with AR analysis of noise was employed to automatically detect isolated 
words (digits) in the context of the Noisex database to run recognition experiments shown in 
Chapter 5, where spectral subtraction (SS) is analysed under the perspective of reliability in 
noise cancelling and tested in combination with a weighted DP algorithm. 
Chapter 5 
Spectral subtraction and reliability in 
noise cancelling 
5.1 Introduction 
Due to the fact that the intervals with highest energies are less corrupted by additive noise, 
it is reasonable to suppose that these intervals provide more reliable information for speech 
recognition than those intervals with lower energies. In (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) and 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1995) were proposed two weighted matching algorithms to take into account 
the local SNR. Both algorithms were tested with poorly correlated and white Gaussian noises but 
with different noise cancellation techniques. In (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) a two-step 
weighted DTW algorithm and weighting coefficients based on the short-time power or short-time 
autocorrelation were proposed and applied in combination with the Root-Power Sum distance. 
Although the weighted algorithm was shown to improve the recognition in some cases, the 
noise cancelling technique introduced an error rate for the clean signal, the weighting procedure 
was not modelled and the two-step DTW even increased the error rate depending on which 
weighting coefficient was used. In Chapter 3 a one-step weighted DP algorithm was proposed 
and compared with the two-step one. They were tested in combination with a noise cancellation 
neural net, and shown effective in reducing the error rate. However, further experiments showed 
that the improvements due to the weighted Dynamic Programming algorithms depended on 
the neural net training conditions, and suggested that the weighting coefficient w(t) should 
take into account not only the segmental SNR but the characteristics of the noise reduction 
method (Chapter 3). Following this idea, in (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996d)(N.B.Yorna et al., 1996a) 
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was proposed the use of a weighting parameter based on reliability in noise cancelling. This 
parameter takes into account not only the local SNR but also the characteristic response of the 
noise cancellation method in the form of a mean distortion curve (section 3.3.2). 
The contributions of this chapter concern: a) a model for additive noise based on Mel filter banks 
(hR and DET); b) analysis of spectral subtraction (SS) in terms of reliability in noise cancelling; 
and c) combination of weighted matching algorithms with spectral subtraction technique. The 
approach here covered has not been found in the literature and seems to be generic and interesting 
from the practical applications point of view. The techniques were tested with DTW recognition 
algorithms on an isolated word recognition task. DTW was used because it is a simple and 
generic algorithm which allows noise cancelling techniques to be compared without the need 
for extensive tuning of the modelling. In Chapter 6 the techniques explored here will also be 
employed by a weighted Viterbi (HMM) algorithm. 
5.2 Model for additive noise using hR filters 
Given that s(i), it(i) and x() are the clean speech, the noise and the resulting noisy signal, 
respectively, the additiveness condition may be set as: 
	
X(i) = s(i) + m(i) 
	
(5.1) 
The signal was processed by 14 Mel hR filters. At the output of filter in the noisy signal is given 
by 
xm(i) = Sm(1.) + Ttm(l) 	 (5.2) 
and its mean energy in a frame by: 
= s+n+2smnm 	 (5.3) 
2 	1 N 2 	2 	1 N 2 	2 	1 N 2 where xm(l) = 	Ii=1 Xm(l), sm(l) = 	s(i), nm(t) = 	nm(1), 2sm(l)nm(l) 
YN 
2Sm(i)Ttm(i) and N is the length of the frames in number of samples. 
If the speech signal and the noise are uncorrelated, E[2Sm 11.m] = 0 in a long term analysis, 
where ft corresponds to the expected value. However, the condition 2s, nm = 0 may not be 
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satisfied in a short term analysis (i.e. a 25 ms frame) and the noise is certainly not perfectly 
stationary. Consequently, once the noise is added the clean signal energy, s, becomes a hidden 
information and cannot be recovered with a 100% accuracy. As a result, s_2, should be treated 
as a stochastic variable and could be associated to a variance that indicates how accurate the 
estimation of the clean signal energy is. 
Initially, the signals S,() and n(i) are considered sinusoidal components with frequency fm, 
the central frequency of filter in., with a phase difference . Under these assumptions, 
= 	' +n+ a acos() 	 (5.4) 
where 	and 	are the amplitudes of the speech signal and noise components respectively: 
S2 = u/2 and n.=a 2 	/2. 
5.2.1 Correction of the sinusoidal model for hR filters 
The sinusoidal model for additive noise represented by equation (5.4) assumes that the compo-
nents sm(i) and n(i) at the output of filter in. have frequency fm and a phase difference in a 
given frame. These assumptions are not perfectly accurate in practice. Firstly, the 14 mel filters 
are not highly selective, which reduces the validity of the assumption of coherence between both 
components. Secondly, the phase between s 1(i) and n.,() is not necessarily constant and a 
few discontinuities in the phase difference may occur, although many of them are unlikely in a 
short term analysis (i.e. a 25 ms frame). However, the sinusoidal model represents the fact that 
there is a variance in the short term analysis and specifies the relation between this variance and 
the clean and noise signal levels. Due to the lack of coherence between Sm(i.) and n(i) and to 
the discontinuity in the phase difference, the variance predicted by the model is higher than the 
the real one for the same frame length, and a correction should be included in (5.4). According 
to (5.4 ) and considering that the random variable was uniformly distributed between —n. and 
M 
Vat [x(i)Is(i), T1.2 (j)] = O.5aS 	TL a 
because 
Var[cos()] = F[cos2()] - E2[cos()] 
ME 
and 





(cI)dc = 0.5 
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'7' E[cos(()J = - j cos()d = 0 
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In order to estimate the correction of the sinusoidal model, the coefficient Tm defined as 
7c (\ii (i 
T m = 	 (5.5) 
Uflm  
was computed with clean speech and only-noise frames. According to (5.4), Var[r m s(t), T1(i.)j 
should be equal to 0.5 but due to the lack of coherence between s1 (i) and 71m(1) and to the dis-
continuity in the phase difference, 
Var[r m s(i), ira i(i)I <0.5 
and a correction factor cm  needs to be included in (5.4): 
x) = 	+ 	() + 	a 	cos(4) 	 (5.6) 
where cm is defined as 
cm = 2Var[r, Is(i), in 71(i)] 
With the sinusoidal model for additive noise represented by (5.6), the variance (or uncertainty) 
of the hidden information s(i) given the observed information x() is estimated. Solving (5.6 
) for 	and using s2 (j) = a TTI 	 S.1  /2: 
s(i) = a cmcos2() + x(i) - it(t)Tn 	- 
a 	cos()a cmcos2() + 2(x) - n2 	 (5.7) 
The equation above sets s(i) as a function of, i(i) and X2 (j):  TTI 
S2 (j) = s(,i(i),x(i.)) 	 (5.8) 
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Replacing a with 	i-tT. , the function s(4, n, x) can be written as: 
= 2• A2 cos2()+ B —2. A. cos()- \JA2  cos2()+ B 	(5.9) ill 	m in 
where A = 	and B = - m 
5.3 	Model for additive noise using DFT filters 
In the last section a model for additive noise using hR filters (N.B.Yoma et al., 1997b) was pro-
posed. The low selectivity of the hR filters makes the system more vulnerable to convolutional 
distortions and the use of a DFT filter bank is desirable because it provides an infinite rejection 
outside the filter band. In this section, the equivalent additive noise model for the case of DFT 
filters is presented. 
Again, given that s(i), n(i) and x(i) are the clean speech, the noise and the resulting noisy signal, 
respectively, the additiveness condition in the temporal domain may be set as: 
X(i) = s(i) + n(i) 
The signal was processed by 14 DFT Mel filters. If S(k), N(k) and X(k) correspond to the FFT 
transform of s(i), it(i) and x(i) at the point k, and k  is the phase difference between S(k) and 
N(k), the additiveness condition is then set by: 
X(k) = S(k)+N(k) 	 (5.10) 
According to the cosine rule, 
X(k) 12 = 	S(k) 12 +I N(k)12 + 2 IS(k)l . N(k)l cos(4 k) 	 (5.11) 
The energy at the output of the filter in., x, is computed by means of: 
= 	
II G(m,k) , IX(k)12 	 (5.12) 
kE filter m 
where G (in, k) is the set of weights that define the filter in. If I X(k) 12 in (5.12) is replaced with 
mo 
the expression given in (5.11 , x can be set as 
X2 	= s+r+ 	2 - G(m,k)• S(k)I N(k)I COS(4)k) 	(5.13) 
kEfilter in 
where: s2  and ri. are the filter in. mean frame energy of the clean speech and noise signal, 
respectively. 
Assuming that the phase difference (k) = , N(k) and X(k) are considered constant inside 
each one of the 14 DFT Mel filters indexed by Tn.: 
= s2+n.+2. \/. 	cos(4) 	 (5.14) in 	in 
5.3.1 Correction of the additive noise model for DFT filters 
The model for additive noise represented by (5.14) assumes that the components S(k)j and 
N(k)j and the phase difference 	are constant inside every filter in a given frame. These 
assumptions are not perfectly accurate in practice. Firstly, the 14 DFT me] filters are not highly 
selective, which reduces the validity of the assumption of low variation of these parameters 
inside the filters. Secondly, the phase cJ between S(k)j and IN(k)I is not necessarily constant 
and a few discontinuities in the phase difference may occur, although many of them are unlikely 
in a short term analysis (i.e. a 25 ms frame). However, this model represents the fact that there 
is a variance in the short term analysis and specifies the relation between this variance and the 
clean and noise signal levels. Due to these approximations the variance predicted by the model 
is higher than the the real one for the same frame length, and a correction should be included. 
Using (5.14) and considering that was uniformly distributed between —it and it: 
X2 --- 
Var[- 2 n.2 ' = 0.5. s I in' 
because, as stated above (section 5.2.1), Var[cos()] = 0.5. 
In order to estimate the correction of the model, the coefficient r defined as 
Ttnin 	in 	in 	 (5.15) = 
was computed with clean speech and only-noise frames. According to ( 5.14), Var[vIs, nj 
should be equal to 0.5 but due to the approximations this variance is lower than 0.5 and a 
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correction factor cm needs to be included in ( 5.14): 
X2 =s2 +1+2.V..V.cos() 	 (5.16) In 	m In 
where cm  is defined as 
Cm = 2Var[rmIs, n] 
Solving (5.16 ) fors, 
s(4,i-tITI,x) = In 	2 •A2 •cos2(4)+B  —2 -A cos(0) • / A2  cos2()+B (5.17) 
where A = 	and B IT'  = 	- m. 
5.4 Channel variance 
With the model for additive noise represented by ( 5.9) or( 5.17), the variance (or uncertainty) 
of the hidden information s given the observed information ;c2,- is estimated in the logarithmic 
domain considering that the random variables 	and n are uncorrelated, 	is uniformly 
distributed between —n and n and that nr  is concentrated near its mean E[rtJ. The variance 
Var[log(s 	j x is given by: ra 
Var[1og(s)xj =EIlog2(sxj - E2[log(s)jxj 	(5.18) 
where 








1og[s(, E[it], In )]d 	 (5.20) 
As shown in next section (N.B.Yoma et al., 1997a), E[1og(s)x1 	log[x - E[n]] and 
the integral for estimating E[1og2(s)xj was computed by means of Sim son's rule with the 
interval ( -it, it) divided in 100 regular partitions and replacing the difference x - E[it] in 
(5.9) or (5.17) with r(Est(s), Sslhx) (5.26). The constant 100 is to make Var[log(s)Ixj 
compatible with the fact that the log energies are considered in dB. 
Analysing ( 5.9  ) and  ( 5.17 ), it can be seen that the variance of log[sj  given X2  should be 
a function of the ratio (x - E[n.j)/E[rtj because any gain, that results in a multiplicative 
constant in the linear domain, becomes additive in the log one and it is cancelled. Fig. 5.1 shows 
1/Var[log(s)Ix] vs the ratio (x - E[n.])/E[n.j for some values of cm. The variance 
of log[sj was computed as explained in section 5.4. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 5.1, 
1 /Yar[log(s)Ixj seems to be directly proportional to (x - E[nj)/E[n.j, which suggests 
that 1 /Var[log(s)Ixj could be approximated by 
Vav[1og(sIx21  rn'I in -1  
c.E[r] In 
2.7. (x 	In  
(5.21) 
Although (5.21) offers an efficient way to compute Var[1og(sx1, in all the experiments this 
variance was estimated by means of ( 5.18 ) and directly computing the integral in (5.19) using 
the Simpson's rule. 
5.5 	Spectral subtraction 
The models for additive noise, represented by (5.9 ) for the hR filter bank or by (5.17 ) for the 
DFT one, set that given the observed information of the noisy signal x2  and the noise estimation In 
TIL
2 there is an uncertainty about the hidden clean signal s due to lack of knowledge about the 
phase difference between the corrupting and clean signal. In others words, once the noise is 
added s cannot be recovered with 100% accuracy but (5.20) gives the clue to minimize the risk 
in estimating s. 
Given the model for additive noise represented by (5.9) or (5.17), the expected value of 
1og[s(4, n, x)] given the observed information X2  would be: in 
E[log(s)x] = 
2 	 A 
In 
E[log(2. A . Cos 2(4) + 1 -2- 	cos() 
(5.22) 
A2 . cos2() + B)xj + F[1og(B)xj 
Taking square root of argument of log in (5.22), and assuming that the random variables and 
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Figure 5.1: Inverse of the channel variance vs the clean signal estimation normalized to the 
noise energy: (-), Cm = 0.1; (.), Cm = 0.2; (.), c, = 0.4. The channel or uncertainty variance 
was estimated according to (5.18) using numerical integration, and the clean signal estimation 
corresponds to the difference between the noisy signal energy and the the noise energy estimation 
in a channel. This graphic suggests that the channel variance could be approximated by (5.21). 
near its mean F[n], E[log(s)Ixj can be written as: 
cos2() 
E[log(s)x 	- 	log[ 	 +1 - j 7t J_ 
. cos()Jd 	(5.23) I - 
71 	B 
+ log(B) 
where A = 	Cm and B = 3F2,T, — E[nI. Splitting domain of integration into [-7t, 0] and 






f717T lo[/(A)2 cos2() 
+1 - cos()]d 	 (5.24) -  
7t 	 B 
2 - V6 	fT sinFr(u) du=0 
ALrt(10).rtJ 
because the functions sthii. 1 (u) and 	- 	 u2 are odd and even respectively. Conse- 
quently, 
og(s 'x2 ' - log(x E[ - i]) 	 (5.25) E[l  
This result means, according to the model for additive noise, that the expected value of the 
hidden information log(s) is equal to the log of the SS estimation Est[s] if SS is defined as Tn 
being 
Est[sI =X2 - 
This result will also be used to cancel convolutional noise as discussed in Chapter 7. 
Due to the fact that 2s, Thm = 0 may not be true in a short term analysis and that the noise 
energy presents fluctuations, Est(s) may be negative in those channels with low SNR. In order 
to avoid negative magnitude estimates a rectifying function rOis applied: 
- 	 Est(s) if Est(s) ~ SsThxm 
r(Est(s), Sslhrm) 	 (5.26) 
SSThIm if Est(s) < SsThr11 
where Sslhxm could be estimated according to (Compernolle, 1989): 
10. thg(Sslhrm) = CPEm - DYNm 	 (5.27) 
where CPEm is the Channel Peak Energy and DYN is the dynamic range of the speech signal 
at channel m in quiet environment. CPE is defined as being the 3 5 upper percentile on the 
speech distribution of the channel m. histogram. 
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5.6 Weighted Matching Algorithms 
Some modifications were included in matching algorithms in order to weight the reliability 
of the information extracted from testing frames. A weighting coefficient w(t) (w(t) = 1, 
maximum reliability; w(t) = 0, minimum reliability) is associated to each testing frame in 
order to be employed in the modified vesions of the DTW and Viterbi (HMM) algorithms 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1995) (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996a). The main idea behind the modifications 
made on Viterbi (HMM) and DTW algorithms is that the influence of a frame on decisions 
must be proportional to its coefficient w(t). The proposed one-step weighted DP algorithm was 
compared with the two-step DP algorithm proposed in (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994). This 
chapter concerns experiments with weighted DTW algorithms only. The equivalent version for 
the Viterbi algorithm (HMM) is tested in Chapter 6. 
The proposed one-step DP equation that corresponds to the local condition shown in Fig.2.3 in 
page 10 is given as follows 
G(L— 2r— 1 )W(t— 2r— I )+2w(t— 1 )d(t— 1 r)-i-w(t)d(tr) 
W(t-2,r— 1)+2w(t— 1)+w(t) 
G(t, r) = TTtin 	 Gt— 1 r— 1)W(t— 1j— 1)+2w(t)d(tr) 
W(— 1,r— 1)+2w(t) 
G(t— 1 r-2)W(t— 1 r-2)+2w(t)d(t,r— 1 )+w(t)d(t,r) 
W(t— 1,r-2)+3w(0 
and 
W(t- 2,r— 1)+2w(t— 1)+w(t) 
W(t, r) 	W(t — 1, r — 1) + 2w(t) 
W(t - 1, r - 2) + 3w(t) 
The local condition shown in Fig.2.2, which the DP equation in section 3.5.1 is based on, does 
not include any temporal restriction concerning the length of the reference and testing utterances. 
In contrast, the local constraints represented by Fig.2.3, which is used for the above weighted 
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DP equation, imposes that the lower and upper bounds of the reference utterance length must 
be, respectively, half and twice the testing utterance size. 
This DP equation takes into account the weight w(t) frame by frame, and the calculation of the 
overall distance, G(t, r), is affected by the local distance d(t, r) according to w(t) : if w(t) = 1 
(high reUabiUtij or local SNR), the weight of d(t, r) is maximum; if w(t) = 0 (very low 
rdllabi.tittj or local SNR), the importance of d(t, r) is zero. 
5.6.1 Two-step DP matching 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the algorithm proposed in (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994) consists 
of the following two-step processing. Firstly, the optimal alignment path Ck = (tk, rk), k = 
1, 2,..., K is obtained using the ordinary DP matching algorithm, where tk and Tk  are the frame 
numbers of the testing and reference patterns respectively. The second step is the calculation of 
the global distance between the utterances weighted by l'v(t k) along the optimal path obtained 
at the first step. 
5.7 Reliability in noise cancelling 
The additive noise models given in sections 5.2 and 5.3 set the hidden clean signal S2  as a 
function of , x and m. In other words, for every pair 7,T  and ii there is a set of possible 
s 2  (Fig.5.2) whose variance can be estimated by means of (5.18). When the noise is added an 
uncertainty is introduced (due to the lack of knowledge about the phase difference between the 
clean and noise signals) and the original clean signal energy cannot be recovered with 100 % 
accuracy. The distortion d(, x, ii.) related to the estimation of _S2  can be set as: 
14 	 2 
d(4, x, n 1) = 	 (log(s(& x, 	E[log(sjx)]) 	(5.28) 
where j, denotes the phase difference in filter in. and, as shown in section 5.5, E[log(s)Ix] 





is given by: 
14 




S. 	clean speech frame; 
X, noisy signal frame; 
5, estimation of the clean signal. 
Figure 5.2: Interpretation of reliability in noise cancelling. 
The expected value of d(4,  x, ii) is a measure of the uncertainty about the clean signal 
information and it is reasonable to suppose that the reliability related to SS in a channel would 
be inversely proportional to E[d(, x, n)]. This is coherent with the result shown in Chapter 
3 where, in the context of the noise cancelling neural net LIN, the reliability in noise cancelling 
should also be inversely proportional to the mean distortion at a given segmental SNR. 
However, the inverse of the variance weighting presents some problems: firstly, it goes very 
high when the noise is low (theoretically, it goes to infinite if there is no noise); and secondly, it is 
observed that the recognition error remains low, even zero, for high SNR's and starts increasing 
after the noise reaching a given level. In order to counteract these deficiences, the weighting 
coefficient w, to be used by the weighted algorithms DP (N.B.Yoma et al., 1996a) (N.B.Yoma 




VarThr 	 Total Var 
Figure 5.3: Reliability coefficient vs variance. 
method in a frame, was defined as (Fig. I): 
1 	if TotaWar < VarThr 
VarThr if TotutVar> VarThr TotatVctr 
where 
14 
TotaWar =100 Var[log(sxj 	 (5.31) 
and E[d(, x, i-L)] was replaced with TotaWar to be coherent with the papers published 
about this research; the constant 100 is due to the fact that the log energies are considered in dB. 
5.8 	Inverse of the channel variance weighting 
In the last section it was discussed that reliability in noise cancelling by SS, defined as being the 
inverse of the sum of the channel variance, could be used to weight the recognition algorithm, 
and a threshold VarThr was introduced to take into consideration the fact that the information 
provided by a noisy frame above a given segmental SNR is as reliable as the one provided by 
a clean frame. It was observed that, for the task considered (digits), the recognition error rate 
remains low at high global SNR's (18 or 12 dB) and starts to increase more abruptly at SNR=6dB 
which indicates that most frames should give a highly reliable information. Consequently, frames 
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with local SNR around 18 or 12 dB should have weight equal to 1 in the recognition algorithm 
and an approximate estimation for YarTh.r could be done by means of (5.18) considering that 
the noisy signal energy x is 9 dB (between 12 and 6 dB) above the noise power estimation 
E[rt] in all the channels: in 
14 
VarThr =Var [lo(:,(s2 )JX2 = 	+ 9dBI 	 (5.32) 
which gave 8.5 and 9.1 for the car and speech noises, respectively. 
Nevertheless, according to some preliminary experiments, the optimal VarThx resulted much 
higher than the one predicted by (5.32 ) and a modification had to be included in order to 
improve the results and bring the optimal VarThr closer to 10. The SS threshold SSThTm was 
kept constant at all the global SNR's and (5.21) indicates that the maximum Var[log(s)xTn 	j 
should be inversely proportional to SsTh.r/E[ri]  and if SSThTm is low when compared toE[n%], 
Var[log(s)Ixj may be too high at low segmental SNR's (when the model loses accuracy). 
This is counteracted by setting an upper bound to the channel variance that was initially made 
equal to Var[log(s)], which is estimated on the clean signal. This means that the highest 
uncertainty about the hidden clean signal information should not be higher than the variance of 
log(s). In fact, using Val-[log(s)] as an upper threshold for Varlog(s)xJ improved the 
results and made the error rate at VarThr =10 closer to the optimum one in many cases. 
At global SNR's equal to 18, 12 and sometimes at 6 dB, frames showing one or more channel 
energies equal to SsTlir coexist with high local SNR frames whose channels gave SS estimation 
well above SsThr. However, if only one filter presents the estimated energy as being Sslhx it 
does not mean that the rest of the channels give a poorly reliable information, and if iVtaxVar 
is too high those frames with only one filter energy equal to SsThr may have a too low weight 
in the recognition algorithm. This is counteracted by increasing the optimal VarThx whose 
optimal value resulted higher than 10 in some cases. In contrast, at global SNR=l8dB almost 
every frame presents at least one channel whose estimated energy is below than SsThr which 
makes MaxVar less important. 
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5.8.1 Maximum distortion 
In this section, the additive noise model is used to estimate the uncertainty or mean distortion 
when the difference between the noisy signal energy and the noise estimation is less than 
Sslhxm. The variance Varlog(T)Ix]  according to (5.28) could be interpreted as being the 
average distortion in the log domain between the possible clean signal energy 
and the expected value of this energy given the observed noisy energy (section 5.4). Using this 







- 'V,   
	
- log(SsThrm)) 	(533) 
Assuming that the clean signal energy is uniformly distributed between 
log(s( m2 	'— — 	and log(riün(s)), where m.irt(s) is the minimum energy 
lit in' I (x — El n. I)=SsThr TrL 
of the speech signal, the mean distortion is given by 
E[d(4,i 2 x2 \ I — ml 	m/ I 	— EI 	D<SsT1ir' = 
100 2 	100 	2 Var[log(s)xTn 	j + 	• log (SsThr)+ 	log (mirL(s)) 
200 
log(Sslhr)• log(in(s)) 	 (5.34) 
where, as in the section 5.5, it is considered that the random variables 4 and m2-are uncorrelated, 
4 is uniformly distributed between —7t and 71 and that T12  is concentrated near its mean E[Iira 	 ,J. 
This expected 	x) 	(x—Ej)<SsT}ir  is a measure of the uncertainty about the 
clean signal energy when SS estimation is equal to SSThIm and was used as an upper bound for 
Vat [log(s)I xj. 
5.9 Experiments 
The proposed methods were tested using an hR and a DFT filter bank with speaker-dependent 
isolated word (English digits from 0 to 9) recognition experiments in slightly different contexts. 
The tests were carried out employing the two speakers (one female and one male) from the 
Noisex database (A.Varga et al., 1992). 
The signals were low pass filtered by using a filter with cut off frequency 3700 Hz, down 
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sampled from 16000 to 8000 samples/sec, and high-pass filtered by employing a filter with cut 
off frequency 120 Hz. The data signal was divided in 25ms frames with 12.5ms overlapping. 
Each frame was processed with a Hamming window before the spectral estimation. The band 
from 300 to 3400 Hz was covered with 14 Mel 2nd order hR or DFT filters. At the output 
of each channel the energy was computed, SS and the log function were applied. Finally, 10 
cepstral coefficients were computed. 
In the Noisex database, all the 100 testing utterances for a given speaker-noise-SNR configuration 
are in sequence and separated by approximatly 1 sec in a single file. In this chapter, the noise 
energy was estimated only once using 200 ms of non-speech samples at the beginning of the 
utterance sequences and the noise estimation was kept constant for all the utterances of a given 
speaker-noise-SNR. 
The experiments were done firstly by means of DTW algorithms instead of HMM because DTW 
allows the direct comparison of two utterances and the training procedure consistsjust in choosing 
the reference patterns. In this sense, due to the fact that one reference pattern corresponds to one 
utterance, 10 reference sets were used and the number of recognition experiments was multiplied 
by 10. In contrast, HMM is a stochastic system and is very dependent on the size of the training 
database and experiments with the Noisex database generally use only one set of HMM's trained 
by means of all the training utterances. Consequently, the DTW systems allow more precise 
comparisons because the results were achieved with 1000 recognition tests for each SNR instead 
of only 100. 
The following configurations were tested: the ordinary DTW algorithm (H.Sakoe & S.Chiba, 
1978) without (DT'vV) and with SS (DTW— SS); the proposed one-step weighted DP algorithm 
(N.B.Yoma et al., 1995) with SS (1SW - SS); the two-step DP matching (H.Kobatake & 
Y.Matsunoo, 1994) (2SW - SS) also with SS; and finally, the proposed one-step DP algorithm 
with SS but without reliability in noise cancelling weighting, w(t) = 1 (iS - SS). 
5.9.1 Experiments with hR filter bank 
For historical reasons, the reliability in noise cancelling weighting was initially tested in the 
context of hR filter bank (section 5.2) and with isolated word automatically end detected using 
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Figure 5.4: End-point constraints relaxation. 
a result of the automatic end-point detection the average length of the testing utterances decreases 
as the SNR gets more severe. In order to counteract this effect, the endpoint constraints on the 
DP algorithms were relaxed by means of opening up the ends of the search region allowing the 
alignment path to start by comparing the first frame of the testing pattern with any of the first 
reference frames inside the search window, and to end by comparing the last test frame with 
any of the last reference frames inside the search window (see Fig.5.4). Due to the fact that the 
length of the testing utterances presented a high variation, the sides of the search window were 
made proportional to the utterance length. 
In these first experiments no attempt was made to estimate a suitable value for SsThr under 
the assumption that the weighting procedure should make SS less dependent on this threshold 
due to the fact that frames with low segmental SNR should have low weight in the recognition 
algorithm. For each configuration several search window widths k (Fig.5.4) were tested and the 
one that gave minimum error rate was chosen to achieve the results shown in Tables 5.1 and 
5.2 where SsThr was made equal to 0.05 and \farThr equal to 600. According to section 5.8, 
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Table 5.1: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by car noise. The recognition 
experiments were done by the hR filter bank and VarThr was made equal to 600. For every 
configuration, the search window width k that gave the minimum error rates was chosen. 
SNR 18dB 12dB [ 	6dB 0dB 
DTW 1.0 5.0 21.6 44.9 
DTW-SS 0.5 1.3 6.0 21.0 
ISW-SS 0.0 0.1 0.8 5.3 
2SW-SS 0.1 0.4 3.4 14.7 
JS-SS 0.0 0.1 1.9 8.9 
Table 5.2: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by speech noise. The recogni-
tion experiments were done by the hR filter bank and VarThr was made equal to 600. For every 
configuration, the search window width k that gave the minimum error rates was chosen. 
I 	SNR I 1 	/8dB 1 	12dB I 	6dB I 	0dB 
DTW 0.8 6.5 31.3 61.0 
DTW-SS 2.9 6.7 18.4 54.4 
ISW-SS 0.0 0.3 1.7 16.6 
2SW-SS 0.3 2.6 8.9 37.9 
JS-SS 0.3 1.2 7.1 31.0 
VarThr should be around 10 but, as can be seen in Fig. 5.5, this was not observed at SNR=6 
and 0dB. This must have been the result of the low SSTh.Tm. The higher x2  is when compared Tn 
to E[n], the better this approximation is. However, when x gets closer to F[1i],  the model 
loses accuracy and Var[1og(s)xj assumes incorrect high values when SsThr is low when 
compared to E[n.]. This is compensated by means of increasing VarThr. As can be seen in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the one step algorithm in combination with the noise cancellation reliability 
weighting gave the lowest error rate. This reduction in the error rate was due to a) the ability of 
the one step algorithm in normalising the overall distance to the length of the alignment path, 
and b) the information provided by the noise cancellation reliability coefficient. The ordinary 
DTW does not take into consideration which point of the start window the optimal alignment 
path begins and was very sensitive to the search window width. Consequently, when k was 
increased (Fig. 5.4), DTW-SS and 2SW-SS increased the error rate after reaching an optimum 
search window. On the other hand, the DP equation shown in section 5.6 computes the overall 
Ell 
weight W(i, j) step-by-step and was almost independent to the alignment path length. As a 
result, 1 SW-SS should be compared with I S-SS in order to separate the improvement due to the 
alignment path normalisation and the one due to the noise cancelling reliability weighting. 
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Figure 5.5: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the car noise at global SNR=6 and 0dB. The 
experiments were done with the hR filter bank, SS and the one-step weighted algorithm: (-), 
without weighting IS-SS; and (-.), with weighting JSW-SS. The threshold SsThr was made equal 
to 0.05. logQ denotes logarithm to base 10. 
When compared with IS-SS, ISW-SS showed reductions of 58% and 40% in the error rate at 
SNR=6dB and 0dB for the car noise. At SNR=18dB and 12dB both configurations gave error 
rate equal to 0 and 0.1%, repectively. For the speech noise, 1SW-SS presented reductions of 
75%, 76% and 46% at SNR=12, 6 and 0dB. At SNR=18dB the error rate went from 0.3% to 0. 
As can be seen, the improvement due to the reliability weighting was higher for the speech noise 
than for the car one. This must result from the facts that the speech noise is less stationary than 
the car noise so the estimation of noise energy is less accurate, and that the reliability coefficient 
is also a function of the local SNR so low energy intervals have low weight in the pattern 
matching process. Therefore, noise cancellation reliability weighting made the SS process more 
robust to variations in the noise stationarity. 
To conclude, these first experiments, done using hR Mel filter bank, were enough to show 
that weighting the information along the signal as described in this chapter can substantially 
improve the performance of SS. However, the estimation of SsThx, which is related to the 
maximum Var[log(s)x], needs further discussion since the dependence of the error rate on 
the parameter VarTh.r was not the expected one at SNR=6 and 0 dB (Fig. 5.5) and the optimal 
VcirThx was higher than the one predicted in section 5.8. 
5.9.2 Experiments with DFT filter bank 
The experiments using the additive noise model for DFT filters (section 5.3) were done without 
automatic end point detection in order to eliminate any effect introduced by the discriminative 
selection of speech intervals with higher energies. When the utterances were automatically end 
detected, the one step algorithm gave lower error rates than the two-step one (section 5.9.1). 
The two-step algorithm is very sensitive to the search window width, and in order to better 
compare both algorithms and not to take into consideration the ability of the one step algorithm 
in normalising the overall distance to the length of the alignment path, the automatic end point 
detection was removed. 
As explained in section 5.8, the arbitrary low value for SsThr resulted in a too high maximum 
Var[log(s)xj, and in a very discernible and high optimal VarThi. According to section 5.8 
the optimum VarThr should be equal to 5 or 10. As can be seen in (5.21), Var[Iog(sxj 
is inversely proportional to  F2, - E[n] and the experiments of this section were done by 
RX 
means of estimating SsThr according to (5.27). CPE was defined as the 3% upper percentile 
on Iog(s), which was supposed to have a Gaussian distribution. E[1og(s)] and Var[log(s)] 
were computed on the training clean utterances for every speaker, and DYN was considered 
equal to 50 dB, a value used in (Compernolle, 1989) and that was also verified as being valid 
according to measures on the Noisex database. Using (5.27), SsTh.r resulted around 20 dB for 
all the channels tn. Additionally, in order to avoid too high Var[log(s)xj, the result given 
by (5.18) was bounded above by (5.34). Results are presented in Figs. 5.6- 5.11 and in Tables 
5.3-5.7 for the car, speech, Lynx, operation room and factory noises of the Noisex database. 
Figs. 5.6=5.11 present the error rate vs YarTh.r at SNR=18, 12, 6 and 0dB for the five noises 
considered. When compared to Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6 shows that estimating Sslhr according 
to (Compernolle, 1989) and setting an upper limit to Var[log(s)Ixj seem to improve the 
results and reduce the dependence of the weighting algorithm on VarThr. At VavThx =10, 
og(VarTh.r) =1, the error rate is near the lowest one at SNR=1 2, 6 and 0 dB, and there is a wide 
range of sub-optimal values for VarThv. Something similar is observed in Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 
5.9, but not in Fig. 5. 10, which indicates that the weighting procedure requires further revision. 
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Figure 5.6: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the car noise at global SNR=18, 12, 6 and 0dB. 
The experiments were done with the DFT filter bank and SS: (-), without weighting DTW-SS; 
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Figure 5.7: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the speech noise at global SNR=18, 12, 6 
and 0dB. The experiments were done with the DFT filter bank and SS: (-), without weighting 
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Figure 5.8: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the Lynx noise at global SNR=1 8, 12, 6 and 0dB. 
The experiments were done with the DFT filter bank and SS: (-), without weighting DTW-SS; 
and (-.), with weighting ISW-SS. logQ denotes logarithm to base 10. 
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Figure 5.9: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the operation room noise at global SNR1 8, 12, 
6 and 0dB. The experiments were done with the DFT filter bank and SS: (-), without weighting 
DTW-SS; and (-.), with weighting 1SW-SS. IogQ denotes logarithm to base 10. 
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Figure 5.10: Recognition error rate vs VarThr for the factory noise at global SNR=18, 12, 6 
and 0dB. The experiments were done with the DET filter bank and SS: (-), without weighting 
DTW-SS; and (-.), with weighting JSW-SS. logQ denotes logarithm to base 10. 
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Figure 5.11: Study of sensitivity of SS to the threshold SsThr by means of multiplying the 
threshold used in Figs.5.7-5.11 by k. Experiments were done with the car noise at global 
SNR=18, 12, 6 and 0dB, using SS and DTW algorithms: (-), ordinary DTW; and (-.), weighted 
DP equation shown in section 5.6. The parameter VarThr was the same used in Tables 1-4. log() 
denotes logarithm to base 10. 
Table 5.3: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (car). The 
threshold VarThr was made equal to 10. 
SNR 	I I 	18dB I 	12dB I 	6dB I 	0dB 
DTW-SS 0.3 0.9 5.1 14.8 
]SW-SS 0.3 0.4 1.1 6.2 
2SW-SS 0.1 0.7 2.1 6.7 
Table 5.4: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (speech). 
The threshold VarThr was made equal to 10. 
DTW-SS 0.2 1.4 6.4 27.4 
ISW-SS 0.4 1.0 1.2 14.2 
2SW-SS 0.2 1.8 2.9 14.0 
In order to study the influence on the accuracy of the determination of the SS threshold, SsThr 
was multiplied by a constant k. Fig. 5.11 presents the error rate vs k at SNR=18, 12, 6 and 0 dB 
for the car noise. As can be seen, the weighted DP algorithm strongly reduced the dependence 
of SS on the threshold SS, estimated according to (Compernolle, 1989), with better results. 
As can be seen from tables 5.3-5.7, weighting the information along the signal substantially 
increased the performance of SS, an easily implemented technique, even with a poor estimation 
for the noise and without using any information about the speaker. The improvement depended 
on the noise and SNR and all the results with the weighted algorithms, 1 SW -SS and 2SW - SS, 
correspond to VarThr equal to 10, which is not necessarily the optimum one according to Figs. 
5.6-5.10. As far the weighted algorithms are concerned, the one-step DP (I SW - SS) algorithm 
performed better that the two-step DTW (2SW - SS). This must be due to the fact that the 
Table 5.5: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (Lynx). The zn 
threshold VarThr was made equal to 10. 
DTW-SS 0.3 2.5 10.0 26.3 
]SW-SS 0.5 1.3 3.5 15.8 
2SW-SS 0.4 2.5 4.9 16.2 
KE 
Table 5.6: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (operation 
room). The threshold VarThr was made equal to 10. 
SNR 	18dB 	12dB 	6dB 	0dB 
DTW-SS 0.7 3.9 10.9 29.9 
ISW-SS 0.5 1.0 5.3 20.75 
2SW-SS 0.6 2.5 6.8 21.3 
Table 5.7: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (factory). 
The threshold VarThr was made equal to 10. 
SNR 	18dB 	12dB 	6dB 	0dB 
DTW-SS 1.4 8.1 15.6 29 
ISW-SS 1.6 3.7 9.7 25.9 
2SW-SS 1.5 6.1 11.9 25.8 
weighting coefficient is used to detemine the alignment in the one-step technique but is not in 
the two-step DTW. 
5.10 Discussion and conclusion 
The interaction between clean signal speech and additive noise was modelled in the context 
of hR and DFT Mel filters. As a result a model for additive noise was proposed with several 
implications from the theoretical and practical point of view: firstly, a) this model suggests that 
the clean signal information should be treated as a stochastic variable; secondly, b) when the noise 
is added an uncertainty is introduced due to the lack of knowledge about the phase difference 
between the clean signal and noise, and the original clean signal energy cannot be recovered with 
100% accuracy; then, c) it is shown that the expected value of the hidden clean signal energy leads 
to a definition for SS. The uncertainty in noise cancelling is defined as being the variance of the 
hidden clean signal energy in the log domain given the noisy energy and the noise estimation. 
This uncertainty variace is estimated using the additve noise model and used to weight the 
result of the SS along the signal in weighted DTW algorithms. Two weighted algorithms were 
tested: the proposed one-step DTW and the two-step one (H.Kobatake & Y.Matsunoo, 1994). 
Experiments with several types of noises showed that the weighted algorithms dramatically 
reduced the error rate in all the SNR's and the proposed one-step weighted DTW led to better 
results than the two-step one. 
Results strongly confirmed firstly the weighted algorithm approach and secondly, the reliability 
in noise cancelling weighting. However, the weighting function uses a threshold, VarTh.r, 
whose optimum value is still case dependent although a wide range of sub-optimal values is 
achieved by means of setting an upper threshold to the uncertainty variance. This indicates that 
a further revision on the weighting function is needed but this will done in the next chapter using 
HMM. 
It is worth mentioning that the results here reported concern speaker dependent experiments 
but the proposed method does not not use any a priori information about the speaker and the 
approach should be easily generalised to the speaker independent case. 
Finally, this chapter formalised the revision of the classical concept of acoustic matching algo-
rithms where all the frames have the same weight, and it is proposed that the reliability in noise 
cancelling should be considered in a frame-by-frame basis. This approach seems generic and 
has important implications from the practical application point of view. 
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Chapter 6 
Weighted Matching Algorithms in the 
context of HMM 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter it was shown that weighting the information along the signal can 
substantially improve the recognition accuracy when the speech signal is corrupted by additive 
noise using spectral subtraction (SS), an easily implemented technique. This means that no 
model about the corrupting signal is needed except a rough estimation of the noise energy. The 
experiments were done using a one-step weighted DTW and the noise energy in the filter bank 
was poorly estimated only once using 200 ms of non-speech signal. Those results revealed that 
the classical concept of matching algorithm where all the frames have the same weight should 
be revised in order to take into consideration the reliability in noise cancelling frame by frame. 
It was shown that once the noise is added, an uncertainty is introduced and the original signal 
cannot be recovered with 100 % accuracy, and the reliability (inverse of uncertainty) in noise 
cancelling is dependent on the segmental SNR. 
In this chapter, a weighted Viterbi algorithm is proposed and applied in combination with a 
weighting function that does not need any free variable in isolated word recognition. This 
modified Viterbi algorithm is compared and combined with state duration modelling and it is 
shown that weighting the information along the signal leads to better results than the introduction 
of temporal constraints in the recognition algorithm, even requiring a low computational load. 
In combination with temporal constraints, the weighted Viterbi algorithm resulted in a high 
recognition accuracy at SNIR equal to 18dB (error rate less than 1%), at 12dB (error rate less 
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than 3%) and in some cases at 6dB (error rate less than 10%) without a noise model. The 
approach here covered seems to be generic and interesting from the practical applications point 
of view. The author believes that weighted matching algorithm approach could be applied 
to other problems of robust processing such as speaker verification and speaker adaptation in 
noisy conditions. Also in this chapter, the introduction of temporal constraints is discussed and 
the importance of modelling the state duration with a parametric distribution (e.g. gamma) is 
evaluated. 
A widely accepted idea is that the best recognition results are achieved when the training database 
is recorded in the same conditions as the testing utterances. This is the principle which Parallel 
Model Combination (PMC) (Gales, 1995) (Gales & S.Young, 1996) (Gales & S.Young, 1995) 
relies on. In this approach, the HMMs trained with clean speech signals are combined with 
an HMM of noise in order to generate HMMs of noisy speech. Results using the Noisex 
database revealed that PMC is able to give a high recognition accuracy at SNR equal to 18dB 
(error rate less than 1%), at 12dB (error rate less than 1%), at 6dB (error rate less than 5%) 
and at 0dB (error rate less than 10%) (Gales, 1995). However, the technique presents some 
disadvantages (M.EGales, 1997): a) it requires explicit and accurate models of both the additive 
and channel distortion ; b) it is not easily used with some types of parameterisation such as 
Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN); c) it has problems of adaptation speed for non-stationary 
noises; d) it is computationally expensive; and finally, e) it mainly addresses the problem of 
additive noise and the cancellation of the convolutional noise needs a previous knowledge about 
the channel response. In contrast, Weighted Matching Algorithms (WMA) could be considered 
as a formalization of a very important characteristic of the auditory perception which does not 
have to recover all the information of the corrupted speech signal and reduces the importance 
of the more noisy intervals to extract the information that is relevant to understand the message. 
WMA tried to explore the fact that the segmental SNR widely varies along the signal, it is 
computationally efficient, it is able to capture well the dynamics of the corrupting signals and 
considerably improve the robustness of the recognition algorithm with a minimum knowledge 
about the additive noise and, as will be discussed in the next chapter, no information about 
the transmission channel is needed. As mentioned before, WMA in combination with temporal 
constraints can give a high recognition accuracy (error rate less than 10%) at SNR>6dB but gives 
poorer results than PMC at SNR equal to 0dB. Nevertheless, as explained in the next chapter, 
WMA allows the use of an easily implemented technique (CMN) to cancel the transmission 
channel response. 
As it was initially said, WMA was compared and combined with temporal constraints and suc-
cessfully applied to the problem of isolated word recognition using word modelling. However, 
when applied to the problem of connected digits in the context of the token passing algorithm 
(S.J.Young et al., 1989) using HTK (S.J.Young et al., 1989) , the weighted Viterbi algorithm 
without temporal constraints was proved to be able to improve the recognition accuracy although 
the reduction in the error rate was much lower than for the isolated case. This must be a conse-
quence of the fact that the temporal constraints are much more important for the connected or 
continuous recognition than for the isolated case. The reformulation of the connected algorithm 
to include reliability weighting and temporal constraints is out of the scope of this thesis and 
is seen as a continuation of the work here presented. Finally, the results with isolated words 
are encouraging and indicate that the same order of improvement could be achieved in more 
complex applications. 
6.2 	Speech recognition with HMM for isolated words 
In isolated word recognition for small vocabularies (Fig.6.1)every word is modelled using a 
single HMM (X.D.Huang et al., 1990) and a common topology is the left-to-right without skip-
state transition one (Fig. 6.2). During the recognition procedure, as explained in Chapter 2, a 
test utterance is divided in overlapped frames and cepstral coefficients based on spectral analysis 
(eg Mel filter bank) are computed in every frame. Finally, the sequence of parameter vectors 
is processed by all the HMMs (one per word of the vocabulary) and the HMM with highest 
likelihood corresponds to the recognized word. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. 
For the optimal sequence of states S*,  the one that results from the Viterbi alignment (X.D.Huang 
et al., 1990), the likelihood is given by: 






Figure 6.1: Word recognition using one HMM per word. The testing utterance is processed by 
all the HMMs and the one with highest likelihood corresponds to the recognized word. 
where 
Pr(TS*,  A) = bS( l )(Tl) bS(2)(T2) . bS(3)(T3) ... . bs (T)• ... b(T) 	(6.2) 
and 
Pr(S* A) = 	aS(1)S(2) as(2)S(3) as(3)S(4)• 	aS(_ ),s(t) 	a(_ 1),s(LT) 	(6.3) 
where T denotes the test utterance, Tt the parameter vector at time t, A is a model, b(T) is the 
observation probability of state i and cLjj  corresponds to the transition probability between states 
i and j. As discussed in Chapter 5 in the context of DTW, the noise corrupts some segments of the 
speech signal more severely than others and weighting the local distances using the reliability in 
noise cancelling strongly reduced the error rate in all SNR's using a poor estimation for the noise. 
The same idea could be applied to a HMM recognizer where the error resulting from the additive 
noise leads to a distortion in the observation probability. Once the noise is added, an uncertainty 
is introduced and the clean frame cannot be recovered with 100 % accuracy mainly because 
the phase difference between noise and clean signal is not known. This uncertainty depends on 
the local SNR and the reliability of the information given by the observation probability is not 
constant along the signal. 
The one-step DP algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 is based on the arithmetic mean concept 
but since Pr(TIS*,A) is represented by the product of observation probabilities it is reasonable 
to suppose that the weighting procedure in the HMM context should be represented by the 
geometric mean. If the output probability is modelled using a single multivariate Gaussian 
distribution the geometric mean becomes an arithmetic one in the thg(Pr(TS*,  A)) domain. 
6.3 Weighted Viterbi algorithm 
In the previous chapter it was suggested that the hidden clean information of the speech signal is 
a function of the observed noisy signal energy x,the noise energy rt and the phase difference 
between the clean signal and noise in channel iii: 
= 2. A2 • cos2() + B —2. A. cos(). JA2  cos2()+ B (6.4) 
where A = 	B = 	- ii and cm is a correction coefficient. Using (6.4) and assuming 
that the random variables and n2 T.  are uncorrelated, 	is uniformly distributed between —t 
and 71 and that ii is concentrated near its mean E[nI, it is possible to show that 
E[log(s)x] 	log(x - E[i]) 	 (6.5) 
and compute 
Var[log(s)Ixj = E{log2(sxj - E2[log(s2 11;x2] I 	i)in 	 1 x21 	 (6.6) 
The result presented by (6.5) suggests that the expected value of the hidden information log(s) 
is approximately equal to the log of the spectral subtraction (SS) estimation ( Est(in s) ) if 
Est(s) = 	- E[(i)] where E[nj is the mean noise energy estimation made in non-speech 
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intervals. In order to avoid negative magnitude estimates a rectifying function is applied: 




SsThrrn if x—E[i]<SsThrrn  
where SsThrm is  constant estimated according to section 5.5. In some experiments, SS defined 
as (6.7) was employed to compute the uncertainty variance and to estimate the clean signal 
energy, although better results were achieved when the clean signal energy was estimated with 
the more general definition for SS (M.Berouti et al., 1979): 
x— c.E[rtTn 	j if 	x—x.E[i]> 	1t .E[j 
Est(s) = 	 (6.8) 
Ta 
if 	x—c.L[rtin 	 in 	j< 	t .E[  Tn i] 
The variance Yar[log(s)Ix j is an estimation of the uncertainty related to noise cancelling and Tn 
was used to weight the matching algorithm and it was proved, by means of a modified version of 
the DTW algorithm, that weighting the information along the signal could substantially reduce 
the error rate when the clean signal was corrupted by additive noise using a poor estimation of 
the corrupting signal. The frame weighting function was defined as being 
where 
1 	if TotatVar < VarTh.r 
= 	
(6.9) 
VcLrThr if TotaWar> VarTl-tr 
To to]. Var 
14 
Tota1Var = 	Var[log(s2)' rn-I 	 (6.10) rn I  
M=1 
The estimated maximum distortion, according to (5.34) on page 77, when SS estimation is equal 
to Sslhx is used as an upper bound for Var[log(sx]. As an alternative, a less precise upper 
bound could be Var[log(s)] which is estimated on the clean signal. 
The weighting function set by (6.9) implies that the reliability related to SS in a channel would be 
inversely proportional to VarIjogs)jxj. However, the inverse variance weighting presents 
some problems: firstly, it goes very high when the noise is low; and secondly, it is observed that 
the recognition error remains low for high SNR's and starts increasing more abruptly from a given 
noise level. Equation (5.34 ) tries to counteract these deficiences by means of the discontinuity 
introduced at VarThr. In the context of the weighted DTW, (5.34) strongly reduced the error 
rate in all the SNR's but the optimal threshold TotaWar was case dependent. 
The reliability coefficient can be included in the Viterbi algorithm (X.D.Huang et at., 1990) by 
raising the output probability of observing the frame T to the power of w(t), where t is the time 
index. This modification leads to the following algorithm: 
STEP 1: Initialization. For each state i, 
= 7t x 
= 0 
STEP 2: Recursion. From t=2 to L1, for all states j, 
= Max['- i (i) x a1] x 
i4j) = argmaxd6_1 (i.) x a] 
STEP 3: Termination. (* indicates the optimised results). 
P* = IVtaxSEsf['LT (s)I 
where L1  is the frame sequence length and sF is the set of possible final states (for the definition 
of 5(j) and  i4(ij)  refer to page 16). Consequently, the influence of the probability b(T_ ) in the 
decision Max[- i ( L) x a] = Max[Maxk[_2(h) x a1I  x [bt(Tt_ i )] t_ x aJ at STEP 
2 depends on w(t - 1): if w(t - 1) = 1 (high reliability), the influence of b(T-1 ) is maximum; 
if w(t - 1) = 0 (very low reliability), the influence of b(T-1 ) is zero because [b(T-1 )]° = 1 
for all states i. 
If the output probability is a multivariate Gaussian pdf: 
b1 	= 	
j)'  C (T) 
	
e 
(27t) CA Ii 
where A denotes an HMM, d is the dimension of vector T, 	is the mean vector of state 1. 
and CA , j is the d by d covariance matrix and (T - tA1)'  is the transpose of (T - ji). If the 
ZZ 
logarithmic function is applied to (6.1), 
LT 





(T - As(t)) C(t)(Tt - As(t))} + log { Pr(S* A)} 	 (6.12) 
The first sum does not depend on the testing sequence so does not have any discriminative value. 
The second one corresponds to the sum of the Euclidean distances, along the optimal alignment 
path, weighted by the variances of every state. The similarity with the DTW algorithm is evident 
except for the variances of every coefficient. If the weighting process is included in the Viterbi 
algorithm, (6.12) becomes 
LT 





(T - As(1))'  C (t)(Tt - As(t))} + log { PT(S* IA)} 	(6.13) 
t= 1 
whose second term is also similar to the global distance between two utterances according to the 
weighted version of the DTW algorithm discussed in Chapter5. It is worth mentioning that the 
alignment without weighting is not necessarily the same as the one with weighting because the 
modified Viterbi algorithm is also only one step. 
As can be seen in (6.13), the weight w(t), which is between 0 and 1, tends to compress the range 
of variation of the output probability b1(T): if w(t) is close to 0 (low reliability), [b(T)]"t 
will be close to 1 regardless of b1(T) and this probability loses discriminability. Consequently, 
the importance of Pr(S* A) to discriminate between two models increases in those segments 
where the local SNR is lower. However, at least for the application here considered (digits), the 
transition probabilities offer a low discriminative ability. Moreover, the transition probabilities 
are related to the modelling of state durations which is not well achieved using the geometric 
distribution of the ordinary HMM topology. In other words, the weighting procedure should 
enhance the need of more realistic state duration distribution. For the case of isolated digit, 
the term Pr(S*IA) should not present big changes for different state alignment and the weighted 
Viterbi alignment strongly reduces the error rate although the state alignment is not necessarily 
the same with and without weighting, and the recognition tends always to rely on those frames 
with higher segmental SNR. However, for connected digits recognition, the state and word 
alignment is used to decide the sequence of words and to achieve this it is necessary to segment 
properly the speech signal in terms of where one word should start and finish. Consequently, 
for connected recognition the role of the temporal constraints seems to be dramatically more 
important than for the isolated case to make the weighted algorithm successful. 
6.4 	Revision of the weighting function 
Preliminary experiments with the modified version of the Viterbi algorithm were done using (6.9) 
were TotaWar was computed using the uncertainty variances in the logarithm domain as defined 
in section 5.4 (N.B.Yoma et al., 1998a) . Results mainly confirmed the previous experiments 
with the weighted DP equation (N.B.Yoma et al., 1997b) (N.B.Yoma et al., 1997a), but due to 
the effect of high Varlog(s)x] caused when the SS estimation is equal to Sslhx another 
weighting function was defined in the cepstral domain using the HMM variances (N.B.Yoma 
et al., 1998b). 
6.4.1 Mapping from the log to the cepstral domain 
The cepstral coefficients are estimated by means of, 
c =Ern COS(fl,in) 
	
(6.14) 
where Em  is the logarithm of the energy at the output of the filter in that results from the SS 
estimation,M is the number of f iltevf 	and cos(n, in) denotes 
ir.1l 
cos(n, in.) = cos[ — — (in. - 0.5)] 
The uncertainty variance of the cepstral coefficient c given the observed energy is given by 
(see Appendix A), 
Var[cX] = 	Var[log(s)Ixj cos2(n., in) + 
MM   
(Rm i 	Var{1og(sM)IxJ • I.Var[log(sxJ) cos(n., in.). cos(n, i) (6.15) 
where X = [xi, x, x, ..., x] is the observed noisy signal energies along the M filters and Rm j 
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is the correlation coefficient (A.Papoulis, 199 1) between the components log(s( m ,Ti,x)) 
and 1og(s(, Tt, x)). If Rm,j is supposed equal to zero for in. 5t'  1, Var[c X] can be re-written 
as 
	
Yar[cIX] = 	Var[log(sxj cos2(T, iii) 	 (6.16) 
The components 1og(s( m , T, x)) and 1og(s(, m, x)) are clearly correlated specially 
when m and 1. are close. However, although the uncorrelated condition was a rough aproximation, 
it was enough to lead to good results. 
6.4.2 Modified weighting function 
The weighting function that (6.9) attempts to model could also be approximated by 
VarThr 
W = 	
VarThr + TotaWar 
	 (6.17) 
Experiments with the weighted version of DTW showed that (6.9) and (6.17) lead to similar 
results although the optimal threshold VarThr is not necessarily the same for both functions. 
As in (6.9), the optimal VarThr depended on the noise and speaker as a result of the high 
TotalVar caused when at least one of the SS estimations is equal to Sslhrm. In order to 
counteract this limitation and avoid the threshold VarThr, a weighting function based on (6.17) 
was proposed using the variances of the HMMs. In the experiments here reported, each word 
was modelled using an 8-state left-to-right topology without skip-state transition (Fig 6.2), with a 
single multivariate Gaussian density per state and a diagonal covariance matrix, and the modified 





where 	is the variance of coefficient it, state 1. and model A. The function shown in (6.18) 
compares the uncertainty variance of coefficient ii. with the variance of the coefficient Ti, in a 
phonetic class or state of a HMM. Moreover, if uncertainty variance is high for one coefficient, 
w is not necessarily low because the weight is the sum of terms 	ICI X]• Finally, if the 
signal is clean, Var[cX] is zero for all it and w = 1. 
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6.5 Temporal constraints 
When noisy testing utterances are processed by HMMs trained in clean conditions, the error 
introduced by the state output probabilities leads to an unreasonable optimal alignment path 
where some states may be active for too many frames and others for too few ones. Every state 
could be associated to a phoneme ( or part of one) and, due to the limitations of the vocal 
tract articulation rate, stationary segments (eg vowels) can not be shorter than 50 or 75 ms. 
Moreover, in normally uttered speech, excessively long phonemes are unlikely and bounding or 
modelling state durations in order to impose restrictions to the optimal alignment path resulting 
from the Viterbi algorithm seems an interesting approach to reduce the error rate specially when 
the speech signal is corrupted by noise. However, the transition probability is represented by a 
constant in the ordinary HMM topologies and this leads to a geometric probability density for 
state duration which is not accurate for most cases. 
Many techniques have been proposed to include state duration modelling in HMM. In 
(J.D.Ferguson, 1980) the state duration probability is estimated during the Baum-Welch al-
gorithm and the method requires a high computational load and a large amount of training 
data. Parametric state duration distributions, Poisson (M.J.Russell & R.K.Moore, 1985) and 
gamma (S.E.Levinson, 1986), were used in order to reduce the amount of training data although 
a high computational load was still required. In (L.R.Rabiner et al., 1989) it was proposed a 
backtracking procedure where the duration contribution to the standard Viterbi metric is added 
after collecting possible candidate paths. The disadvantage of this approach is that the correct 
alignment path may not be one of these candidates. A significant improvement of the error 
rate when the speech signal was corrupted by additive noise was reported in (K.Laurila, 1997) 
by means of introducing the state duration constraints in the training procedure, using the state 
sequences that are likely to happen and fulfill the temporal restrictions. This implementation 
requires the Forward and Viterbi algorithm to be modified, which was not interesting for the 
purpose of this research given the evironment in which the tests were done. 
In order to include temporal constraints in the HMM recognizer, the procedure suggested by 
(D.Burshtein, 1996) was followed, where the state durations are modelled using gamma distri-
butions. Every state was associated to a gamma distribution whose parameters were estimated 
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using the training database after the HMMs have been trained. The discrete gamma distribution 
is given by (D.Burshtein, 1996) 
d(-r) = K. 	'r 1 	 (6.19) 
where T = 0, 1,2, ... is the duration of a given state in number of frames, cx > 0, p > 0 and K 
is a normalizing term. This distribution was proved to fit better the empirical (state and word) 
duration distributions than the Gaussian or geometric functions (D.Burshtein, 1996) . After 
training the HMMs, the optimal state sequence was estimated for every training utterance using 
the Viterbi algorithm and the parameters cx and p were estimated for every state in each model 










where E(T) and Yar('r) are, respectively, the mean and variance of the state duration directly 
computed using Viterbi alignment. Beside E(T) and Vav('r), u1.ii(r) and iriax('r) were also 
estimated. 
Instead of using the duration metric suggested in (D.Burshtein, 1996), the transition probabilities 
were defined as 
= 	Prob(s,1 = Ist = st_i 	... = St_ T+i = i) 	 (6.22) Ij 
and 
a 	= 	Prob(s +1 = 	= St_i = ... = 	= i) 	 (6.23) 





= 	 (6.25) 
D(T) 
where D(T) is the probability of state i being active fort 
D(-r) = 	d(t) 	 (6.26) 
In order to include the possible intn and max durations, the transition probabilities were 
modified to: 
1 	iN<tmin  
= 	
0 	if T > t 	 (6.27) 




0 	ifT<tm j 
a1+1 = 	1 	if T > tmctx 	 (6.28) 
---- otherwise 
D 1 (r) 
where tm jfl = 0.8 min(T) and 	= 1.5 inax('r). The constants 0.8 and 1.5 introduce a 
tolerance to the min and max duration for every state. 
The recognition experiments were speaker dependent using isolated words (digits). In some 
cases it was observed that the variation in state duration was very low, which resulted in a low 
Var(T) which in turn caused a low recognition accuracy (error rate higher than 20% at SNR equal 
to 18dB). To counteract this, a threshold was introduced to set a floor for Var(T). According to 
some experiments, a suitable value for this threshold would be 4. 
The gamma function matches better the state or word duration distribution than the Gaussian 
or geometric densities (D.Burshtein, 1996)). However, this fact does not mean that the gamma 
density fuction is the best from the recognition point of view. Accurately modelling time 
duration should improve the recognition accuracy but, on the other hand, the information given 
by the duration of phonemes is usually less important than the spectral (or cepstral) information 
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and even the perception can hardly decide if a vowel lasts, as an example, for 200 or 300 ms. 
Moroever, what seems relevant to reduce the recognition error rate is to avoid unreasonable 
optimal alignments that result in a too long duration for some states and in a too short one 
for others. In order to evaluate the contribution of the gamma modelling in the error rate, 
experiments were done using the restrictions for possible max and min durations but keeping 
the geometric distribution of the ordinary HMM topology: 
{ 1 
'
0 	if T > tmax 	 (6.29) 
aij  otherwise 
0 	jfT<tmj 
a1 	= 	1if T > tmax 	 (6.30) 
a 1 otherwise 
where a 1 and a1. j,j are transition probabilities estimated during the training algorithm. Both 
sets of transition probabilities, (6.27)(6.28) and (6.29)(6.30), specify a maximum and minimum 
state duration, although (6.27)(6.28) better fits the empirical state duration distributions. 
6.6 	Experiments with isolated words 
As in the last chapter, the tests were carried out employing the two speakers (one female and 
one male), and five noises from the Noisex database (car, speech, Lynx, operation room and 
factory) (A.Varga et al., 1992). The experiments were speaker dependent and the vocabulary was 
composed by English digits from 0 to to 9. The signals were downsampled to 8000 samples/sec. 
The signal was divided in 25ms frames with 12.5ms overlapping. Each frame was processed 
with a Hamming window before the spectral estimation. The band from 300 to 3400 Hz was 
covered with 14 Mel DElI filters. At the output of each channel the energy was computed, SS 
(either defined by (6.7) or (6.8) ) was applied and the log of the energy was estimated. When SS 
was defined as in (6.7), the threshold SSThTm was estimated according to (Compernolle, 1989) 
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and was approximately equal to 20dB for all the channels. When SS was defined as in (6.8), the 
overestimation parameter for SS oc = 2.0 and the noise spectral floor 3 = 0.01 (T.Claes et al., 
1996). In every frame 10 cepstral coefficients were computed. 
In these experiments the noise estimation was made only once using just 200ms of non-speech 
signal and was kept constant for all the experiments at the same global SNR. 
The threshold SSTh.rm used to compute the maximum distortion, according to (5.34) on page 
77, was the same used for SS according to (6.7) and was approximately equal to 20dB for 
all the channels. Each word was modelled using an 8-state left-to-right HMM without skip-
state transition (Fig. 6.2), with a single multivariate Gaussian density per state and a diagonal 
covariance matrix. The HMMs and the state duration distributions were estimated by means of 
a 2,2 	 a 3,3 	 a 	 a5,5 	 a 66 	11 77 	 a88  
23 g 	g 45 g a 56 g 6,7 g a 7,3 - 	 a8,9 
S1 	 S2 	 53 	 S4 	 55 	 S6 	 S7 	 S8 	S9 	 S 10 
Figure 6.2: Eight-state left-to-right HMM without skip-state transition. 
the clean signal training utterances. In the experiments HTK V.2.0 with modifications to include 
the temporal constraints and reliability weighting in the testing procedure was used for the HMM 
experiments. 
6.6.1 Temporal constraints 
In order to test the validity of the state duration modelling with gamma distribution from speech 
recognition point of view, three experiments were done: the ordinary Viterbi algorithm Vit; the 
Viterbi algorithm with max and min state duration plus state duration distribution with gamma 
pdf Vit - Miii. - G ami'na; and finally, the Viterbi algorithm with max and min state duration 
plus the ordinary geometric distribution Vit - Mm - C corn. In all the experiments SS according 
to (6.7) was used to estimate the clean signal. Results are shown in Tables 6.1-6.5. As can be 
seen, the introduction of temporal constraints Vit - Mm - C amina and Vit - Mm - C eoi'n, 
substantially reduced the error rate when compared to the odinary Viterbi algorithm with all the 
noises and at all the SNR's. However, the state duration modeling using the gamma distribution 
did not improve the recognition accuracy when compared with the ordinary geometric one using 
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Table 6.1: Comparison of temporal constraints. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted 
by additive noise (car). 
SNR 18dB [12dB 6dB I OdB 
Vit 1.5 16.5 66 86 
Vit-Min-Gamma 0 4.5 26 59 
Vit-Mm-Geo,n 0 5.5 27 56.5 
W2-Vit 0 0 8.5 40 
W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 0 3 18.5 
Table 6.2: Comparison of temporal constraints. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted 
by additive noise (speech). 
SNR 	IF 18dB I 12dB I 6dB I 0dB 
Vit 4.5 38.5 78.5 90 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 0.5 14 46 78 
Vit-Mm-Geom 0.5 15.5 45.5 77 
W2-Vit 0 2 22.5 65.5 
W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 1 11.5 42 
the same max and min durations for every state. 	This result suggests that: a) the gamma 
distribution, although it fits better the duration of states, does not necessarily lead to better results; 
and b) the restrictions imposed by the max and min durations are the main factor responsible for 
the reduction in the error rate. 
6.6.2 Weighting coefficients 
In order to compare the weighting functions given by (6.9) and (6.18), experiments were done 
using the modified version of the Viterbi algorithm in combination with temporal constraints 
(gamma distribution plus max and min durations). The following configurations were tested: 
the ordinary Viterbi algorithm plus temporal constraints, Vit - Mm. - Gamma; the weighted 
Table 6.3: Comparison of temporal constraints. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted 
by additive noise (Lynx). 
SNR 18dB I 12dB 6dB [ 0dB 
Vit 15 48 78.5 90.5 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 2 26.5 55 82.5 
Vit-Mm-Georn 1.5 25 53.5 81.5 
W2-Vit 1 5.5 22.5 46.5 
W2-Vit-Mm,-Gamma 0 4 11.5 42 
Table 6.4: Comparison of temporal constraints. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted 
by additive noise (operation room). 
SNR 18dB I 12dB [_6dB I 0dB 
Vit 7 31 69 89.5 
Vit-Min-Gamma 1 17 36.5 71 
Vit-Min-Geoin 1 16.5 38 70.5 
W2-Vit 0 2.5 17.5 49.5 
W2-Vit-Mm-Gamnia 0 I 13.5 36 
Table 6.5: Comparison of temporal constraints. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted 
by additive noise (factory).  
SNR 	ft i&rn 12dB I - 6dB [ 0dB  1 
Vit 5 38 73 86 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 0.5 10.5 34 63 
Vit-Mm-Geont 0.5 11.5 35 62 
W2-Vit 0.5 6 22.5 42.5 
W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 1 	0.5 2 12 35 
version of the Viterbi algorithm using (6.9) as weighting function plus temporal constraints, 
Wi - Vit - Mm - Gamma; and the weighted Viterbi algorithm using (6.18) as weighting 
function plus temporal constraints, W2 - Vit - Mm - Gamma. In all the experiments SS 
according to (6.7) was used to estimate the clean signal. The results are presented in Figs. 
6.3-6.7 where the error rate is plotted vs log(Varlhr) for SNR=18, 12, 6 and 0dB. The error rate 
with Vit - Mm - C amina and W2 - Vit - Mm - C amma are represented by a straight line 
which emphasize the fact that these configurations do not depend on the free variable VarThr 
as does the weighting function (6.9) Wi - Vit - Mm - C am.ma. As can be seen, (6.18) led 
to lower or equal error rate than the lowest error rate with (6.9) at the optimal VarThi in most 
cases, without the need of a free variable. In those cases when W2 - Vit - Mm. - Gamma was 
worse than Wi - Vit - Mm.— Gamma at the optimal VarThx, the difference between the error 
rate given by (6.18) and the minimum one given by (6.9) was very small when compared with 
the difference between W2 - Vit - Mm - Gamma and Vit - Mm - Gamma. These results 
indicate that the function (6.18) is a reasonable approximation for the weighting coefficient to 
be used with the modified Viterbi algorithm proposed in section 6.3, although the uncorrelated 
condition assumed during the mapping from the logarithmic domain is a rough approximation. 
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Figure 6.3: Recognition error rate(%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (car noise): 
(—), Vit-Mm-Gamma ; (- -), W1-Vit-Mm-Ga,n,na ; and (*), W2-Vit-Min-Gamma. 
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Figure 6.4: Recognition error rate(%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (speech 
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Figure 6.5: Recognition error rate(%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (Lynx noise): 
Vit-Mm-Gamma ; (- -), WI-Vit-Mm-Gamma; and (*), W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma. 
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Figure 6.6: Recognition error rate(%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (operation 
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Figure 6.7: Recognition error rate(%) for speech signal corrupted by additive noise (factory 
noise): (-), Vit-Min-Gamma ; (- -), WI-Vit-Mm-Gamma ; and (*), W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma. 
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6.6.3 Temporal constraints vs weighted algorithm 
As mentioned above, unreasonable state sequences resulting from the Viterbi alignment is a 
major cause of the fast degradation of recognition systems in noisy conditions. This could 
be counteracted by means of including state duration modelling either in the training or testing 
procedure. Another way to overcome this natural deficiency of HMMs is the weighting procedure 
applied to the Viterbi algorithm proposed in this chapter. The effect of the additive noise is to 
introduce an inaccuracy in the output probabilities that takes the form of a noise in the b(T) 
domain, and raising the output probability by a number less or equal than I reduces the noise in 
b(T) and the recognition tends to rely on those frames with higher segmental SNR. In section 
6.6.1 it was shown that the introduction of temporal restrictions substantially reduced the error 
rate at all the SNR's, and results in section 6.6.2 with the Viterbi algorithm using temporal 
constraints suggest that the weighting function represented by (6.18) gave better results that 
(6.9) without the need of a free variable. However, an interesting comparison is to compare the 
weighting procedure with the introduction of the temporal constraints done by means of duration 
modelling. Results for Viterbi algorithm with temporal constraints and for the weighted version 
of the Viterbi algorithm using (6.18) as weighting function are presented in Tables 6.1- 6.5. All 
the experiments were done using using SS as in (6.7). As can be seen, the weighted version of 
the Viterbi algorithm using (6.18) as weighting function W2 - Vit gave better results at all the 
SNR's than the Viterbi algorithm with temporal constraints. 
6.6.4 Weighting with and without temporal constraints 
As can be seen in Tables 6.1- 6.5, the weighted Viterbi algorithm gave better results with 
W2 - Vit - Mm. - Gamma than without W2 - Vit temporal constraints in all the cases, 
although the improvement depended on the noise and SNR. This result confirms the relevance 
of including temporal constraints in the recognition process despite the fact that the the main 
reduction in the error rate was due to the weighted algorithm. 
6.6.5 Comparison of SS techniques 
As discussed in the last chapter, the SS definition according to (6.7) could be seen as a cosequence 
of the model for additive noise due to the fact that the expected value of the hidden clean signal 
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Table 6.6: Comparison of SS techniques: SSI, SS according to (6.7); and SS2, SS according to 
(6.8). Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (car). 
SNR I I 	18dB 	12dB 	6dB 	0dB 
SS] 0 0 3 18.5 
SS2 0 0 0 13 
Table 6.7: Comparison of SS techniques: SSI, SS according to (6.7); and SS2, SS according to 
(6.8). Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (speech). 
L SNR 	18dB] 	12dB I 	6dB I 	0dB 
SSI 0 1 11.5 42 
SS2 0 0 4.5 38 
information in the logarithmic domain is equal to the difference between the noisy signal energy 
and the noise energy estimation in each channel of the filter bank. However, a more general 
SS defined as in (6.8) (M.Berouti et at., 1979) has been adopted by other authors (T.Claes & 
Compernolle, 1996) (T.Claes et al., 1996) (S.V.Vaseghi et al., 1994). Tables 6.6-6.10 present 
the results using SS according to (6.7), SSI, and to (6.8), SS2. Experiments were done using 
the configurtation W2 - Vit - Miii. - C airi.m.a (the modified Viterbi algorithm using temporal 
constraints and (6.18) as weighting function). For SS2, the overestimation parameter c = 2.0 
and the noise spectral floor 0 = 0.01, a configuration found in other papers. The reliability 
variance was estimated according to the same procedure followed in the previous sections. As 
can be seen in Tables 6.6 and 6.7, the more general form for SS given by (6.8) gave better results 
than (6.7). 	This must be a consequence of the ability of (6.8) in reducing the spectral noise 
peaks (M.Berouti et al., 1979) . However, Tables 6.8-6.10 show that the general SS gave the 
same or slightly worse results than the simpler SS equation (6.7). This could be due to the fact 
that (6.8) also uses the noise energy as a reference for the lower bound of the SS estimation and 
the accuracy of the noise energy estimation may be more important for some noises than others, 
although no test was done with other values for Lx and P. As mentioned before, the noise was 
Table 6.8: Comparison of SS techniques: SSI, SS according to (6.7); and SS2, SS according to 
(6.8). Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (Lynx). 
SNR I I 	18dB 1 	12dB I 	6dB 	0dB 
SSI 0 4 11.5 42 
SS2 0.5 3 15 47 
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Table 6.9: Comparison of SS techniques: SSI, SS according to (6.7); and SS2, SS according to 
(6.8). Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (operation room). 
SNR I I 	18dB 	12dB 	6dB 	0dB 
1 13.5 36 
SS2 
SSI 1I_0 
0 1 14.5 43 
Table 6.10: Comparison of SS techniques: SSI, SS according to (6.7); and SS2, SS according to 
(6.8). Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (factory). 
SNR I I 	18dB I 	12dB [ 	6dB I 	0dB 
SSI 0.5 2 
SS2 0 4 14.5 
12_35 
_42.5 
estimated only once using just 200 ms of non-speech signal in order to make the test conditions 
more severe. 
6.7 Preliminary experiments with connected words 
In order to initially evaluate the weighted algorithm in the problem of connected word recogni-
tion, tests were done using triplets (three digits in sequence), both speakers of Noisex database 
and car noise. The pre-processing is the same as in the isolated case and SS was done according 
to (6.7). The word models initially trained with isolated digits were re-estimated by means of 
embedded training. The HMM estimation and recognition were also done using HTK V2.0 
but without temporal constraints. A restrictive grammar that allows three digits in sequence 
was employed and the recognition algorithm is able to segment the speech signal and find the 
sequence of digits in one step. Results for the ordinary Viterbi algorithm, Vit, and the weighted 
algorithm using (6.9) as weighting function, Wi - Vit, are presented in Table 6.11. The re-
sults for Wi - Vit correspond to VarThx = 100 (the optimal value). The weighting function 
(6.18), the one that gave the best results for the isolated case without the need of a free variable, 
Table 6.11: Recognition error rate(%) with connected words (triplets): Vit, ordinary Viterbi 
algorithm; and WI-Vit, weighted Viterbi algorithm with (6.9) as weighting function. The speech 
signal is corrupted by additive noise (car). 
SNR 	I I 18dB I 	12dB I 	6dB 	0dB 
Vit 1.4 4 13.5 41.5 
WI-Vit 0.7 2 8.4 33.7 
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degraded the recognition accuracy for the connected digits without temporal constraints but the 
function (6.9) showed that weighting the information along the signal could also lead to good 
results for this case, although the improvement was much lower than for the isolated digits 
task. This must be due to the fact that the weighting procedure tends to enhance the importance 
of the state duration modelling, which is much more important for the connected than for the 
isolated recognition task. As discussed above, a different state alignment does not necessarily 
lead to a recognition error for the isolated word task because the weighted Viterbi algorithm 
tries to emphasize the importance of high local SNR frames in the recognition procedure and 
the transition probabilities are not highly discriminative, although the best results were achieved 
in combination with temporal constarints. In contrast, a different optimal state alignment in 
connected word recognition may lead to a different word segmentation which in turn can easily 
result in a word recognition error. 
6.8 Discussion and conclusion 
In this chapter the weighting procedure was applied to HMM recognizers using word modelling. 
Initially, for the isolated word recognition task, the weighted version of the Viterbi algorithm 
strongly reduced the error rate at all the SNR's. The ordinary Viterbi algorithm with temporal 
constraints also reduced the error rate but the improvement was smaller than with the weighted 
algorithm. However, the best results were achieved when weighting procedure was applied 
in combination with state duration modelling. It is interesting to highlight that weighting the 
information along the signal requires a low computational load and was more effective than 
the introduction of the temporal constraints. In other words, the weighted Viterbi algorithm 
was more robust to unlikely alignments because the recognition tends always to rely on those 
frames with higher segmental SNR. A weighting function (6.18) was proposed and was proved 
to lead to slightly better results than (6.9) with the optimal threshold VarThr without the need 
of a free variable. Also in the context of isolated digits recognition task, it was shown that 
the introduction of temporal constraints in HMM recognizers is essential to try to achieve the 
same recognition accuracy observed with the weighted DTW algorithm in the last chapter. The 
experiments with temporal constraints also suggest that: a) the gamma distribution, although it 
fits better the duration of states, does not necessarily lead to better results; and b) the restrictions 
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imposed by the max and min durations are the main factor responsible for the reduction in the 
error rate. As far as SS techniques are concerned, the general SS represented by (6.8) does not 
necessarily lead to better results than the simpler SS (6.7) in the context of WMA although no 
experiments were done using a more accurate noise estimation. In combination with temporal 
constraints, the weighted Viterbi algorithm resulted in a high recognition accuracy at SNR equal 
to 1 8dB (error rate less than I %), at 12dB (error rate less than 3%) and in some cases at 6dB 
(error rate less than 10%) without an accurate noise model for the car and speech noises. For 
more complex noises (Lynx, operation room, and Factory) this approach gave an improvement 
as high as 90 and 80 % in the error rate at SNR=l2 and 6dB. 
Finally, preliminary experiments with connected word recognition (triplets) revealed that a) 
WMA could also be applied to this task and b) temporal constraints are very important in the 
connected word task to improve the results in the context of the weighted Viterbi algorithm. 
Reliability in noise cancelling seems to be a very generic and interesting approach for pattern 
recognition. In the context of speech recognition, weighting the information along the signal led 
to a substantial reduction in the error rate firstly with DTW and secondly for HMM in isolated 
word task with speech signal corrupted by several sort of additive noises. Results in Table 6.11 
indicate that WMA could also be applied to the case of connected or continuous speech but 
in order to improve the results it is necessary either a) to include temporal constraints in the 
connected words algorithm or b) to reformulate the recognition procedure for the connected 
or continuous case. Both alternatives are out of the scope of this work and are considered as 
topics for future work, which also include: the improvement of the weighting function and 
logarithm-cepstral domain mapping for the uncertainty variances; the introduction of the delta 
and acceleration coefficients in the WMA context. 
In the next chapter the problem of speech recognition when the signal is corrupted by additive and 
convolutional noises is addressed and it is shown that both noises could be cancelled by means 
of SS and Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) in combination with WMA. Both techniques are 
easily implemented and the results are interesting from the practical application point of view. 
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Chapter 7 
Additive and convolutional noise 
removal 
7.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters reliability in noise cancelling was used to weight the information 
along the signal firstly in the context of DTW or then with HMM. Several additive noises 
were considered and in all the cases a substantial improvement in the recognition accuracy was 
observed when SS was combined with the weighted DTW and Viterbi algorithm. 
In this chapter, the problem of additive and convolutional noise removal is addressed and it is 
proposed that the effect of the transmission channel function can be removed after the additive 
noise has been removed by means of SS. Two convolutional techniques are addressed and 
applied in combination with SS: Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) and Maximum Likelihood 
estimation (MLE). When SS and CMN are applied together, it is shown that the weighted Viterbi 
algorithm with temporal constraints also leads to a substantial reduction in the error rate and a 
high recognition accuracy is achieved at SNR equal to 18dB (error rate less than 1 %), at 12dB 
(error rate less than 3%) and in some cases at 6dB (error rate less than 10%) when the speech 
signal is corrupted by additive noise and is distorted by a 6dB/oct spectral tilt. The tilt used by 
the Noisex database is a fiat frequency response up to a break point frequency of 250Hz followed 
by a 3dB/oct tilt above 250Hz. Due to the fact that in this thesis the data was downsampled from 
16 to 8kHz and the band width was reduced from 8 to 4kHz, the 3dB/oct tilt did not introduce 
a high recognition error and in order to make the testing conditions more severe the tilt was 
increased to 6dB/oct. 
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Additive and convolutional noises are the main problems to be solved in order to make speech 
recognition successful in real applications (telephony, car, office, etc) and the results presented 
in this chapter suggest that the weighted Viterbi algorithm allows to achieve a low error rate 
at moderate SNR's using no information about the transmission channel function and a simple 
estimation of the additive noise made in short non-speech intervals, which in turn allows the 
method to capture reasonably well the dynamics of the corrupting signal. Moreover, the sim-
plicity of the restrictions concerning the additive and convolutional noises makes the method 
here proposed interesting from the practical application point of view. 
7.2 	Influence of the transmission channel 
It is well known that the mismatch between training and testing conditions increases the error 
rate of recognition systems to unacceptable levels. This mismatch is generally modelled as 
being the result of two types of distortion (Fig. 2.5): additive, n(i.), and convolutional, h.(&), 
noise. The additive noise, addressed in the previous chapters, corresponds to the addition of 
an external corrupting signal to the speech, and can be modelled as an additive process in the 
linear domain either in the temporal or frequency domain. The corrupting and corrupted signals 
are generally considered uncorrelated. On the other hand, the convolutional distortion is caused 
by the change or insertion of the transmission channel (microphone and telephone line) and 
it is generally modelled as an additive process in the logarithmic and cepstral domain. It is 
called convolutional because the transmission channel could be modelled as a filter, generally 
assumed linear, and the distorted speech signal is the result of the convolution of the filter 
impulsive response with the speech signal in the temporal domain. In the frequency domain, 
this convolution becomes a multiplication, which in turn becomes a sum after applying the 
logarithmic function. 
Both distortions are conceptually very different. As far as stationarity is concerned, nothing 
could be said about the additive noise except it can be stationary or non-stationary. However, all 
the methods that address the additive noise problem need to assume that it is stationary at least 
during a word or utterance (or between two consecutive non-speech intervals) and the ability 
in capturing the noise dynamic is a main issue for noise removal techniques. Moreover, as 
discussed in the previous chapters, the additive distortion corrupts some segments of the speech 
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signal more severely than others and in order to explore this characteristic WMA (Weighted 
Matching Algorithms), proposed in this research, suggests that the classical acoustic pattern 
matching process where all the frames have the same weight should be revised in order to 
include the reliability in noise cancelling frame-by-frame. In contrast, the convolutional noise 
is assumed constant with the time because it depends on the physical characteristic of the 
transmission channel which are supposed not to change in short periods of time. Besides this, 
the convolutional distortion equally corrupts all the frames and the concept of local SNR loses 
sense in this case. If the gain introduced by the transmission channel is considered constant 
inside each one of the 14 DFT Mel filters the convolutional distortion can be represented by 
H = [H1 , H2, H3, ..., Hm, 
and the distortion at the output of every filter is simply given by 
log(H,. sin 	—)log(s) + HL 	 (7.1) 
where R 	log(H m). This and the fact that H is constant with time (or at least varies slowly) 
make the convolutional noise much easier to deal with than the additive noise when the latter is 
not present. It is interesting to highlight that due to the fact that the cepstral transform is linear, 
the convolutional distortion is also modelled by means of an additive constant in the cepstral 
domain. 
7.3 	Convolutional noise cancelling 
The techniques that address the problem of convolutional noise assume that the distortion is 
additive in the log domain, equally distorts all the frames and it is constant with the time. If 
there is only convolutional noise, the techniques work reasonably well in practical applications 
which shows that the assumptions about the distortion introduced by the transmission channel 
are a good approximation for the problem. 
The most popular technique is Cepstral Mean Normalization. It consists in subtracting from 
every Mel-cepstral coefficient the coefficient mean estimated in an interval of speech signal: 
C 	




where ct, denotes the cepstral coefficient 11. at time t, c 	is the cepstral coefficient after 
having the mean 	subtracted, and L5 is the length in frames of the speech signal available 
to compute the coefficient mean. The main advantage of CMN is that it can efficiently cancel 
the transmission channel influence that can be represented as a constant in the logarithmic or 
cepstral domain, given that Ls is big enough in order to reliably estimate 
Another technique that has widely been used in telephony applications is Rasta filtering 
(H.Hermansky etal., 1991) (J.Koehler etal., 1994) (H.Hermansky etal., 1993) and it consists 
in band-pass filtering the trajectory of log energies along the time. Given that the convolutional 
distortion is time invariant (or varies slowly), it is reasonably well cancelled in practical ap-
plications because Rasta removes the dc component of the spectral coefficients trajectory. The 
disadvantages of the method are: it may increase the dependence of the data on its previous 
context (J.Koehler et al., 1994); tends to cancel sustained phonemes, although this is not very 
relevant for practical applications; and does not necessarily lead to better results than Cepstral 
Mean Normalization (CMN) (Veth & Boves, 1996) despite the fact of being computationally 
more expensive. However, Rasta does not have the limitation concerning the length of the 
speech sample that CMN does. 
MLE (Maximum Likelihood estimation) (A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) (P.Moreno, 1996) (B.Raj 
et al., 1996) is another technique that has been applied to remove the distortion caused by 
transmission channels generally in combination with additive noise. The method uses stochastic 
model (code-book) of the clean speech signal and the maximum likelihood criteria to estimate 
the convolutional (and also the additive) noise by means of the EM algorithm (see Appendix B). 
The main disadvantages of MLE are the high computational complexity, the fact that the EM 
algorithm employs the gradient technique and the global optimum is not guaranteed, and finally 
the fact that the code-book needs to reliably represent the speech process. 
In this thesis, CMN and MLE were implemented and employed to cancel firstly only convo-
lutional noise and finally in combination with WMA and SS to cancel both convolutional and 
additive noise. Rasta filtering was not addressed in this research because it is not directly applied 
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with WMA. 
7.4 Additive and convolutional noise cancellation 
When the speech signal is corrupted by both types of noise all the approaches discussed in the 
last section lose their effectiveness, and they need to be generalized or be applied in combination 
with other techniques. CMN loses its applicability and its behaviour is hard to predict when 
additive noise is also present (Gales, 1995) (Gales & S.Young, 1995). 
Rasta filtering in its original form can not be used when the speech signal is corrupted by 
additive and convolutional noises and a modified version, J-Rasta (H.Hermansky et al., 1993), 
was proposed and shown to improve the robustness to both noises. However, J-Rasta depends 
on a constant that cannot be analytically estimated and is case dependent which reduces the 
applicability of the method. 
The problem of additive and convolutional noise estimation and removal using MLE has been 
the subject of a sequence of papers (A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) (EH.Liu et al., 1992) (P.Moreno, 
1996) (B.Raj et al., 1996). The disadvantages are the same as the ones discussed in the last section 
plus the fact that the additive noise needs to be considered stationary during the utterance where 
the algorithm is running, and if there is some non-stationarity the technique may converge to a 
wrong solution. CDCN (A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) (FH.Liu et al., 1992) and VTS (P.Moreno, 
1996) (B.Raj et al., 1996) estimate both additive and convolutional distortions using stochastic 
model of the speech process and in order to reliably estimate the noises a minimum amount of 
data should be necessary. In other words, the longer is the speech interval used to run the EM 
algorithm, the better is the noise estimation. This is perfectly coherent with the fact that the 
distortion introduced by the transmission channel is time invariant but does not agree with the 
additive noise whose stationarity is always a critical issue in practical applications. 
7.5 SS and convolutional noise cancellation 
In Chapter 5 a model for additive noise was proposed and it was suggested that the hidden 
clean information of the speech signal is a function of the observed noisy signal energy x, the 
noise energy it and the phase difference . between the clean signal and noise in channel in. 
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Using (5.17 in page 68) and assuming that the random variables and n are uncorrelated, 
is uniformly distributed between —rr and 7t and that it is concentrated near its mean E[n], it 
is possible to show that (section 5.5) 
E{Iog(s)Ixj 	1og(x - E[rtj) 
	
(7.4) 
This result means, according to the model for additive noise, that the expected value of the 
hidden information log(s) is equal to the log of the SS estimation if SS is defined as being 
X2 - E[n%j. If the gain introduced by the transmission channel is considered constant inside 
each one of the 14 DFI' Mel filters and constant with the time, the expected value of the hidden 
clean signal information when the signal is also distorted by the convolutional distortion is given 
by 
E[log(Hm sx] 	E[log(sx] + 
	
(7.5) 
Therefore, the convolutional distortion could be effectively removed by means of CMN (an 
easily implemented technique) after the additive noise being firstly cancelled using SS. This 
result, although simple, is very interesting and important from the practical point of view. It 
suggests that the additive noise should be cancelled before the convolutional one or, in other 
words, the result of the additive noise removal (SS) should be used by a convolutional noise 
removal technique (e.g. CMN). This fact is extremely coherent with the nature of both types 
of noises: the additive one can be stationary and the other one could be considered constant 
with time. It means that the noise energy estimation needs to be subtracted from the noisy 
energy before applying the convolutional noise removal, and the noise energy estimation could 
be estimated at least between two non-speech intervals which allows to follow reasonably well 
the dynamic of the corrupting signal. However, if SS and CMN are applied in sequence using 
the common recognition algorithms the error rate is still poor and the explanation for this is 
that although the convolutional noise corrupts equally all the frames, the additive noise does 
not, and a substantial improvement was observed when the ordinary matching algorithms were 
replaced with WMA's. This is also coherent with (H.Hermansky et al., 1993) where it is said 
that "results essentially confirm (A.Acero & R.Stern, 1990) which reports negative experience 
with cascading two systems, one dealing with the additive and other with the convolutional 
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noise". Actually, in the following sections it is shown that cascading SS with CMN leads to poor 
results when the speech signal is corrupted with additive noise and a 6dB/oct spectral tilt, and 
the recognition is done by means of the ordinary Viterbi (HMM) algorithm. However, results 
are substantially improved when the weighted Viterbi algorithm is used instead of the ordinary 
one. 
7.6 Experiments with only convolutional noise cancelling 
The tests were carried out with isolated digits employing both speakers of Noisex database (one 
female and one male), with signal corrupted only by convolutional noise that was introduced 
with a 40-tap FIR filter whose spectral response is approximatly flat until 250 Hz and then falls 
with a 6dB/oct slope (Fig. 7.1). The same pre-processing that was used in Chapter 6 was applied 











 103  104  
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 7.1: Frequency response of the FIR filter used to introduce the convolutional distortion. 
here. At the output of each channel the log energy was computed and 10 cepstral coefficients 
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Table 7.1: Convolutional noise removal with CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for signal distorted 
by a 6dB/Oct soectral tilt. 
Noise removal Without CMN With CMN 
Vit 13 0 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 5 0 
were estimated in every frame. Each word was modelled using an 8-state left-to-right HMM 
without skip-state transition (Fig. 6.2), with a single multivariate Gaussian density per state 
and a diagonal covariance matrix. CMN and MLE were tested firstly with the ordinary Viterbi 
algorithm, Vit, and then the temporal constraints using max and mm duration and gamma 
distribution were introduced Vit - Mm. - Gamma. HTK V.2.0 with modifications to include 
the temporal constraints in the testing procedure was used for the experiments. 
7.6.1 Convolutional noise cancellation with CMN 
CMN was implemented according to (7.2) and (7.3) and the coefficient mean was initially 
computed using one utterance per word of the vocabulary (digits) every time. It means that the 
speech sample that was used to estimate the means was composed by ten words. Results are 
presented in Table 7.1. As can be seen in Table 7. 1, the temporal constraints helped to reduce 
the effect of the spectral tilt, but CMN completely removed the convolutional noise with and 
without state duration modelling. 
7.6.2 Convolutional noise cancellation with MLE 
In these experiments the transmission channel response was estimated in the cepstral domain 
by means of the Maximum Likelihood criteria using a variant of the well-known EM algorithm 
(X.D.Huang et al., 1990) (T.K.Moon, 1996). Due to the fact that the ML estimation was 
used to estimate exclusively the convolutional distortion H', the re-estimation procedure had 
an analytical solution. If the same method is used to estimate both additive and convolutional 
noises the algorithm does not have a closed form solution and vector Taylor series approximation 
are needed (P.Moreno, 1996) (B.Raj et al., 1996). The recursive algorithm to estimate HC  is 
given by: 
1. Initial values for Pr[cw] = (forj = 1,2,...,L) and H = O.O (for i= 1,2,...,d); 
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Compute Pr[cwT, (nj, 1[C]: 
f[TtIcw j p j) HC] Pr[cw] 	
(7.6) Pr[cw1 T, 	
H] =YL f[TJcw, p, MC] . Pr[cw] 
Re-estimate Pr[cw]: 
r(cw) = 1 	Pr(cwT, p MC) 	 (77) 
t=1 
Re-estimate MC: 





L_=i L_t=i 	cr. 
Stop if convergence has been reached, otherwise go to Step 2. 
where T = [T,1 , Tt,2, T3, ..., T] denotes the testing frame in the cepstral domain and d is the 
number of cepstral coefficients; Lt is the size in frames of the speech sample used to estimate 
R; L is the size of the codebook generated with clean signals; Pr[cw] is the a priori probability 
of the codeword cw; f[TIcw, (p, MC]  is a multivariate Gaussian distribution representing the 
category j conditional pdf; W j denotes the mean vector l.tj = [IL,i, 	..., l-'] and the d-by-d 
diagonal covariance matrix whose diagonal elements are 
Two codebooks (one for each speaker) with 32 codewords each were generated using the classical 
LBG algorithm (Y.Linde et al., 1980) and clean speech signal from both speakers of the Noisex 
database (one male and one female). 
The convolutional noise was the same as in section 7.6.1 (Fig. 7.1). The deduction of the 
algorithm is presented in the Appendix B and it was assumed that the transmission channel gain 
is considered constant inside each one of the filters, does not depend on the signal level and does 
not affect the covariance matrices. Consequently, the mean of all the codewords is shifted by MC: 
+ 1-U. After MC  has been estimated it was subtracted from T. The same pre-processing 
configuration adopted in section (7.6.1) was used here and d = 10, and MC  was computed using 
one utterance per word of the vocabulary (digits) every time. In other words, LT corresponded to 
the number of frames in ten words. Results are presented in Table 7.2. According to Table 7.2, 
the EM algorithm discussed in this section completely removed the convolutional noise with 
Table 7.2: Convolutional noise removal with ML. Recognition error rate(%) for signal distorted 
by a 6dB/Oct soectral tilt. 
Noise removal Without MLE WithMLE 
Vit 13 0 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 5 0 
and without state duration modelling, although with a much higher computational complexity 
than CMN. 
7.7 Reliability in convolutional noise cancelling 
Although the convolutional noise is independent of the signal level, the additive noise is not and 
a reliability (based on the uncertainty variance) in additive noise cancelling is defined. However, 
the convolutional distortion removal, according to the approach here proposed, employs the 
result of the SS estimation and also needs to be analysed under the perspective of reliability in 
noise removal. 
If frames are supposed uncorrelated, the same assumption made by HMM, the uncertainty 
variance after CMN (7.2) (7.3) is given by 
LT 
	
Var[cX, N] = (1 - 1)2 Var[cX, N] + 	VarckThIXk , N] (7.9) 
L1  k=1 kt 
where 
v _i2 	2 	2 	2 
- Xt.l , X, X3, ..., Xt M 
is the set of observed energies of the noisy signal in a Mel filter bank at time t, M is the number 
of filters, 
X = [X1 X2 , X3 , ..., X, ... XLT] 
is the observation sequence of the noisy signal energy and 
N = [E[mf ], E[ n.], EfImI, 	EnI 
is the noise energy estimation. 
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On the other hand, the convolutional noise cancelling using MLE can be defined as 
C, 
t.n = 	- 	 (7.10) 
where J-Lc is computed by means of an iterative algorithm (EM) which in turn uses non-linear 
functions (i.e. Gaussian pdf's). These characteristics make the estimation of H difficult to 
model in terms of the uncertainty variance and in the experiments with SS/MLE the weighting 
function included only the reliablity in additive noise cancelling. 
7.8 Experiments with additive and convolutional noise cancelling 
using SS and CMN 
These experiments were also carried out with isolated digits employing the two speakers (one 
female and one male), and five noises from the Noisex database (car, speech, Lynx, operation 
room and factory) (A.Varga et al., 1992). The same pre-processing that has been previously 
used was adopted here. At the output of each channel the energy was computed, SS according 
to (6.7) was applied, and the log of the energy was estimated. The SSThVm threshold for 
SS was estimated as explained in chapters 5 and 6 (Compernolle, 1989). In every frame 10 
cepstral coefficients were computed. When CMN was applied after SS, the coefficient mean 
was computed using one utterance per word of the vocabulary (digits) every time. 
In the Noisex database, all the utterances for given speaker-noise-SNR configuration are in 
sequence and separated by approximately I sec in a single file. In the last two chapters, the noise 
energy was estimated only once using 200 ms of non-speech samples at the beginning of the files 
and the noise estimation was kept constant for all the utterances of a given speaker-noise-SNR. 
This procedure must have made the testing conditions more severe when the problem of additive 
noise was addressed, but in order to test the convolutional and additive noise removal techniques 
the noise was estimated in 100 ms of non-speech samples at the beginning of every utterance. 
The convolutional noise experiments were performed with the spectral tilt composed by a flat 
frequency response up to a break point frequency of 200Hz followed by a +6dB/oct tilt above 
250Hz (Fig. 7.1) applied to the noisy signals. 
The uncertainty variance was estimated according to (7.9) and the weighting coefficient was 
computed using (6.18). Each word was modelled using an 8-state left-to-right HMM without 
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Table 7.3: SS and CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (car) 
and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB] 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 27.5 40.0 50.0 57.5 
SS-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 17 22 27 31 
SS-CMN-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0.5 0.5 2.5 19.5 
SS-CMN-Vit-Mm-Gainrna 0.5 4.5 14.5 44 
Table 7.4: SS and CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(speech) and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mtn-Gamma 31 44 50.5 60.5 
SS-W2-Vit-Mm-Gainma 19 23 24.5 41.5 
SS-CMN-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 0.5 8 32 
SS-CMN-Vit-Mrn-Gamma 3 6.5 31 69 
skip-state transition (Fig. 6.2), with a single multivariate Gaussian density per state and a 
diagonal covariance matrix. All the experiments used the Viterbi algorithm with max and 
min state duration plus state duration distribution with gamma pdf (section 6.6.1). HTK V.2.0 
with modifications to include the temporal constraints and reliability weighting in the testing 
procedure was used for the HMM experiments. 
When CMN was applied, the training utterances were also processed with CMN. Consequently, 
two sets of HMM's were used: one to run experiments with SS only and another to test 
SS/CMN. The following configurations were employed: firstly, the ordinary Viterbi algorithm 
with temporal constraints, Vit - Mm. - Gamma; secondly, SS and the weighted version 
of the Viterbi algorithm were introduced, SS - W2 - Vit - Mm. - Gamma; then, CMN 
was applied after SS, SS - CMN - W2 - Vit - Mm - Gamma; and finally, the weighted 
Viterbi algorithm was replaced with the ordinary one, SS - CMN - Vit - Mm - Gamma. 
Results are shown in Tables 7.3-7.7 As can be seen in Tables 7.3-7.7, the convolutional 
noise introduced a high error rate at all the SNR's when no noise cancelling method was applied 
Vit - Mm - Gamma. The introduction of SS and weighting SS - W2 - Vit - Mm - Gamma 
tends to improve the results but a high improvement is achieved when CMN is applied in sequence 
with SS, SS - CMN - W2 - Vit - Mm - Gamma. In order to evaluate the contribution 
of the weighting procedure the weighted Viterbi algorithm was removed and compared to 
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Table 7.5: SS and CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (Lynx) 
and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 31 38 52 72.5 
SS-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 17 19 25.5 45 
SS-CMN-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 1.5 3 11 36 
SS-CMN-Vit-Mm-Gamma 2.0 7.5 32.5 69 
Table 7.6: SS and CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(oDeration room) and soectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 26 39.5 50 58.5 
SS-W2-Vit-Mtn-Gamma 17.5 23 30.5 40.5 
SS-CMN-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 2 13 38 
SS-CMN-Vit-Mm-Garn,na 0.5 7 23.5 60 
SS - CMN - W2 - Vit - Mm— Gain.ma, SS - CMN - Vit - Mm - Gamma resulted 
in a substantial increase of the error rate. 
Results with SS and CMN basically confirm (7.5) and a high recognition accuracy is achieved 
at SNR equal to 18dB (error rate less than 1%), at 12dB (error rate less than 3%) and in some 
cases at 6dB (error rate less than 10%), with several types of additive noises and a strong 
convolutional distortion. However, a higher error rate was observed when SS and CMN try to 
cancel both types of distortions than when SS is used to remove only the additive noise. The SS 
threshold SsThxm has an important role in the estimation of the coefficient means, specially at 
those frames with low local SNR, and the effect of the rectifying function can not be accurately 
modelled because in principle, if it is assumed that the noise may be non-stationary, there are not 
enough samples of noise. Moreover, the introduction of the noise energy distribution increases 
the computational complexity of the additive model. In (N.B.Yoma et al., 1997a), alow SSThTm 
Table 7.7: SS and CMN. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(factory) and snectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 22.5 38.5 45.5 54 
SS-W2-Vit-M,n-Gamma 16 24.5 30 42 
SS-CMN-W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0.5 2.5 11 30 
SS-CMN-Vit-Mm-Gamma 1 4 17 53 
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was adopted and the uncertainty variance in the log domain was used to weight the estimation 
of the coefficient mean employed by CMN. This procedure was shown to substantially increase 
the recognition accuracy for that case, but it did not give the same result when Sslhxm was 
estimated according to (Compernolle, 1989) as done here. Due to the fact that the estimation 
according to (Compernolle, 1989) gave better result than an arbitrary low value for SSThTm 
without the weighted arithmeic mean, the problem of the rectifying function compensation was 
not considered in this thesis. Nevertheless, for being an important problem to improve the 
performance of SS in combination with CMN, the interaction between the SS threshold and 
CMN will be addressed in a future work. 
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the weighted Viterbi algorithm was effective and dramat-
ically reduced the error when SS and CMN were combined resulting in a low computational 
complexity when compared with PMC and CDCN (or VTS). This is a very interesting result from 
the practical application point of view because SS and CMN are easily implemented techniques, 
no information about the convolutional distortion was required and a minimum information 
about the additive noise was needed. 
7.9 Experiments with additive and convolutional noise cancelling 
using SS and ML estimation for HC 
In these experiments the transmission channel response was estimated in the cepstral domain 
by means of the same algorithm discussed in section 7.6.2 for ML estimation after SS. The 
experiments with SS/MLE were done using the same pre-processing and environment as the one 
employed for SS/CMN in section 7.8 and the same convolutional noise (6dB/oct spectral tilt) 
was introduced in the noisy signal. The same codebooks with 32 codewords were also employed 
here and the EM algorithm estimated HC  using one utterance per word of the vocabulary (digits). 
As explained in section 7.7, the weighting function did not take into consideration the uncertainty 
in the estimation of lLc  due to the complexity of the EM algorithm. 
The following configurations were employed: SS in sequence with MLE using the ordinary 
Viterbi algorithm with temporal constraints, SS - MLE - Vit - Mm. - Gam.ina; and finally, 
the weighted Viterbi algorithm was applied, SS - MLE - W2 - Vit - Mm. - G amina. Results 
are presented in Tables 7.8-7.12 which also includes the error rates with no noise cancelling and 
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Table 7.8: SS and MLE. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise (car) 
and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 27.5 40 50 57.5 
SS- MLE -Vit-Mm-Ga,'nrna 0 0.5 17 37 
SS- MLE - W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma ii 1 0.5 6.5 33 
SS- CMN - W2-Vit-Mm-Gannna ft_0.5 0.5 2.5 19.5 
Table 7.9: SS and MLE. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(sneech and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Ga,nma 31 44 50.5 60.5 
SS- MLE -Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 4.5 27 63 
SS- MLE - W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 1.5 20.5 40 
SS- CMN - W2-Vit-Mm-Garnma 0 0.5 8 32 
with SS/CMN, SS - CMN - W2 - Vit - Mm. - Gamma (Tables 7.3-7.7 ), for comparison. 
As can be seen in Tables 7.8-7.12, SS/MLE was able to substantially reduce the effect of 
both additive and convolutional noises confirming (7.5). However, the improvement due to the 
weighted Viterbi algorithm was much lower than for SS/CMN. This should be due to the fact 
that the the ML estimation of HC  was not modelled under the perspective of reliability and the 
weighting function did not take into consideration the uncertainty variance of the EM estimation 
of the convolutional noise. 
7.10 Discussion and conclusions 
In this chapter, the problem of additive and convolutional noise cancelling was addressed. It 
is proposed that the convolutional distortion could be removed after the additive noise has 
been cancelled by means of SS. This result, although simple, has not been reported before and 
Table 7.10: SS and MLE. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(Lynx) and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vu-Mm-Gamma 31 38 52 72.5 
SS- MLE -Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 4.5 27 63 
SS- MLE - W2-Vit-Mm-Ga,n,na 2.5 3.5 20.5 48 
SS- CMN - W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 1.5 3 11 36 
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Table 7.11: SS and MLE. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(operation room) and spectral tilt. 
SNR 1{ 	18dB] 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Gamma 26 39.5 50 58.5 
SS- MLE -Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 5.5 22 54 
SS- MLE - W2-Vit-Mm-Ga,n,na 1.5 3.5 19 46 
SS- CMN - W2-Vit-Min-Ga,nma 0 2 13 38 
Table 7.12: SS and MLE. Recognition error rate(%) for speech corrupted by additive noise 
(factory) and spectral tilt. 
SNR 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB 
Vit-Mm-Ga,nma 22.5 38.5 45.5 54 
SS- MLE -Vit-Mm-Gamma 0 1.5 18.5 48 
SS- MLE - W2-Vit-M,n-Gamma 0.5 3.0 15 37 
SS- CMN - W2-Vit-Mm-Gamma 0.5 2.5 11 30 
has important implications from the practical application point of view. Firstly, SS needs just 
the noise energy estimation that can be done in two consecutive non-speech intervals and can 
capture reasonably well the dynamic of the corrupting signal. Secondly, the weighted Viterbi 
algorithm assures that a high recognition accuracy can be achieved at moderate SNR's even if 
the noise estimation is not accurate (i.e. done in short nonspeech intervals). Finally, cancelling 
firstly the additive noise and the the convolutional one is coherent with the nature of both types 
of distortions since stationarity is a critical issue to tackle the first one but the second can be 
considered constant with the time. 
Two convolutional noise removal techniques were addressed: CMN (Cepstral Mean Normaliza-
tion) and MLE (maximum likelihood estimation) of the convolutional distortion. Both methods 
were shown to work well when there was not additive noise although MLE requires a clean 
speech model and a much higher computational complexity than CMN. However, it is worth 
mentioning that the EM algorithm has a closed solution because it is used to estimate only 
the convolutional noise. Afterwards, both techniques were applied after SS when the speech 
signal was corrupted by several types of noises and results basically confirmed the validity of 
the additive-convolutional noise cancelling approach, although different results were observed 
specially at SNR=6dB. The weighted Viterbi algorithm was shown to substantially reduce the 
error rate when SS was applied in combination with CMN (easily implemented techniques) and a 
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high recognition accuracy was achieved at SNR equal to 18dB (error rate less than 1 %), at 12dB 
(error rate less than 3%) and in some cases at 6dB (error rate less than 10%) using no information 
about the convolutional noise and a simple estimation of the corrupting signal energy in a Mel 
filter bank. However, when CMN was replaced with MLE, the weighted Viterbi algorithm did 
not lead to the same order of reduction in the error rate and this must have resulted from the fact 
that the reliability in the estimation of the convolutional noise was not included in the weighting 
function due to the complexity of the EM algorithm. 
When compared to SS/MLE, SS/CMN with the weighted algorithm gave better results with a 
much lower computational complexity and without a clean speech model. Nevertheless, the 
performance of CMN (and MLE) is related to the SS threshold (SSThTm) but a conventional 




8.1 	Summary of results 
This thesis has investigated the problem of automatic speech recognition in noise (additive and 
convolutional) under the perspective of Weighted Matching Algorithms (WMA). The basic idea 
is that additive noise corrupts some segments of the speech signal more severely than others and 
WMA revises the classical concept of acoustic pattern matching in order to include the segmental 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) frame-by-frame. WMA is a new topic with important implications 
from the practical and theoretical point of view, has proved to alleviate the restrictions imposed 
by previous techniques and can set new bounds for robust speech recognition in more complex 
applications. Moreover, WMA are plausible of being generalized to other fields of robust pattern 
recognition given the generality of the approach. The problem of end-point detection has also 
been addressed and a method based on autoregressive analysis of noise is also proposed for 
robust speech pulse detection. The technique has been shown to be effective in increasing the 
discrimination between the speech signal and background noise. 
All the experiments in this thesis were done using the Noisex-92 database mainly with isolated 
word (digits) recognition although the applicability of WMA to the problem of connected words 
was also evaluated in Chapter 6. Five types of noise presenting different degree of difficulty 
(stationarity and spectral distribution) were addressed despite the fact that some of these noises 
are not commonly tackled in the literature probably because they represent a more difficult 
problem. Although the tests were speaker dependent, the combination of WMA with spectral 
subtraction (SS), Chapters 5-7, does not need any information about the speaker and should 
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be easily generalised to the speaker independent case. While the correction coefficients of the 
additive noise model (sections 5.2.1 and 5.3. 1) are actually estimated using only-noise samples 
and the speaker's clean speech signal, these coefficients did not show much variation across the 
noises and the two speakers (one male and one female) of the Noisex database. Consequently, a 
speaker independent system could use the average of correction coefficients estimated for a set 
of speakers and noises. 
Initially, a weighted DP algorithm was proposed and tested with a novel noise cancelling neural 
net (UN) and proved to be effective in reducing the error rate when the weighting coefficient 
was defined as being the ratio between the estimated clean and noisy signal energies for white 
Gaussian noise. However, it was noticed that the improvement due to the weighted algorithm 
depended on the neural net training condition and this suggested that the weighting coefficient 
should also take into consideration the efficacy or uncertainty (inverse of reliability) in noise 
removal of UN. Uncertainty can be defined as being the mean quadratic distance between the 
clean signal estimation and the original clean signal and, in the context of UN was estimated 
using mean distortion curve. 
Due to the fact that LIN presented a slow training and certainly a low adaptability, the replacement 
of the neural net with a conventional noise cancelling technique became imperative and SS was 
chosen due to its simplicity and ability to follow changes in the dynamics of the corrupting 
signal. In order to be used in combination with WMA, SS was modelled in terms of reliability 
in noise cancelling and to do so a novel model for additive noise was proposed. This model uses 
a bank of Mel filters (1W or DFT) and sets the hidden information of the clean signal energy 
as function of the observed noisy signal energy, the noise energy (that can be approximately 
estimated) and the phase difference between the clean speech and noise signals. It is proposed 
that when the noise is added an uncertainty is introduced and the original clean signal cannot be 
recovered with 100% accuracy because the phase difference between corrupted and corrupting 
signals is unknown. Consequently, the hidden clean signal energy is treated as a stochastic 
variable and it is proved that the SS itself corresponds to the expected value of the clean signal 
energy given the noisy and noise signal energies. Similarly, the uncertainty in noise cancelling 
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was estimated as being the variance of the hidden clean signal energy given the noisy and 
noise signal energies, and was used to estimate the weighting coefficients for another one-step 
weighted DTW. The weighted one-step algorithm here proposed had superior performance to 
a two-step one previously presented and substantially reduced the error rate, but the weighting 
function used a threshold whose optimum value was still case dependent, although a wide range 
of acceptable sub-optimal values was achieved. Another consequence of the additive noise 
model, used later in Chapter 7, suggested that the convolutional noise could be removed after 
the additive one has been cancelled by means of SS. 
In sequence, the weighted Viterbi (HMM) algorithm was proposed and applied with a weighting 
function that does not need any free variable (see section 6.4), and compared and combined with 
state duration modelling. The new weighting function uses the uncertainty and HMM's variances 
and led to better results than the previous weighting function. It was shown that weighting the 
information along the signal led to better results than the introduction of temporal constraints in 
the recognition algorithm and, with temporal constraints, the weighted Viterbi algorithm resulted 
in a high recognition accuracy at SNR equal to 18dB (error rate less than 1%), at 12dB (error 
rate less than 3%) and in some cases at 6dB (error rate less than 10%) without an accurate noise 
model. Experiments with temporal constraints suggest that the gamma distribution, although it 
fits better the duration of states, does not necessarily lead to better results and that the restrictions 
imposed by the max and min durations are the main factor responsible for the reduction in the 
error rate. It is interesting to mention that temporal constraints could also be speaker independent 
and hence independent of the testing environment. Tests with connected digits without temporal 
constraints showed that WMA could be useful to reduce the error rate although further work is 
needed to integrate WMA and temporal constraints in the context of connected or continuous 
word recognition. 
As far as additive and convolutional noises are concerned, both can be simultaneously cancelled 
using WMA. It is proposed that the convolutional distortion can be removed after the additive 
noise has been cancelled by means of SS. This result, although simple, has not been reported 
before and, as explained before, has important implications from the practical application point 
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of view. Cancelling firstly the additive noise and then the convolutional one is coherent with the 
nature of both types of distortions since stationarity is a critical issue to tackle the first one but the 
second can be considered constant along the time. Two convolutional noise removal techniques 
were addressed: CMN (Cepstral Mean Normalization) and MLE (maximum likelihood estima-
tion) of the convolutional distortion. Although the EM algorithm has a closed solution because 
it is used to estimate only the convolutional noise, it is hugely more complex than CMN. When 
the speech signal was corrupted by several types of additive noise and spectral tilt, CMN and EM 
were applied after SS and results basically confirmed the validity of the additive-convolutional 
noise cancelling approach, although different results were observed specially at SNR=6dB. The 
weighted Viterbi algorithm was shown to substantially reduce the error rate when SS was applied 
in combination with CMN (easily implemented techniques) and a high recognition accuracy (as 
explained above) was achieved at SNIR=l2dB and in some cases at 6dB using no information 
about the convolutional noise and a simple estimation of the corrupting signal energy in a Mel 
filter bank. However, the weighted Viterbi algorithm did not show the same improvement with 
MLE, and this must have resulted from the fact that the reliability in the estimation of the 
convolutional noise was not included in the weighted function due to the complexity of the EM 
algorithm. Compared to SS/MLE, SS/CMN with the weighted algorithm gave better results with 
a much lower computational complexity and without a clean speech model. 
Finally, it seems reasonable to suppose that WMA could be applied with other noise removing 
methods as long as they are properly modelled in terms of reliability in noise cancelling (refer 
to section 7.7). 
8.2 Future work 
Results presented in this thesis are encouraging and, due to the fact that WMA is a new topic 
and had not been studied before, there is a lot of room for generalizations. Firstly, the study of 
the applicability of WMA and temporal constraints to the problem of connected or continuous 
speech recognition and wordspotting needs to be done. 
All the experiments in this thesis were carried out with static Mel frequency cepstral coefficients 
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(MFCC). However, static parameters are not enough to deal with bigger vocabularies and the use 
of delta and delta2 parameters becomes imperative. Consequently, parameters delta and delta2 
should be studied under the perspective of WMA and reliability in noise cancelling in order to 
address the problem of speech recognition with a higher number of words. 
The complexity of the vocabulary also determines the complexity of the HMM modelling. The 
results here presented concern HMM with single Gaussian mixture which becames insufficient 
when the vocabulary increases, and hence the weighting function needs to be generalized to 
Gaussian density mixtures. 
As far as convolutional noise is concerned, there are two topics that deserve attention. The first 
topic concerns the SS threshold that affects the convolutional noise estimation and/or removing, 
specially in those bands with low segmental SNR, and hence the estimation of this threshold 
needs to be more deeply studied. The second one is related to the assumptions about the 
convolutional noise: given that the microphone response depends on the distance to the speaker, 
the stationarity condition should be revised in some cases; moreover, the channel frequency 
response also depends on the signal level, although this does not seem very relevant when the 
speech signal is also corrupted by additive noise because the recognition will rely on those 
frames with higher local SNR. Due to these reasons and to the fact that the convolutional noise 
was artificially introduced with FIR filter, experiments with more realistic environments should 
be done in the future. 
Appendix A 
Uncertainty variance in the cepstral 
domain 
A.1 Cepstral transform 
Given a Mel filter bank composed by M channels, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) 
are defined as: 
M 
7T fl 
cn = 	[ 	cos[-—  (in - 0.5)] 	 (A. 1) 
III=) 
where E is the logarithm of the energy at the output of the filter in and D is the number of 
cepstral coefficients. 
MFCC are the parametrisation used by many speech recognition systems due to the facts that 
they give good discrimination with a smaller number of coefficients when compared to the 
number of filters, that they are less correlated than the log energies and justify better the use 
of diagonal variance matrix in HMM's. Moreover, the insertion of a transmission channel is 
represented by a constant in the logarithmic and MFCC domain because the cepstral transform 
is linear. This allows the use of the technique Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) to cancel 
the convolutional noise. 
A.2 Uncertainty variance in the log domain 
According to Chapter 5, the variance (or uncertainty) of the hidden information s given the 
observed information x is estimated in the logarithmic domain considering that the random 
EN 
variables j  (phase difference between noise and clean signal) and it (noise energy in the 
channel in) are uncorrelated, 4rn  is uniformly distributed between —m and it and that:i:: is 
concentrated near its mean E[n]. The variance Var[log(s)xj is given by: 
Var[log(sxj = E[log2(s)xi - E2IIlog(sxj 	 (A.2) 
where 






and E[log(s21x2 ' 	log[x - nII mi 	in 
A.3 	Mapping from the logarithmic to the cepstral domain 
The additive model proposed in Chapter 5 sets the clean signal information as a function of the 
noisy energy x, the noise energy nT, and the phase difference between the clean signal and 
noise: s (o
TTI
', X2 	Consequently, the cepstral coefficients can be expressed as, 7TI 
M 
ct, X, N) 	log ((4)m,))  cos[ 71 
fl 
—— (iii. —0.5)] 	(A.5) 
m= 1 
where 
X = [x, x, x, ..., x] 
N 	n, ui, ..., m] 
are, respectively, the observed noisy signal energies, the noise energy and the phase difference 
along the M filters. 
Assuming that the random variables o, and itT.  are uncorrelated, oT, is uniformly distributed 
between —m and it and that it is concentrated near its mean E[n], the expected value of 
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c(I, X, N) given X is 
M 
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. cos[?ljT . (in. - 0.5)] 	 (A.6) 
The uncertainty variance of the cepstral coeffcient c given the observed energy is given by, 
VarIcXI 	F[cjX] - F2[cX1 	 (A.7) 
From the definition for the cepstral transform (A.1), the product c c, can be written as, 
M 2 
C . c 	= 	(iogi@ in 	 . cos2(n, in) + In J} 
in 
MM 
2 	(log 	(,x,n)I) . (log[(j,,)]) . cos(n,in)• cos(n, ) (A.8) 
in j>lfl 
where cos['  (m - 0.5)] was replaced with cos(n, in) for simplification. Using (A.7 ) and 
(A.8), Var[cIX]  can be written as, 
Var[cX] = 	Var[log(sx] . cos2(n, in) + 
in 
MM 
2 	F (log[(m,  x, nh)] 1og[s( 1 , x, itt)] x, X) . cos(n, in) cos(n, i) 
m i>Tn 




Var[cnIX] = 	Var[log(s in
)Ix2' cos2(it, in) + in ]  
In 
MM  
2 	(1 . /Var[log(sx] . \/Var[1og(s)Ix]) cos(n, in) cos(n,i) (AID) 
Mj>m 
where R,j is the correlation coefficient (A.Papoulis, 1991) between the components 
log[s(4,x,m)] and I.  . This correlation coefficient R,,j depends on 
the clean speech and noise signals, and the phase difference. To avoid the estimation of 
Rmj experiments were done assuming that and 	 are 
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uncorrelated. Although the uncorrelated condition is a rough approximation it was enough to 
lead to good results. Another option could be to consider R 	as being inversely proportional 
to ITn - 
Rm = in—i 	 (A.11) 
It is interesting to mention that if Rm j is monotonically decreasing with ITn - il as in (A.1 I) 
then, 






Maximum Likelihood estimation of 
convolutional noise 
B.1 	Stochastic model of the speech signal process using a code-book 
Initially, a code-book is built using clean speech signal from one speaker (or several speakers as 
done in (A.Acero & R.Stern, 990) (P.Moreno, 1996) for a speaker independent system). Inside 
each code-word the mean and variance are computed, and the distribution of frames in the cells 
is supposed to be Gaussian: 
1 
f(sIcw, ) = 	D 1 e 	 (B.1) 
(27t)T IC 
where 
S = [s1 , 52,  S3, ..., SDI 
is a clean signal vector composed by D cepstral coefficients (D is also the dimension of the 
code-book); cw j is the code-word j whose Gaussian function parameters are represented by Wj, 
which in turn is composed by the mean vector 
= 
and C, the inverse of the D - bij - D covariance matrix that is supposed diagonal 
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cr 1 0 0 0 0 ... 
o 0 0 0 0312 ... 
o o 0 0 O'12 ... 
0 	0 	0 	0 	... 
where o is the variance of the coefficient 1. in the code-word cw; and (s - )L  denotes 
the transpose of (s - jt). The speech model is composed by the code-words, their parameters 
(means and variances) that define the Gaussian distributions and the probability Pr(cw1 ) of each 





f(scw, Pj)• Pr(cw) 	 (B.2) 
where p  denotes all the means and variances of the code-book and L is the number of code-words. 
Given that T is a testing sequence of frames whose phonetic identity is unknown 
1= [Tl ,T2,T3,...,Tt,...,T[1] 
where LT is the length of the sequence in frames and 
T = Tt,1, T12, T 31  ..., Tt D] 
corresponds to a D cepstral coefficient frame. If T is corrupted by only convolutional noise, this 
distortion can be modelled by 
Tt = T+}-[ 	 (B.3) 
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where T corresponds to the signal before being distorted by the transmission channel and 
HC={R}P R 	RC 
is the convolutional noise in the cepstral domain. This models assumes that the gain introduced 
by the transmission channel is considered constant inside each one of the 14 DFT' Mel filters, 
does not depend on the signal level and is time invariant. 
The likelihood of T given the clean speech model (B.2) and H is defined as: 
LT 
f(T , RC) = 	f(Tt p j ,Rc) 	 (B.4) 
Likelihood is generally used in the log domain in order to transfor the product in a sum: 
LT 
MC) 	= log {f(T, HC )} = 	log {f(TI, HC)} 	 (13.5) 
Maximum Likelihood estimation of the convolutional distortion consists in estimating the vector 
MC that maximises l(Tkp, MC)  assuming that the distorted testing frame sequence T was gener-
ated by a noisy model whose covariance matrix is the same that is used by the clean speech one 
B.2 but whose mean vectors are shifted by H: 
C = Ci 	 (B.6) 
= 	+ HC 	 (B.7) 
where C and 	are the covariance matrix and mean vector of code-word cw j in the noisy 
speech model. Given this model, MC  could be estimated by means of applying to (13.5) the 
gradient operator with respect to Rc and then equalling to zero the partial derivatives. However, 
this procedure leads to a system of non-linear equations and the problem is solved using the EM 
algorithm (A.P.Dempster et al., 1977) (X.D.Huang et al., 1990) (T.K.Moon, 1996). 
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B.2 	The Expectation-Maximization algorithm 
The class (or code-word) from which each frame T was originated is not known (unobservable) 
and only the frame coefficients resulting from the spectral analysis on signal are observed. 
The observable data is denominated incomplete, and the data composed by the observable 
and unobservable data is called complete. In the problem here addressed, the observed data 
corresponds to T and the unobserved data is represented by 
= [ThY2,1i3, •••,1J, ...,Ji] 
where y t corresponds to the hidden number that refers to the code-word or density of the observed 
frame, and the measure space of ij (i.e. the L code-words) is denoted by Y. 
The EM (Expectation and Maximisation) (A.P.Dempster et al., 1977) (X.D.Huang et al., 1990) 
(T.K.Moon, 1996) maximises the log-likelihood of the incomplete data T by means of iteratively 
maximising the expectation of the log-likelihood of the complete data (X.D.Huang et al., 1990). 
If f(tVI)) and f(Tt1(1) are members of a parametric family of pdf defined on Y and on the 
measure space for T respectively for parameter I, the function Q is defined as 
Q(ctI) = F {log (f(T,lJ)) 	 (B.8) 
If -y, is a discrete random vector, the Q function can be re-written as 
Q() = 	 (B.9) f(TI) 
lJt Y 
It can be proved that (A.P.Dempster et al., 1977) if 
Q(,) > Q() 
then, 
Log (f(TId)) > tog (f(TI)) 
The EM algorithm chooses ct that maximises Q(t, t) in each iteration so it is guaranteed that 
the log-likelihood tog(f(T'b)) also increases iteration-by-iteration toward a local optimum. 
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In the problem here discussed, the observed and unobserved data have LT components each and 
the Q function can be defined as 
LT 	L 
Q(cIi) = 
t=1 1j t =1 




Q(, 	) = 	Pr(cwT, p) log (r(cw)f(TLIcw 	)) 	(B.l I) 
1=1 j=1 
where ij was replaced withj for simplicity because the summand was summed overall 	(i.e. 
1 < -y t < L) and the range of possible values of Yt  does not depend on t. The parameters 
of code-word cwj correspond to the noisy speech code-book, and due to the fact that the clean 
and noisy speech parameter models are related according to (B.6) and (B.7 ), the re-estimation 
model procedure consists only in re-estimating the convolutional distortion H. The expression 
for Q('I, ) as given by (B.l I) can be decomposed in two terms that, after inverting the order 
of the summations and replacing p  with (p j and H, are given by 
A 	
{ 	
PICWTt, p, Hc)} log (r(cw)) 	 (B.12) 
and 
L LT 
B 	= Y 	Pr(cwT, (p j , RC)  log (f (TtI cwj, p, 	 (B.13) 
j=1 t=1 
Maximising (B.11) respect to b is equivalent to maximise A with respect to Pr(cw) and B to 
Hc. 
B.2.1 Maximising A 
The probabilities Pr(cw) are estimated by means of maximising A with the Lagrange method 
(P.E.Gill et al., 1981) (D.A.Pierre, 1986). Defining, 
LT 
c j = 	Pr(cwT, p,  H) 
t=1 
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this problem is equivalent to choose !r(cw) that maximizes 
A =Lxj log (r(cw j)) 	 (B.14) 
given the constraint 
1 	 (B. 15) 
Firstly, the augmented objective function f, is defined as being 
= A—A.r(cw) 	 (B.16) 
where A is denominated Lagrange multiplier . Applying to fa the partial derivative with respect 
to Pr(cw) and equalling to zero, 
LX 
—A = 0 	 (B.17) 
Pr(cw) 
Multiplying by !r(cw) both terms of (B.17) and using (B.15), A can be written as 
A 	Y LXi 	 (B.18) 
and substituting (B.18) in (B.17) Pr(ci'v) can be estimated by 
I LT 
Pr(cw 5 ) = 	Pr(cwT, p, W) 	 (B.19) 
LT t=1 
B.2.2 Maximising B 
The re-estimation of qc is done by means of applying to B the gradient operator and equalling 
the partial derivatives to zero: 
L LT 
V(B) = 	Pr(cwT, p, RC)V  log (f(TIcw p, 	= 0 	(B.20) 
1=1 t=1 
*The  Lagrange multiplier is generally denoted by A. This should not be confused with the set of parameters that 
defines an HMM in the notation of Chapters 2 and 6. 
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which, using (B.]), can be re-written as 
	
L 	LT 
V(B) = 	Pr(cwT, p, HC)C_l [T - ( +)1= 0 	(B.21) 
j=1 t=1 
where C 1 and 	are the inverse of the covariance matrix and the mean vector of code-word 
cw j of the clean speech mode]. Solving (B.21) for ]{c 
=1 	Pr[cwIT, (pi, HC]._aTi= 	 (B.22) L 	LT Pr[cwjjT,(pj ,FLcj 
=1 t=1 	cr 
B.3 	EM algorithm for the convolutional noise estimation 
It is interesting to highlight that if the ML method is applied to estimate only the convolutional 
noise, the EM algorithm has an analytical solution. However, if the ML technique is used 
to estimate both additive and convolutional distortions, the re-estimation expressions have an 
approximate form due to the expansion in series of the logarithmic function (P.Moreno, 1996) 
(B.Raj et al., 1996). 
Finally, the ML estimation of the convolutional noise using the EM algorithm is given by: 
Initial values for Pr[cw] = f (for = 1,2,...,L)andH = 0.0; 
Compute PrIIcwITt, pj, HdI: 
f[Tcw, (p, H] . Pr[cw3] 	
(B.23) Y L Pr[cw1T, i, HC 
= f[TIcw, , R] . Prcw] 
Re-estimate Pr[cw]  according to (B. 19); 
Re-estimate R according to (B.22); 
Stop if convergence has been reached, otherwise go to Step 2. 
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Lateral inhibition net and weighted matching 
algorithms for speech recognition in noise 
N. B. Yo ma 
F. McInnes 
M.Jack 
Indexing terms: Speech recognition, Lateral inhibition net, NoLte 
Abstract: The authors address the problem o 
speech recognition with signals corrupted by 
white Gaussian additive noise at moderate SNR. 
The energy of the noise is not required. A 
technique based on a lateral inhibition process 
approximation with a multilayer neural net (the 
lateral inhibition net (UN)) and neural net 
processing efficacy weighting in acoustic pattern 
matching algorithms is proposed. In the 
recognition procedure. the local SNR is computed 
by means of' the autocorrelation function and is 
employed to estimate the efficacy of UN in noise 
cancelling which is taken into account as a weight 
in a pattern matching algorithm. A general 
criterion based on weighting the frame influence 
in decisions according to the reliability in noise 
reduction is suggested, and modified versions of 
both HMM and DTW algorithms have been 
designed. To be more coherent with the 
conditions that define LIN, a modification in the 
backpropagation algorithm is also proposed. 
Introduction 
Many of the techniques that have been proposed to 
solve the noise sensitivity of automatic speech recogni-
tion systems (ASRS) are based on the estimation of 
noise at intervals where there are no speech signals. 
This restriction could he accepted in some real applica-
tions of isolated word recognition, but it is very 
inappropriate for general real environments and 
especially for continuous speech recognition, where the 
time separation between two consecutive silence inter-
vals can be much larger than in the isolated word case. 
The noise signal can change in energy and/or spectral 
distribution and the noise estimation can become 
obsolete between two silence intervals. In addition, the 
efficacy of noise cancelling methods cannot be the same 
along the speech signals, first, because the local SNR is 
not constant, and secondly, because the response of the 
noise reduction system can also depend on the charac-
teristics of the input speech. 
© lEE. 1996 
lEE Proceedings online no. 19960758 
Paper received 13th December 1995 
The authors are with the Centre for Communication Interface Research, 
University of Edinburgh. 80 South Bridge, Edinburgh EH  IHN. UK  
This paper describes a method to improve the noise 
robustness of ASRS to white Gaussian additive noise 
at moderate SNR by emulating spectral lateral 
inhibition with a neural net, and the noise reduction 
efficacy weighting in acoustic pattern matching 
algorithms. The noise power is not required by this 
approach. Four problems have been addressed. These 
are: first, the approximation of the lateral inhibition 
function with multilayer neural nets (UN); secondly, 
frame-by-frame computation of the SNR; thirdly, 
estimation of the effectiveness of the UN processing; 
and finally reliability weighting in acoustic pattern 
matching algorithms. The backpropagation algorithm 
was modified to be more coherent with the LIN 
definition. 
The conception of the neural net training procedure 
inspired by lateral inhibition had as its main purpose a 
possible generalisation of the LIN structure to other 
types of noise. Because lateral inhibition is basically the 
attenuation of the lowest by the highest energies. this 
mechanism could reduce the influence of any noise if 
the local SNR preserves the highest components of the 
speech signal. 
The local SNR estimation proposed herein does not 
need the noise power estimation in silence intervals and 
can be efficiently computed frame by frame, although 
the method loses accuracy if the speech signal is poorly 
correlated. Furthermore, the evaluation of the efficacy 
of a noise cancelling method seems to be a generic 
approach and can be applied to other techniques. 
The DTW algorithm based on the dynamic program-
ming equation proposed in this research (DPW) is just 
one-step. and has similar performance to the two-step 
DTW previously proposed in [4]. The modified Viterbi 
algorithm for HMM has not been previously reported. 
In addition, the modified DTW and HMM algorithms 
are sufficiently generic to be employed with other noise 
cancellation techniques. 
2 	LIN: a noise cancellation neural net 
Masking is basically the suppression of the lowest by 
the highest spectral components. Lateral inhibition is 
one of the processes responsible for the masking 
phenomena in different sensory systems and this 
concept was used to train the noise reduction neural 
network. UN, employed in this research. 
Given that: E is the logarithm of the normalised 
energy at the output of the filter j in a bank of N fil-
ters. F' = (Er, E Ef.....E C ) is frame i of the clean 
signal; and 	(Er. E E(1. ....E) is frame i after it 
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has noise added. then the lateral inhibition function 
(LI) can be set as 
LI(Ej)=Ej+f(El , Ea,E3,...,EN) 	(1) 
where the function LI() was approximated with multi-
layer perceptrons with one hidden layer. Multilayer 
perceptrons were chosen because they can store the 
information from a large amount of training data, and 
produce a correct input—output mapping even when the 
input is slightly different from the examples used to 
train them (generalisation). Fig. 1 shows the topology 
employed to approximate eqn. 1. 
output 
LI(E1) LI(E2) LICE3) LI(E 4) 	 LI(E14) 
E1 E2 E3 E4 	 E14 
input 
Fig. 1 Multilaver peiceptron to approximate lateral inhibition junction set 
ht' eqn. I 
The output function for the hidden layer nodes was 
a(x) = 1/(1 ± e) and the output function for input 
and output layers is linear. Each input node receives 
the energy of one filter and the same energy is fedfor-
ward to the output node to compound eqn. 1. The 
number of input, hidden and output nodes was equal 
to the number of filters. N. 
The UN was trained with the following conditions 
that define the lateral inhibition function: 
LI(Fn) LJ(Ffl LI(c) F1 
The first condition specifies that Ec  and Fi t should give 
approximately the same result after they are processed 
by UN. The second condition settles that LI of a clean 
signal must give the same clean signal, so that the 
spectral information is preserved and no distortion is 
introduced. 
All the weights of the neural net (except those on the 
feedforward connections from the inputs to the outputs 
which were always equal to 1) were estimated with the 
classical backpropagation algorithm [1] with cross-
validation [2]. The training data were made up of 
input—reference pattern pairs. Initially, the reference 
patterns were frames of clean signal, F, and the input 
patterns were generated adding white Gaussian noise to 
F,c at four different SNRs (clean, 18 dB. 12dB. and 
6dB). Therefore, each frame F,c  originated four training 
input—reference pairs. In a modified version of the 
training algorithm. LI(Fc)  was used instead of FT as 
reference patterns. 
The training of the neural network was carried out 
frame by frame and not utterance by utterance. so the 
LIN should be able to recover the information from a 
noisy frame independently of the context. Moreover. 
the SNR training condition (SNR 2: 6dB) guarantees 
that the highest components are preserved from the  
reference to the input training pattern, and, on the 
other hand, the generalisation feature of the neural nets 
should be able to mask the noises when the SNR is not 
included among the training conditions or even 
perhaps when the noise is poorly correlated but not 
white. 
2.1 UN input 
To normalise the inputs between 0 and 1, first the 
maximum energy of the frame was determined. Then 
the energy of the other filters was computed in decibels 
using the maximum energy as reference, arid all 
components 50dB below this maximum energy were 
made equal to —50dB. Finally, the energies in dB were 
linearly transformed from the range [-50dB. 0db] to 
[0, 1]. 
2.2 LIN training database 
Sounds that present low energy (typically fricatives) are 
the first to be masked by corrupting signals, and using 
these speech frames as training patterns could mean 
learning the neural network with information that is 
lost even for moderate SNRs. In [7] the use of periodic-
ity as a criterion to select training patterns was pro-
posed. Periodicity was defined as 
periodicity 
max [R,, (in)] = 
R(0) 
where R(m) is the autocorrelation of the speech signal 
and was computed with all ins in the range of funda-
mental periods. The main purpose of this coefficient 
was to choose voiced frames with high energies but it 
was observed that some frames, specially at the end of 
the utterances. presented a high periodicity coefficient 
and a very low energy. In the results reported in this 
paper. energy was used as a discriminative parameter. 
Initially the maximum energy of the utterance was 
computed and then all the frames that were below a 
given threshold from the maximum energy were dis-
carded. According to some preliminary experiments a 
suitable threshold would be 25dB. 
Lt (F) 	
L.I1 
Fig. 2 Ttto-diniensio,wl interpretation of LIN training with orslinari 
hack-prnpngation algorithm 
Reference is constant and equal to the clean frame 
3 	LIN and reliability in noise reduction 
Initially the quadratic error at the backpropagation 
algorithm was computed between the reference FT and 
the output LI(F), which should result in an estimation 
of the clean frame FT. Given that F,utdb  corresponds to 
a noisy frame with local SNR equal to 18dB. E 12 to 
a noisy frame with local SNR equal to 12dB. F1 	to 
noisy frame with local SNR equal to 6dB, Fig. 2 shows 
a two-dimensional interpretation of the UN training 
algorithm. In recognition tests, reference (clear 
utterances) and testing patterns (noisy utterances) are 
processed by UN, and hence in the acoustic pattern 
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matching algorithm the local distances correspond to 
d[LI(Ffl, LI(P)] instead of d[F. F], where k denotes 
a reference frame and I a test one. In the experiments 
reported here, the distance function d was the 
Euclidean metric. 
distortion 
Fig. 3 Reliability coefficient plotted against distortion 
d[LI(Ff). LI(F)] 
A noise cancelling neural net can be seen as a system 
that processes a noisy input and produces an output 
with the influence of noise reduced. Since there are sev-
eral levels of distortions and the backpropagation 
training algorithm is essentially stochastic (most com-
mon patterns have more influence in the weights re-
estimation process), it is reasonable to suppose that the 
LIN efficacy depends on the input and each noisy 
frame could be associated to a reliability coefficient 
that attempts to measure how reliable is the result of 
UN processing. As the noise cancelling depends on 
d[LI(F,c), LI(Ffl] (the smaller this distance, the better is 
the noise influence cancelling), the reliability coefficient 
could be related to this distortion by means of the 
curve shown in Fig. 3. If d[LI(Fi).  LI(F)] is smaller 
than a threshold 6, the reliability will be 1.0: and if 
d[LI(F), LI(F')] > 6. the reliability will be inversely 
proportional to cl[LI(F). LI(Pt)]. This curve is analyti-
cally described by the following function: 
11 	 if d[LI(Ff). LI(F1°)] < 6 
r = 	 8 	 ç 	i(1'C\ 	5'rs 	- 
( d[Lf(F[),LI(F.")j 	1 
1' T T( 
 
It is interesting to highlight that UN tends to preserve 
the highest energies and the position of local spectral 
peaks (see Fig. 4), or in other words, tends to preserve 
the phonetic information of the frame. For this reason, 
if d[LI(F), LI(F10)] was low for any SNR, the 
recognition error would be also low independently of 
the noise level. 
At the recognition procedure. the clean version Fic of 
the noisy testing frame P/ is not available but, because 
the power spectral distribution of the corrupting signal 
is known (white Gaussian noise), Fil can be set as a 
function of P/ and the local SNR. After UN has been 
trained, the training database could be used to approx-
imate the relation between d{(LI(Ft), LI(F7)], and I 
and the local SNR. Consequently, if the segmental 
SNR could be computed frame by frame and given 
that P/ is available, the reliability coefficient could be 
estimated frame by frame at the recognition process. 
3.1 Local SNR estimation 
If the noise is poorly correlated and uncorrelated with 
the speech signal, it is possible to estimate the power of 
the clean speech from the autocorrelation function of 
the noisy signal [7]. Given that Rr (m), R5(in) and R(m) 
are the autocorrelation functions of the noisy speech, 
the clean speech and the noise signals, respectively, the 
following coeffficient can be computed frame by frame: 
R5 (0) - 	R5(0) 	
2 
- R(0) R(0) + R5 (0) 
if SNR =oo 
(0 ifSNR= —oo 
where R(0) was estimated by means of applying some 
properties of the autocorrelation function and quad-
ratic interpolation [7] 
	
R(0) = 4 x R(1) - R5(2) 	
(3) 
The coefficient n can be computed frame by frame 
because it needs just the autocorrelation of the noisy 
signal at points in = 0, 1 and 2. Observe that the 
estimation of the noise power in silence intervals is not 
needed and the method captures the dynamic of the 
speech and noise signals energy. Given that 
SNR = 10 log 
	(0) 
(:) 
the segmental SNR and the coefficient n are related by 
10SNR/iO 
= 1 + 10SNR/10 
(4) 
The more correlated is the speech signal, the more 
accurate is the local SNR estimation. If the speech 




1 	2 	3 
Hz x 103 
Fig. 4 Aloisv frame with local SNR equal to 6dB before and of i-er UN 
processing 
Frame corresponds to vowel 
Highest component tends to be preserved and position of second format does 
not change 
-- LIN input spectrum (SNR = 6dB) 
LIN output spectrum 
3.2 Mean distortions 
As an approximation, it can be assumed that the dis-
tortion d [LI( c),  LI(F°)] depends exclusively on the 
local SNR. The mean distortions for each SNR can be 
estimated at the LIN training procedure and, once the 
local SNR can be efficiently computed for correlated 
speech signals [7], d[LI(Ff), LI(P)] could be estimated 
at the recognition process. Given: Dill', the distortion 
d[LI(F5 ), LI(F7)] for the frame F1, with local SNR 
equal to snr; and Drnr  , the mean-distortion at local 
SNR equal to snr; then Dnr  can be computed for 
as 
'O 	 • 
a 
m36 
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some SNRs at the LIN training procedure and, by 
means of linear interpolation, it can be estimated for 
other values of SNR. Fig. 5 shows the curve Dsnr  
against SNR estimated with a UN that was trained 
with the female speaker. The limitation of this method 
concerns the fact that d[LJ(F), LJ(F)] depends on Fli  
and not only on the segmental SNR. 
SNRdB 
Fig. 5 D 	against SNR for fmale speaker 
For the results presented in this paper. Dvur  was 
computed for SNR = 18, 12, 6. 3 and 0dB by 
employing the LIN training database, after LIN had 
been trained. During the recognition procedure, the 
coefficient n was estimated by means of the 
autocorrelation function eqns. 2 and 3 and the curve 
Dair x locaISt'/R was mapped into the a domain using 
eqn. 4. The constant 6 was made equal to 0.004. a 
value that was shown to be suitable according to some 
tests. 
4 	Modified backpropagation algorithm 
In the ordinary neural net training algorithm, the 
quadratic error is computed between the reference Fe 
and the output LI(Pz).  However, the efficacy of LIN is 
related to the distortion £l[LI(Fl), LI(F)}: the smaller 
cl[LI(F). LI(E7)] is. the smaller should be the recogni-
tion error rate. As a consequence, it can be interesting 
to include the condition of minimisation of ci [LI( Fl). 
LI(F)] in the training algorithm in a more explicit way. 
Fig. 2 shows the ordinary backpropagation approach. 
where the target is the minimisation of the distances 
d[F,c, LJ(F)] instead of ci[LI(Fl), LI(F)I. The minimi-
sation of d[Ff, LJ(F/')] leads to the reduction of 
d[LI(Ff). LI(F/')I, but this distance also depends on the 
angle between LI(Fl) - 	and LI(FZ) - El (see Fig. 2). 
In the modified algorithm, the clean signal El was 
replaced with LI(F) as the reference for the noisy 
frames, and the quadratic error was computed between 
the reference LI(F) and the output LI(E). 
At the ordinary UN training algorithm (BLT-
backpropagation UN training), in each epoch the 
backpropagation minimises the quadratic error of the 
Following sequence of pairs reference—output: (I) El 
and LI(F,c):  (2) F' and LI(F), for all the local SNRs 
included in the training database. 
At the modified training algorithm (MLT-modifled  
LIN training), in each epoch the backpropagation 
minimises the quadratic error of the following sequence 
of pairs reference—output: (1) Ft and LI(Fc);  (2) LI(F') 
and LI(E), for all the local SNRs included in the 
training database, which is more coherent with the 
conditions that define the lateral inhibition function 
(see Section 2). Fig. 6 shows the two-dimensional 
interpretation of the MLT algorithm. It is interesting to 
note that the reference is not constant, as in the 
ordinary backpropagation algorithm, but is modified 
iteration by iteration because LI(Fl) depends on UN, 
and LIN's weights are re-estimated each time that a 




Fig. 6 Two-dimensional interpretation of mac/if led UN training algorithm 
(IeILT) 
5 	Weighted matching algorithms 
Some modifications were included in matching 
algorithms to weight the reliability of the information 
extracted from testing frames. A weighting coefficient 
w(t) (w(1) = 1. maximum reliability; w(t) = 0, minimum 
reliability) is associated with each testing frame 
employed in the modified versions of the DTW and 
Viterbi (HMM) algorithms. In this paper to was made 
equal to the coefficient a. related to the segmental SNR 
estimation (Section 3.1), and to r, reliability in LIN 
processing. The main idea behind the modifications 
made on the Viterbi (HMM) and DTW algorithms is 
that the influence Of a frame on decisions must be 
proportional to its coefficient to. The proposed 
weighted DP algorithm was compared with the two-
step DP algorithm proposed in [4]. The modified 
Viterbi algorithm has not yet been tested. 
5.1 	HMM: modified Viterbi algorithm 
The reliability coefficient can be included in the Viterbi 
algorithm [3] by raising the output probability of 
observing the frame O  to the power of 10(1). This 
modification leads to the following algorithm: 
Step 1: Initialisation. For each state i. 
= ir x [b(O j )]w 
= 0 
Step 2: Recursion. From time t = 2 to T, for all statesj, 
= rnx[i_Le x a] x [b(O1)]t) 
1L' (j) = arg niax{5t_i (i) x aij 
Step 3: Termination. (* indicates the optimised results). 
= max[6T(9)] 
sESf 
Consequently, the influence of the probability 
h1(O,_) in the decision Max[ö, 1 (i) x a] = 
Max1[Max11[6_,(h) x 0/u]  x [b1( 0_. 
)]W(t_i) x a  at Step 2 
depends on w(t - 1): if 11(1 - 1) = I (high reliability), 
the influence of b1(O, ) is maximal: if 10(1 — 1) = 0 (very 
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low reliability): the influence of b1 (O 1 ) is zero because 
[b(O_1 )]1  = 1 for all states I. 
5.2 DTW: modified DP equation 
The same principle of weighting the importance of a 
frame according to w(i) leads to a modified dynamic 
programming (DP) equation. The proposed DP 
equation is 
G(i.j— 1) x W(i.j—i)+d(i.j) xw(i) 
lzV( i,j— 1)+ w(i) 
Gi 	' mmin G(i-1.j-1) x I'V(i-1j-1)+2xd(i.j)Xw(i) \ 'J) - - 	 W(i-1.j—fl+2xw(i) 
G(i-1.j) x W(i— 1.j)+d(i,j) xw(i) 
W (i—i .j)+ w( ) 
W(i.j —1) +w(i) 
W(i.j) = 	- 1.j —1) + 2 x w(i) 
I (i - U) + w(i) 
This DP equation takes into account the weight 11(i) 
frame by frame, and the calculation of the overall dis-
tance. G(i. j). is affected by d(i. j) according to w(i) : if 
w(i) = I (high reliability or local SNR), the weight of 
d(i, j) is maximal: if w(i) = 0 (very low reliability or 
local SNR), the importance of d(i. j) is zero. 
5.3 Two-step DP matching 
This algorithm [4] consists of the following two-step 
processing. First, the optimal alignment path Ck = (i, 
1k). k = 1, 2.....K is obtained using the ordinary DP 
matching algorithm with symmetric weight, where ik. 
and Jk  are the frame numbers of the testing and 
reference patterns, respectively. The second step is the 
calculation of the global distance between the 
utterances weighted by w(i1 ) along the optimal path 
obtained at the first step. 
6 	Experiments of word recognition 
6.1 Database 
The proposed methods were tested with speaker-
dependent isolated word (English digits from 0 to 9) 
recognition experiments. The tests were carried out 
employing the two speakers (one female and one male) 
from the Noisex database. The isolated clean words 
were automatically end detected and generated the 
database used in this research. For each speaker. the 
100 training clean utterances (ten repetitions per digit) 
generated ten reference sets (set of repetition 1 of each 
word, set of repetition 2 of each word etc). The 100 
testing clean utterances were used to create the noisy 
database by adding white noise at five global-SNR lev-
els: clean speech. +18dB, +12dB. +6dB. +3dB and 
0dB. The global-SNR was defined as in [5]. First, the 
total energy E of the clean word was computed. Then, 
the mean energy per sample E, was determined dividing 
E by the number of samples of the signal. Finally. E, 
was used to set the variance of the zero mean white 
Gaussian noise to be added. 
6.2 Preprocessing 
Before the Gaussian noise was added, the speech 
signals were lowpass filtered, using a 10th-order 
Tchebychev filter with cut-off frequency equal to 
3700Hz. and down sampled from 16000 to 8000 
samples/second. The band from 300 to 3400Hz was 
covered with 14 Mel second-order lIR digital filters. 
The energy of each filter was an input of UN as 
explained in Section 2.1. After UN processing ten 
cepstral coefficients were computed. 
6.3 Training the neural network 
For each speaker, the frames from the set of repetition 
I of the training database (Section 6.1) generated the 
input—reference pattern pairs used by the UN training 
algorithm to estimate the weights. The frames from the 
set of repetition 2 of the training database generated 
the input—reference pattern pairs used to evaluate the 
performance of the LIN. Several training conditions 
(learning rate, initial weights and database) were tested 
and the one that gave the best results on the test data 
was chosen. For each speaker. the LIN training varia-
bles were kept constant to compare the MLT and BLT 
algorithms at the same conditions. 
6.4 Results 
The results presented in this paper were achieved with 
1000 recognition tests for each SNR: ten reference sets 
x 100 testing utterances. The following configurations 
were tested: the ordinary DTW algorithm with cepstral 
coefficient without (DP-C) and with (DP-L) UN 
processing; the proposed weighted DP algorithm with 
LIN processing, (DPW-,5) with the mean-distortions 
method for reliability estimation and (DPW-n) with 
local SNR estimation: and finally, the two-step DP 
matching with LIN. (DP2-D) with the mean-distortions 
method for reliability estimation and (131?2-n) with 
local SNR estimation. Table I shows the number of 
iterations required by each algorithm. The recognition 
error rates are presented in Table 2 for the female 
speaker, and in Table 3 for the male one. 
Table 1: Number of iterations needed to train LIN 
Speaker 	Female 	Male 
BLT 	 6132 	7403 
MLT 	 3869 	1702 
Discussion 
7.1 	L!N efficacy in noise cancelling 
The UN showed a substantial reduction in error rates 
even without reliability weighting. With the ordinary 
DTW algorithm (DP-L) the UN practically eliminated 
the influence of the noise at SNR = 18 and 12dB, and 
resulted in a mean reduction of 87. 70 and 48/ at SNR 
= 6. 3 and 0dB. respectively. Moreover, the error 
introduced for testing the clean signal was almost zero. 
7.2 Corparison between weighting 
coefficients 
As can be seen in Table 2 (female speaker) and 
Table 3 (male speaker), the reliability coefficient 
estimated with the mean-distortions method gave a 
greater reduction in the error rate than the SNR 
weighting in all noisy conditions. When the LIN WS 
trained by means of the MLT algorithm, the reduction 
due to reliability weighting was as high as 100. 84 and 
57"oat SNR = 12, 6 and 3dB. respectively, while the 
SNR estimation resulted in a much smaller reduction 
in most of the cases and even in an increase of the 
error rate in other cases. 
The proposed one-step weighted algorithm showed 
almost the same performance as the two-step one with 
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Table 2: Recognition error rate (%) for the female speaker. LIN 
was trained with MLT and BLT (results in parentheses) 
algorithms 
SNR On 18dB 12dB 6dB 3dB 0dB 
OP-C 0.1 3.5 31.9 67.0 70.6 75.6 
DP-L 0.1 (0.1) 0.2 (0.1) 0.6 (1.2) 5.9 (11.5) 10.6 (31.9) 24.5 (53.5) 
DPW-D 0.1 (0.2) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 0.7 (4.0) 6.1 (17.2) 17.9 (33.3) 
DPW-n 0.1 	(0.1) 0.1 (0.4) 0.3 (1.0) 3.0 (6.4) 9.5 (26.0) 30.1 (43.9) 
0P2-D 0.1 (0.1) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.1) 0.5 (3.5) 5.6 (15.9) 17.6 (32.1) 
DP2-n 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.2) 0.1 (0.4) 2.3 (4.0) 6.5 (20.6) 23.6 (38.2) 
Table 3: Recognition error rate (%) for male speaker. LIN was 
trained with MLT and BLT (results in parentheses) algorithms 
SNR Cln 18dB 12dB 6dB 3dB 0dB 
DP-C 0.0 16.8 49.9 65.1 69.4 74.6 
DP-L 0.0 (0.3) 0.6 (0.4) 2.7 (1.6) 9.2 (9.8) 22.6 (21.9) 38.2 (41.8) 
DPW-L5 0.1 	(0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 2.2 (1.3) 7.8 (6.3) 24.1 (24.6) 
DPW-n 0.5 (0.5) 0.8 (0.5) 3.3 (3.4) 11.5 (10.4) 22.0 (20.6) 36.1 (43.4) 
DP2-D 0.1 	(0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.2) 2.3 (1.2) 7.8 (6.6) 24.8 (25.2) 
0P2-n 0.3 (0.3) 0.0 (0.1) 0.9 (1.7) 8.5 (8.2) 17.7 (17.2) 31.6 (38.9) 
the reliability coefficient, but resulted in a poorer 
improvement when the SNR estimation was used as a 
weighting parameter. This must be due to the fact that 
in the one-step algorithm the influence of a frame on 
decisions must be proportional to its coefficient iv, and 
the reliability coefficient includes not only the informa-
tion concerning the segmental SNR. but also the UN 
characteristic in the form of the mean-distortion curve 
(Fig. 5), and provides a more accurate estimation of 
the reliability of the information extracted from each 
frame. 
7.3 Comparison of MLT and BLT algorithms 
According to Tables 2 and 3. the reliability coefficient 
as a weighting parameter gave the best results, with the 
MLT algorithm for the female speaker and with the 
BLT algorithm for the male one. The error rate was 
kept below 1.511,) at SNR = 6dB and below 107 at 
SNR = 3dB for both speakers. 
Some preliminary experiments showed that the best 
results were achieved with the combination of MLT 
and reliability coefficient weighting. This could be the 
result of: first, the weakening of the learning 
constraints imposed by MLT. and secondly, the better 
matching between these constraints and the estimation 
of d[LI(), LI(f71 )I required by the reliability 
coefficient computation. In the MLT algorithm, the 
approximation between LI) and LI(F) (Fig. 6) 
seemed to be more natural than the approximation 
between F and LI(F') in BLT (Fig. 2). However, 
further tests showed that the BLT algorithm could 
lead, depending on the UN training conditions, to 
better results than the MLT one (male speaker). 
Conclusions 
The combination of LIN and weighted DP algorithms 
proved to be effective in reducing the influence of white 
Gaussian noise, and the error introduced for testing the 
clean signal was almost zero. The reliability coefficient 
gave better results than the SNR estimation as a 
weighting parameter and this must arise from the fact 
that this coefficient takes into account not only the 
local SNR estimation but also the characteristic 
response of UN in the form of the mean-distortion 
curve (Fig. 5). The weighted DP algorithms helped to 
reduce the error rate, but its improvement decreased 
when the SNR became more severe. The proposed one-
step DP matching was also shown to be effective in 
reducing the error rate. and led to approximately the 
same error rates as the two-step matching [4] when the 
reliability weighting was used. 
The reliability coefficient as a weighting parameter 
seems to be a generic approach and could be employed 
with other noise cancelling techniques. Further studies 
are needed in order to develop a more accurate and 
generic estimation for this coefficient. 
The MLT algorithm appears to be an interesting 
option to be used in combination with reliability 
weighting. although further tests are needed to delimit 
its efficacy. A drawback of LIN is the strong influence 
of training conditions (learning rate. initial weights and 
database) in the final results and several configurations 
had to be tested. In this sense, the inclusion of the 
reliability coefficient seems to be an important advance 
because it caused a reduction of the error rate in all the 
cases, independently of the training configurations. 
Future work includes the generalisation of the UN 
structure to other types of noises, adaptation to new 
environments and a more precise delimitation of the 
influence of' the training conditions. 
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Robust speech pulse detection using 
adaptive noise modelling 
N.B. Yoma, F. McInnes and M. Jack 
Indexing terms: Speech recognition, Adaptive filters 
The problem of speech pulse detection with additive noise at a 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as low as 0 and -6dB is addressed. 
The noise is assumed to be reasonably stationary and correlated. 
Three techniques have been examined: the autoregressive analysis 
of noise: spectral density comparison: and the non-stanonanty 
measure. 
Introduction: The inaccurate detection of the endpoints is a major 
cause of errors in automatic speech recognition systems. Most of 
the endpoint detecting techniques are based on energy levels. 
pitch, zero- and/or level-crossing rates, and timing [I]. However, in 
many real environments the speech signal is corrnpted by additive 
noise and these parameters may be insufficient for the correct 
detection of a speech pulse if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 
low. 
The contributions of this Letter concerns: (i) adaptive autore-
cressive modelling of noise in order to reduce the influence of the 
corrupting signal: and speech pulse detection aided by (ii) spectral 
density comparison between noise and noisy speech signals or (iii) 
non-stationarity measures. 
The FIR filters used in the autoregressive analysis are trained 
with the LMS algorithm during non-speech intervals. The spectral 
density comparison is made between noisy speech frames and an 
estimation of noise in non-speech intervals. In contrast. non-sta-
tionarity measures are based on spectral distances between contig-
uous frames and do not require noise estimation. Preliminary 
experiments have shown that the AR analysis generally increases 
the discrimination between speech and noise, and that spectral 
density comparison and non-stationarity measures might be more 
effective than energy in indicating the presence of a speech pulse 
at low SNRs. 
AR ann/isis of the noise signal: It is assumed that the noise n(i) 
could be described by an AR process of order Al. i.e. it would sat-
isfy the following equation [2): 
where V(:) and WT:) are the : transform of the noise and a white 
noise process. respectively, and H(:) is defined as 
H 4(Z)= 1+ak: 	 (2) 
If the noise is reasonably stationary. its autoregressive filter 
H(Z) estimated in non-speech intervals may be used to increase 
the energy gap between the noise and the noisy speech signals. 
Since the speech signal is intrinsically non-stationary and has com-
ponents in all the considered band (250-3200 Hz), its spectral den-
sity and that of the noise are likely to differ along time, even if the 
noise is correlated and mainly concentrated as low frequencies 
(below 1000Hz). Consequently, it is expected that the attenuation 
caused by H(Z) will be lower on average for the speech than for 
the corrupting signal. The filter H(Z) is transversal or FIR, and 
its coefficients can be estimated using the classical LMS algorithm. 
If the coefficients a are replaced with c, where c = -ar , the tap 
weights adaptation is given by 
Ck(i ± 1) = ck(i) + qn( - k)e(i) 	(3) 
where T1 is the learning rate and e(i) corresponds to the prediction 
error: 
e(i) = n(i) 
- 	
Ckfl.(i - A:) 	(4) 
Spectral density comparison: If the noise is assumed to be reasona-
bly stationary, the noise spectral density could be considered valid 
between two consecutive silence periods and could be useful in 
detecting speech pulses. In the results presented in this Letter, the 
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spectral estimation was made with a 14 channel Mel-filter hank. 
the same used in recognition experiments [4]. but neither logarith-
mic compression nor normalisation was applied. The spectral den-
sity comparison coefficient (SD(i)) for a frame i is defined, in the 
Euclidean metric context. as 
(VIE  4 i ( E - E,k)2 \ SD(i) = 20 x log 	 (5) 
1(E)2 ) 
where S, = (E1 . E, E1 .....E 4 ) and 5" = (E'. E, E'...... 
correspond, respectively, to the spectral estimation of frame i and 
that of the noise E,11 and E L  represent the filter k output energies. 
The noise spectral estimation was computed as the average spec-
trum in 10 non-speech frames. 
Siaiionarirv coefficient: If the noise is reasonably stationary its sta-
tistical properties are constant or change slowly, or might even 
present fast but small variations along time. To use these features 
of the corrupting signal in speech pulse detection, the non-station-
arity coefficient (NST(fI) for a frame i is defined, in the Euclidean 
metric context. as 
VST(i) = 20 x log 	- 	 ) 	(6) 
/4fl)2 	
) 
where Si,(E,11 . E...,. E1.. 3....7 E, 4 ) and S, = (E11 , .E,. E1  
E, 14) correspond. respectively, to the spectral estimations of two 
contiguous frames. 
Results: The experiments were carried out using the Noisex-92 
database [3]. The signals were lowpass filtered using a 10th order 
Tchehvchev filter with a cutoff frequency of 3700 Hz. downsam-
pled from 16000 to 8000 sample!s. and highpass filtered using a 
fourth order Tcheh chev filter with a cutoff frequency of 120Hz 
and a minimum attenuation equal to 25dB. The data signal was 
divided in 25ms frames without overlapping. Each frame was 
processed with a Hamming window before the frame energy and 
spectral estimation being computed. 
Three noises from Noisex-92 were considered (car, speech and 
Lnx) and for each case one AR FIR filter was trained using the 
noise-only samples files and the LMS algorithm. The learning rate 
was made equal to 0.1/(M x noise,,.power) and the LMS algorithm 
was active for 10 training frames (250 ms). The FIR taps were set 
to 0 at the beginning of the iterative procedure. To determine the 
optimum prediction order, several configurations were tested and 
the one that gave the lowest prediction error was chosen. The 
clean and noisy speech signals belonged to the male speaker from 
the Noisex-92 database. Table I shows the optimum number of 
taps for each filter and the ratio G between the attenuation gain 
on clean speech signals and the attenuation gain on the traimng 
noise signal after the AR FIR filter being estimated. This quotient 
C gives an idea of the energy gap increase between noise and 
speech due to the AR FIR filter. The clean signals corresponded 
to 10 utterances (one per digit) automatically end detected. 
Table 1: Optimum AR FIR order and quotient (C) between the 
energy attenuation gains on clean speech signal and training noise 
Noise Car Speech noise Lynx 
Optimum FIR order 2 2 4 
G (dB) 13.1 6.6 5.3 
Figs. 1 and 2 present the power envelope, spectral comparison 
and non-stationarity coefficients before and after processing the 
signal with the AR FIR filter. The power envelope corresponds to 
the difference between the mean frame energy (dB) and the mean 
noise energy estimation (dB) made in 10 non-speech frames. The 
utterance corresponds to the digit 'one' in the car noise, with SNR 
equal to 0 and -6dB, respectively. The word 'one' was chosen 
because it presents a signal mainly concentrated in low frequen-
cies, and constituted a more challenging problem than, e.g. the 
digit 'six'. 
Discussion: As can he seen in Table 1. the AR analysis led to a 
higher attenuation on average for the noises than for speech sig-
nals. According to Figs. I and 2. the AR FIR filters increased the 
discrimination between the speech signal and backgound noise in 
the power. spectral comparison and non-stationarity coefficient 
domains. When compared with the power envelope, spectral com-
parison and non-stationarity coefficients slightly increased the dif-
ference between speech and non-speech pulses before FIR 
processing, but gave similar results after FIR at SNR equal to 
0dB (Fig. I). According to Fig. 2 (SNR = -6dB), these coefficients 
increased the difference between speech and non-speech pulses 
after FIR processing. but the improvement achieved before AR 
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Fig. I Poiter envelope spectral comparison and nn-srazionari cv effi-
cieni.v before and after processing the signal teEth the AR FIR filter 
The utterance corresponds to the digit 'one' in car noise with SNR 
equal to 0dB 
Dotted vertical lines: endpoints of speech sienal 
a Power envelope before FIR b Power envelope after FIR 
c Spectral comp. before FIR d Spectral comp. after FIR 
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Fig. 2 Power envelope spectral comparison and non-stationary coeffi-
cients before and after processing the signal with the AR FIR filter 
The utterance corresponds to the digit 'one' in car noise with SNR 
equal to -6dB 
Dotted vertical lines: endpoints of speech signal 
a-lAs for Fig. I 
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Concluding, the observed improvements were mainly due to the 
R analysis, although spectral comparison and the non-stationar-
tv coefficient might be useful at low SNRs. The AR FIR filters 
teeded a low number of taps. the LMS aigorithm seems to be fast 
=ugh to capture slow variations of the noise characteristics and 
)nly one microphone is necessary. Moreover, the AR analysis 
night be used by noise cancelling techniques in speech recogni-
ion. Future work includes some heuristics to develop an endpoint 
letector, automatic threshold estimation, and the study of AR 
idaptation techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper addresses the problem of speech recognition 
with signals corrupted by additive noise at moderate SNR. 
A. technique based on spectral subtraction and noise can-
cellation reliability weighting in acoustic pattern matching 
algorithms is studied. A model for additive noise is pro-
posed and used to compute the variance of the hidden clean 
signal information and the reliability of the spectral sub-
traction process. The results presented in this paper show 
that a proper weight on the information provided by static 
parameters can substantially reduce the error rate. 
- 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the fact that the intervals with highest energies are 
less corrupted by additive noise, it is reasonable to sup-
pose that these intervals provide more reliable information 
for speech recognition than those intervals with lower ener-
gies. In [1] and [2] were proposed two weighted matching 
algorithms to take into account the local SNR. Both algo-
rithms were tested with poorly correlated and white Gaus-
sian noises but with different noise cancellation techniques. 
In [2] these two algorithms were tested in combination with 
a noise cancellation neural net and it was shown they could 
reduce the error rate. However, further experiments showed 
that the improvements due to the weighted Dynamic Pro-
gramming algorithms depended on the neural net training 
conditions, and suggested that the weighting coefficient w(t) 
should take into account not only the segmental SNR but 
the characteristics of the noise reduction method. Follow-
ing this idea, in [3] was proposed the use of a weighting 
parameter based on reliability in noise cancelling. This pa-
rameter takes into account not only the local SNR but also 
the characteristic response of the noise cancellation method 
in the form of a mean distortion curve [3]. 
The contributions of this paper concern: a)combination 
of weighted matching algorithms with spectral subtraction 
(SS) technique; and b) analysis of SS in terms of reliability 
in noise cancelling. The approach covered by this paper has 
not been found in the literature and seems to be generic and 
interesting from the practical applications point of view. In 
this exploratory research, the techniques were tested with 
DTW recognition algorithms on an isolated word recogni-
tion task. DTW was used because it is a simple and generic 
algorithm which allows many noise cancelling techniques to 
be compared without the need for extensive tuning of the 
modelling. However, the authors believe the tecniques ex-
plored here could also be employed by a weighted Viterbi 
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(HMM) algorithm previously proposed in [2]. 
2. SINUSOIDAL MODEL FOR ADDITIVE 
NOISE 
Given that s(i), n(i) and x(i) are the clean speech, the noise 
and the resulting noisy signal, respectively, the additiveness 
condition may be set as: 
z(i) = s(i)+n(i) 	 (1) 
In the results presented in this paper, the signal was pro-
cessed sed by 14 Mel filters. At the output of filter j the noisy 
signal is given by: 
r,(i) = s,(i) + n3 (i) 	 (2) 
and its mean energy in a frame by: 
s(i) + n(i) + 2.,(t)nj(i) 	(3) 
where z 2(i) = 	r(i),s(i)= 	s(i),n(i).7 	 1 = 
-' N 2 i 	N r 
IV 	
n (i), _s,$)n,y) = 2.()n() and i\ is 
the length of the frames in number of samples. 
If the speech signal and the noise are uncorrelated, 
E(2s,(i)n(i)) = 0 in a long term analysis, where E() cor-
responds to the expected value. However, the condition 
2s) (i)n)(i) = 0 may not be satisfied in a short term anal-
ysis (i.e. a 25 ms frame) and the noise is certainly not 
perfectly stationary. Consequently, once the noise is added 
the clean signal energy, .,(i), becomes a hidden information 
and cannot be recovered with a 100% accuracy. As a result, 
s(i) should be treated as a stochastic variable and could 
be associated to a variance that indicates how accurate is 
the estimation of the clean signal energy. 
Initially, the signals s,(I) and n(i) are considered sinu-
soidal components with frequency f,, the central frequency 
of filter j, with a phase difference 0. Under these assump-
tions, 
- a. - 
r(i)
-  — 2 +n,(i)+ag1a, 1cos() 	(4) 
where a 1 and a,, are the amplitudes of the speech sig-
nal and noise components respectively: .s(t) = a./2 and 
n(i)= a,/2. 
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3. CORRECTION OF THE SINUSOIDAL 
MODEL 
The sinusoidal model for additive noise represented by equa-
tion (4) assumes that the components Si(I) and n,(i) at the 
output of filter j have frequency f, and a phase difference 
in a given frame. These assumptions are not perfectly ac-
curate in practice. Firstly, the 14 mel filters are not highly 
selective, which reduces the validity of the assumption of 
coherence between both components. Secondly, the phase 
between s,(i) and n, (i) is not necessarily constant and 
a few discontinuities in the phase difference may occur, al-
though many of them are unlikely in a short term analysis 
(i.e. a 25 ins frame). However, the sinusoidal model rep-
resents the fact that there is a variance in the short term 
analysis and specifies the relation between this variance and 
the clean and noise signal levels. Due to the lack of coher-
ence between s(i) and m,(i) and to the discontinuity in 
the phase difference, the variance predicted by the model is 
higher than the the real one for the same frame length, and 
a correction should be included in (4). According to (4) 
and considering that the random variable 0 was uniformly 
distributed between —r and r: 
= 0.5a 81  ani 
In order to estimate the correction of the sinusoidal 
model, the coefficient r3 defined as 
a.,a j  
was computed with clean speech and only-noise frames. Ac- 
cording to (5), Var[rjIs(i),  n(i)] should be equal to 0.5 
but due to the lack of coherence between s,(i) and n,(i) 
and to the discontinuity in the phase difference, 
Var[rs(i), n(i)] < 0.5 




where k, is defined as 
kj = 2Var[r,Is(i), n(i)] 
4. CHANNEL VARIANCE 
With the sinusoidal model for additive noise represented 
by (6), the variance (or uncertainty) of the hidden informa- 
tion s(i) given the observed information z(i) is estimated. 
Solving (6) for a1, and using (s) = 
= 
a, + 2( z(i) - n(i)) 	(7) _'j kjCO32(40) 
The equation above sets s(i) as a function of 0, n(i) 
and 
(8) 
The function g(,n(i),x(i)) was used to estimate 
Var[log(s(i))Ix(i)] considering that the random variable 
ç',was uniformly distributed between —rand r and that 
n(i) is concentrated near its mean E[n(i)]. The variance 
Vat log(s(i))Ix(i)] is given by: 
Var[log(s(i))Iz(i)} = 
E[log2(s(i))x(i)] - E2 log(s(i))Ix(i)] 
where 
E[log 2 x(i)] 
- J 	log2[g(i, E[7]. z(i)))dô 
and 
E[log(s(i))Iz(i)] 
2 L / log[g(q,E[n(i)],x(i))Jd 
The integrals for estimating E[log 2(s(i))Ir)] and 
E[log(s(i))Ix(i)] were computed by means of Simpson's 
rule with the interval (—r, r)divided in 100 regular parti- 
tions. The difference z(i) - n2 (Z') in (7) was replaced with 
(see section 5) when evaluating gQ. 
5. SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION 
Spectral subtraction (SS) may be defined as 
Es(i(i)) = z(i) - E(n (I)) 	(9) 
where Esi((i)) is the estimation of the clean signal energy 
and E(rz,(i)) is the mean noise energy estimation made in 
non-speech intervals. Due to the fact that 23,(i)n,(i) = 0 
may not be true in a short term analysis and that the noise 
energy presents fluctuations, Ei(s(i)) may be negative in 
those channels with low SNR. In order to avoid negative 
magnitude estimates a rectifying function o)is applied: 
= 	f Ei(s(i)) if Esi(s2(,)l > -
if Eii(s(i)) < 
where e is an arbitrary low constant. 
6. WEIGHTED MATCHING ALGORITHMS 
Some modifications were included in matching algorithms in 
order to weight the reliability of the information extracted 
from testing frames. A weighting coefficient w(i) (w(t) = 
1, maximum reliability; w(1) = 0, minimum reliability) is 
associated to each testing frame in order to be employed 
in the modified vesions of the DTW and Viterbi (HMM) 
algorithms [2]. The main idea behind the modifications 
made on Viterbi (11MM) and DTW algorithms is that the 
influence of a frame on decisions must be proportional to 
its coefficient w(). The proposed one-step weighted DP 
algorithm was compared with the two-step DP algorithm 
proposed in [1]. 
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Figure 1. Local condition. 
The proposed one-step DP equation that corresponds to 
the local condition shown in Fig.1 is given as follows 
G(, r) = 
G( t-2,,-1) W( I-2,r-I )4.2u,(*-1 )dIt-1 ,-)+w(t)d(t,r) 
W( I-2,--i )+2w( l-1)+w(t) 
G( t-i ,r- )W(t-1 ,r-1 )+2w(t)d(t.r) ruin 	 W(f 2w(l, 




W(, r) = 	W(i -- l,r —1) + 2w(i 
W(i— 1,r-2)+3w(1 
This DP equation takes into account the weight tv(i) 
frame by frame, and the calculation of the overall distance, 
G(t, r), is affected by d(, r) according to w(i) : if w(i) = 1 
(high reliabilit y or local SNR), the weight of d(t, r) is max-
imum; if w(i) = 0 (very low reliability or local SNR), the 
importance of d(t, r) is zero. 
The algorithm proposed in [1] consists of the following 
two-step processing. Firstly, the optimal alignment path 
ck = (tk,rk),k = 1,2,...,K is obtained using the ordinary 
DP matching algorithm, where i, and r, are the frame num-
bers of the testing and reference patterns respectively. The 
second step is the calculation of the global distance between 
the utterances weighted by w(ik) along the optimal path 
obtained at the first step. 
7. RELIABILITY IN NOISE CANCELLING 
It is reasonable to suppose that the uncertainty re-
lated to SS in a channel would be proportional to 
Var[log(s (i))Ir(i)]: the higher Var[log(s(i))r (i)] is 
the less reliable is the information provided by Esi(s(i)); 
and the lower this variance is, the higher is the probabil- 
ity of Es(s(i)) being dose to the clean signal informa- 
tion s(i). The weighting coefficient w(i) [2] [3], to be 
used by the weighted algorithms (section 6) and that at-
tempts to measure how reliable is the result of the noise 
cancelling method in a frame, could be related to the mean 
Var[log(s(i))$r(i)] in all the channels by means of the 
following function (Fig. 2) [3]: 
1 1 if McanVar<6 
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Figure 3. End-point constraints relaxation. 
8. END POINT RELAXATION. 
The reliability in noise cancelling weighting was tested by 
means of isolated word Dynamic Time Warping algorithms. 
The isolated words were automatically end detected using 
an algorithm based on autoregressive analysis of noise [4] 
and the average length of the testing utterances decreases 
as the SNR gets more severe. Consequently, the endpoint 
constraints on the DP algorithms were relaxed by means 
of opening up the ends of the search region allowing the 
alignment path to start by comparing the first frame of the 
testing pattern with any of the first reference frames inside 
the search window, and to end by comparing the last test 
frame with any of the last reference frames inside the search 
window (see Fig. 3). Due to the fact that the length of the 
testing utterances presented a high variation, the sides of 
the search window were made proportional to the utterance 
length. 
9. EXPERIMENTS 
The proposed methods were tested with speaker-dependent 
isolated word (English digits from 0 to 9) recognition experi-
ments. The tests were carried out employing the two speak-
ers (one female and one male) from the Noisex database [5]. 
The signals were low pass filtered by using a filter with 
cut off frequency 3700 Hz, down sampled from 16000 to 
8000 samples/sec, and high-pass filtered by employing a fil-
ter with cut of frequency 120 Hz. The data signal was di-
vided in 25ms frames with 12.5ms overlapping. Each frame 
was processed with a Hamming window before the spectral 
estimation. The band from 300 to 3400 Hz was covered 
with 14 Mel 2nd order hR digital filters. At the output of 
each channel the energy was computed and SS was applied. 
Finally, 10 cepstral coefficients were computed. 
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Figure 4. 	Results for the car noise (Noisex 
database). 
1000 recognition tests for each SNR. The following configu-
rations were tested: the ordinary DTW algorithm [61 with 
SS (DTW-SS); the proposed one-step weighted DP algo-
rithm [2] with SS (ISW-SS); the two-step DP matching [1] 
(2SW-SS) also with SS; and finally, the proposed one-step 
DP algorithm with SS but without reliability in noise can-
celling weighting, w(i) = 1 (1S-SS). The constant S was 
made equal to 43, a value that was shown to be suitable ac-
cording to some tests. For each configuration several search 
window widths, k (Fig. 3), were tested and the one that 
gave minimum error rate was chosen to plot the graphs 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the one step algorithm in 
combination with the noise cancellation reliability weight-
ing gave the lowest error rate. This reduction in the error 
rate was due to a) the ability of the one step algorithm in 
normalising the overall distance to the length of the align-
ment path, and b) the information provided by the noise 
cancellation reliability coefficient. The ordinary DTW does 
not take into consideration which point of the start window 
the optimal alignment path begins and was very sensitive 
to the search window width. Consequently, when k was 
increased (Fig. 3), DTW-SS and 2SW-SS increased the er-
ror rate after reaching an optimum search window. On the 
other hand, the DP equation shown in section 6 computes 
the overall weight W(i, j) step-by-step and was almost inde-
pendent 
e
t to the alignment path length. As a result, 1SW-SS 
should be compared with 1S-SS in order to separate the 
improvement due to the alignment path normalisation and 
the one due to the noise cancelling reliability weighting. 
When compared with 1S-SS, 1SW-SS showed reductions 
of 58% and 40% in the error rate at SNR=6dB and 0dB 
for the car noise. At SNR=18dB and 12dB both config-
urations gave error rate equal to 0 and 0.1%, repectively. 
For the speech noise, 1SW-SS presented reductions of 75%, 
Recognition Error (%) 
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Figure 5. Results for the speech noise (Noisex 
database). 
76% and 46% at SNR=12, 6 and 0dB. At SNR=18dB the 
error rate went from 0.3% to 0. As can be seen, the im-
provement due to the reliability weighting was higher for 
the speech noise than for the car one. This must result 
from the facts that the speech noise is less stationary than 
the car noise so the estimation of noise energy is less ac-
curate, and that the reliability coefficient is also a function 
of the local SNR so low energy intervals have low weight 
in the pattern matching process. Therefore, noise cancella-
tion reliability weighting made the SS process more robust 
 to variations in the noise stationarity. 
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ABSTRACT 
Additive and convolutional noises are the main problems 
to be solved in order to make speech recognition success-
ful in real applications. A model for additive noise is used 
to deduce a spectral subtraction (SS) estimation and to 
show that the channel transfer function could be effec-
tively removed after the additive noise being cancelled b 
88. Then, SS and mean normalization are tested in com-
bination with a weighting procedure to reduce the influ-
ence of the rectifying function. All the experiments were 
done in the context of weighted matching algorithms and 
the approaches proved effective in cancelling both additive 
noise and the transmission channel function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [i]. a model for additive noise using hR filters was 
proposed and used to compute the reliability related to 
the spectral subtraction (88) process. The reliability in 
noise cancelling was used to weight. DP algorithms and 
shown to be useful in reducing the error rate. Neverthe-
less, the low selectivity of the hR filters made the system 
more vulnerable to convolutional distortions and the use 
of a DFT bank filter is desirable because it provides an 
infinite rejection outside the filter band. 
If there is only convolutional distortion, a widely used 
technique is Cepstral Mean Normalizatoin (CMN). CMN 
is effective and efficient but its behaviour is hard to predict 
when additive noise is also present [2]. 
The contributions of this paper concern: a)the generali-
sation of the model for additive noise for the case of DFT 
filters: b)the proof that under some conditions, the log of 
the SS estimation is equal to the expected value of the log 
of the clean signal energy; and c) the proof that the effect 
of an unmatched transmission channel can effectively be 
removed by means of the classic mean normalization tech-
nique after SS. The approach covered by this paper has 
not been found in the literature and seems to be generic 
and interesting from the practical applications point of 
view. The results presented in this paper provide a theo- 
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retical justification for the use of mean normalization after 
SS, and show that both techniques in combination with 
weighted matching algorithms can effectively remove both 
additive and convolutional distortions. 
2. MODEL FOR ADDITIVE NOISE USING 
DFT FILTERS 
Given that s(i), n(i) and x(z) are the clean speech. the 
noise and the resulting noisy signal. respectively, the ad-
ditiveness condition in the temporal domain ma.v he set 
as. 
z(i) 	= 	s) i) ± fl I i) 	 (i) 
In the results presented in this paper, the signal was pro-
cessed by 14 DFT Mel filters. If S(k). X(k) and X(k) 
correspond to the FFT transform of s(i), 0(i) and x(i( at 
the point k. and Qk is the phase difference between 5(k) 
and N(k), the additivetiess condition is then set by: 
	
= 	5(1;: -- .V(k) 	 (2) 
According to the cosine rule, 
lX(k) 2 = 	S(k) 2 	1 j\(k) 2 ± 
2 	S(k)I. N(k) . C08(9k) 	 (3) 
The energy at the output of the filter iii. z, is computed 
by means of: 
= 	Y' 	G(rn. k) . iV(k)12 	(4) 
kEftr,- rr 
where G(m. k) is the set of weights that define the filter 
m. If X(k) 2  in (4) is replaced with the expression given 
in (3), x can be set as 
= 
2 . G(rn. k) . S(k) . N(k). cos(Q) 	(5) 
kEfthe. m 
where: s 2  and n,, are the filter rn mean frame energy of 
the clean speech and noise signal. respectively. 
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Assuming that the phase difference (k) = 0, N(k) and 
X(k) are considered constant inside each one of the 14 
DFT Mel filters indexed by m: 
(6) 
The model for additive noise represented by (6) assumes 
that the components 5(k)! and IN(k)I and the phase dif-
ference 6 are constant inside every filter in a given frame. 
These assumptions are not perfectly accurate in practice. 
Firstly, the 14 DFT mel filters are not highly selective, 
which reduces the validity of the assumption of low vari-
ation of these parameters inside the filters. Secondly, the 
phase p between S(k)l and NI  is not necessarily con-
stant and a few discontinuities in the phase difference may 
occur, although many of them are unlikely in a short term 
analysis (i.e. a 25 ms frame). However, this model rep-
resents the fact that there is a variance in the short term 
analysis and specifies the relation between this variance 
and the clean and noise signal levels. Due to these approx-
imations the variance predicted by the model is higher 
than the the real one for the same frame length, and a 
correction should be included. Using (6) and considering 
that th was uniformly distributed between —tr and 7r: 
Var[-s, n,] = 0.5 	n. 
In order to estimate the correction of the model, the co-
efficient k,., defined as 
(= 	 1= = m 	 7)
2 \/s\/n 
was computed with clean soeech and only-noise frames. 
According to (6). Var{k,,s, n] should he equal to 0.5 
hut due to the approxamatloits this variance is lower than 
0.5 and a correction factor cm needs to he included in (6): 
- 	+Tm+2nVV.00S(P)(8) 
where c,, is defined as 
Cm = 2Var{kms, n] 
oiving (8) for s 
S:7Z 2 X 2,m) = 2A2 .cos2 (p)±B- 
2 A cos 	y' c052 ((p) ± B 	(9) 
where A= 	and B = 	- n,,. 
3. CHANNEL VARIANCE AND 
RELIABILITY IN NOISE CANCELLING 
BY SS 
With the model for additive noise represented by (9), the 
variance (or uncertainty) of the hidden information s 
given the observed information z is estimated in the 
logarithmic domain assuming that the random variables 
and n2, are uncorrelated, 	is uniformly distributed 
between —ir and r and that n, is concentrated near its 
mean E[n). The variance Varlog(s)x] is given by: 
Var[log(s)x]  
	
E2 og(s)Ix] 	 (10) 
where 
E[log2(s)] 	
-- J 	log2 [s, E[n], -2 )],16 
E[log(s)tz]_flog[s n(coE[nz)]do 
Equation (16) below suggests that the expected value of 
the hidden information log(s) is approximately equal 
to the log of the spectral subtraction (SS) estimation 
Es(s) ) if Est() = 	- E[(n)], where E[n] is 
the mean noise energy estimation made in non-speech in-
tervals. In order to avoid negative magnitude estimates a 
rectifying function r() is applied: 
Est(s) if 	
(11) 
where s is an arbitrary low constant. As in [1] the weight-
ing coefficient w, to be used by the weighted algorithms 
[1] and that attempts to measure how reliable is the result 
of the noise cancelling method in a frame, was defined as: 
I i 	if Tutu/Var <4 
- 	it Tote/I'






Var[log(s)Izi,] 	was 	estimated 	by 	means 
of E{log(s)x] log[x - £[n]] (see section 4) and 
the integral for estimating £{Iog2 (s)x] —was computed 
by means of Simpson's rule with the interval 	7, ) di- 
videdin 100 regular partitions and replacing the difference 
B = 	- 	in (9) with r(Est). s). 
4. ADDITIVE AND CONVOLUTIONAL 
NOISE CANCELLING 
Given the model for additive noise represented by (9), the 
expected value of log[s(o. n, x)] given the observed 
information 	would be: 
E[log(s)Iz] = E[log(
42 
2. cos _ 
2 	cos()' /A2 . cos2(0) ± B)IxJ ± 
E[log(B)zJ 	(14) 
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Assuming again that the random variables and E[n] 
are uncorrelated, d.' is uniformly distributed between —7r
and tr and that TZ is concentrated near its mean 
can be written as: 
E[log(s)Ix} 	! 




A - cos()]d+log(B) 
where A = \/E[n] c,, and B = X 2m E[n,]. Replacing 
the variable 0 with 'a = -- . cos(çi), the integral in (2) 
becomes 
log[ (A)2 +1 -. cos()]dth = 
f i'ff 	52fl11 	iLj 	du =O 
A.1n(10).J 
because the functions sinh'(u) and Ji 	are 
odd and even respectively. Consequently, 
E[log(s)lx] 	log(x,,— £1m]) 	(16) 
This result means, according to the model for additive 
noise, that the expected value of the hidden information 
log(s) is equal to the log of the SS estimation if SS is 
defined as being z, - E[n]. If the gain introduced by the 
transmission channel is considered constant inside each 
one of the 14 DFT Mel filters the convolutional distortion 
can be represented by H = [h 1 . h 2 , h, __ h_ _ and 
due to the fact that H is constant along time 
Eilog(hm s)I.r] 	E[logs)LrJ -17) 
where hL 	log(h). Therefore. the convoiutional distor- 
tion could be effectively removed after the additive noise 
being cancelled by means of SS. 
5. SS AND MEAN NORMALIZATION 
If there is only convolutional distortion, a widely used 
technique is Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN). How-
ever, when the speech signal is also corrupted by additive 
signals. CMN loses its effectiveness [2]. Nevertheless, as 
was shown in the last section. the effect of an unmatched 
transmission channel could effectively be removed after 
the additive noise being removed by means of SS given 
that the SS estimation. Est(s), is defined as being equal 
to £—E[n n ]. Due to the fact that Est(s) may be neg-
ative in those channels with low SNR a rectifying function 
r()is applied. In order to model the effect introduced by 
this rectifying function, the distribution of n, needs to be 
known but this is difficult to achieve in real applications 
where the noise should be estimated in short non-speech 
intervals. 
The insertion of a transmission channel results in an ad-
ditive constant in both the logarithmic and cepstral do-
main, and can be cancelled by subtracting the mean from 
all input vectors. In this paper the mean normalization 
technique was applied in the logarithmic domain, before 
the cepstral transform. The mean was computed by 
'1 	 w(k, m) . log[Est(s)] Iog[Es(sm)] = 	 K 	 (18) 
Zk= 1 w(k, m) 
where K is the number of frames of the utterance (or set of 
utterances) and w(k, m) = 1 for the ordinary arithmetic 
mean. A weighted arithmetic mean was also tested where 
w(k, m) was defined as: 
ttJkm = 
Ii 	 if Var{Iog(s.)zm ] 
'ii . ----- --. 	if Var1log(s)Ir r,] > 	
( 191 
I. 
where Var[log(s)I . 	x] was estimated according to (10). 
The idea of (19) is to give a low weight to those bands 
with low SNR in the computation of the means in order 
to reduce the effect introduced by the rectifying function. 
6. EXPERIMENTS 
The proposed methods were tested with speaker-
dependent isolated word (English digits from 0 to 9) 
recognition experiments. The tests were carried out em-
ploying the two speakers (one female and one male) and 
the car noise from the Nojsex database [3]. The isolated 
words were manually rather than automatically end de-
tected in order to eliminate any effect introduced by the 
discriminative selection of speech intervals with higher n-
ergies. The signal processing was as in ru. At the output 
of each channel the energy was computed. 55 was appiteu 
and the log of the energy was calculated. in every frame, 
the log energies were normalized to the highest component 
and 10 cepstral coefficients were computed. in these ex-
periments the noise estimation was made only once using 
just 250ms of non-speech signal and was kept constant for 
all the experiments at the same global SNR. The results 
presented in this paper were achieved with 1000 recogni-
tion tests for each SNR. Unless the opposite is specified. 
a one-step weighted DP algorithm previously proposed in 
[1] was used in all the experiments. Where spectral tilt ex-
periments were performed clean reference utterances are 
compared with noisy testing utterances corrupted by ad-
ditive plus convolutional noise. The tilt applied was a flat 
frequency response up to a break point frequency of 250Hz 
followed by a +6dB/oct tilt above 250Hz. The ±6dB/oct 
spectral tilt was chosen instead of +3dB/oct, usually used 
in many papers, to make the testing conditions more se-
vere. 
In all the experiments SS was applied in the linear do-
main utterance by utterance and the convolutional dis-
tortion was cancelled after SS using one, two, five or 10 
additive-noise-free utterances (from different words of the 
(15) 
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vocabulary) every time by means of mean normalization 
in the logarithmic domain (LMN). In all the tests where 
the weighted DP algorithm was used the parameter 8 was 
made equal to 10 in (12) and (19), a value that was shown 
to be suitable according to some experiments. 
In experiments with SS and mean normalization, the 
means were computed in the logarithmic domain, be-
fore cepstral transform. The folowing configurations were 
tested: SS, SS with ordinary DTW; WSS, SS with the 
one-step weighted algorithm [1]; WSS - LMN, SS and 
mean normalization with the ordinary arithmetic mean 
(18); and WSS - WLMN. SS and mean normalization 
with the weighted arithmetic mean (18)(19). The results 
are shown in Table 1 (without spectral tilt) and Table 2 
(with spectral tilt). Figure 1 shows the recognition for 
WSS - WLMN using different number of utterances to 
cancel the convolutional noise. In Tables 1 and 2, the 
means were estimated using 10 additive-noise-free utter-
ances (one per word of the vocabulary. 
Table 1: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal 
corrupted only by additive noise (car). 
SNR 	18dB 	12dB 	6dB 	OdB,J 
SS 1 -  4.4 1 7.3 12.9 21.5 
WSS 	J1 0.1 0.4 1.8 8.6 
WSS-LMN 11 0.3 2.9 8.6 28.7 
WSS-WLMN 11 0.3 0.7 	J 2.7 3.2 
Number of utterances (N) 
Figure 1: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal 
corrupted by additive noise (SNR equal to 18, 12. 6 
and 0 dB), and spectral tilt (6dB/oct) as a function 
of the number of utterances (N) used to estimate the 
weighted arithmetic mean in WSS - WLMN. 
at all the SNR's. However, as can be seen in Figure 1, the 
mean normalization technique is strongly dependent on 
the length of the speech signal used to estimate the coef-
ficient means and and the required number of utterances 
apparently increases for lower SNR's. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Table 2: Recognition error rate (%) for speech signal cor-
rupted by additive noise (car) and spectral tilt (6dB/oct). 
18dB 12dB I 6dB 0dB 
SS 	I 24.5 - 24.3 29.15 36.4 
IVSS 23.0 26.3 	1 32.5 40.2 
WSS-tMN 0.3 1.8 5.9 	__iTT 
WSS-WLMN 0.4 0.7 3.6I10.7 
7. DISCUSSION 
As can be seen in table 1, WSS (weighted DP algorithm 
with SS) showed a substantial reduction in the error rate 
in all the SNR's when compared with SS (ordinary DTW 
with SS). When compared with WSS, WSS - LMN in-
creased the error rate. However, when the weighted arith-
metic mean was used WSS - WLMN, the mean nor-
malization almost did not affect the recognition accuracy. 
According to table 2, the spectral tilt dramatically de-
creased the recognition accuracy at all the SNR's for SS 
and WSS. The use of the ordinary mean normalization 
technique WSS - LiVIVsubstantially reduced the error 
rate, but the best results were achieved in WSS- WLMY 
with the weighted mean. Comparing the results of the 
table 2 with the ones in table 1, WSS - WLMN was 
almost completely robust to the convolutional distortion 
The results presented in this paper show that the chan-
nel response can effectively be removed after the additive 
noise being cancelled by means of SS. even when additive 
noise is estimated with just a few frames. In these ext'er:-
merits the noise estimation was made only once rising juer 
250ms of non-speech signal and was kept constant for all  
the experiments at the same SNR. Moreover, rve:ghtinc 
the information along the noisy speech signal helped to 
cancel both additive and convolutional noises and good 
results were achieved with techniques easily implemented 
such as SS and mean normalization. 
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